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THE PUBLISHED CHORAL FOLK SONGS OF  
CYRILLUS KREEK, ESTONIAN NATIONALIST 




This research will trace the development and productivity of Cyrillus Kreek 
(1889-1962) as a composer of choral folk songs and his influence on Estonian culture. 
The core of the study provides a chronological examination of Kreek’s published choral 
folk song arrangements. Kreek’s work is the summation of direct and indirect influences 
in his life, such as Estonian folk music and the Estonian national awakening that began in 
the late nineteenth century and flourished in the early decades of the twentieth century; 
conversely, his music, along with that of his contemporaries, impacted the process of 
defining what it meant to be Estonian.  
An outgrowth of this study has also illuminated the need for user-friendly, 
accessible editions of his choral folk songs so that other parts of the world may more 
fully enjoy the benefits of his work and the deep, rich tradition of Estonian choral folk 
music. Suggestions are given for understanding the context in which Kreek’s music was 
created and how that context affects its performance. A proposed sample edition and a 
pronunciation guide are included as appendixes. The document concludes with a 
discussion of the impact of Kreek’s music on the future of Estonian life and the 
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The country of Estonia lies on the northeastern end of the Baltic Sea, almost equal 
in land mass to Belgium. While Estonia has much to offer musically, perhaps its greatest 
contribution is in choral music. The Estonian choral tradition continues to be discovered 
on this side of the Atlantic Ocean, and scholars from around the globe steadily amass 
information about the Estonian choral art form—a tradition dating back to the Middle 
Ages. Throughout Estonian history, choral music has grown in its breadth and depth as an 
essential element of Estonian culture. The cargo that this choral tradition has most 
frequently and consistently carried is Estonian folk music.  
The Estonian folk music tradition and the related tradition of Baltic choral singing 
is quite unique in comparison to other choral music traditions around the world. The basis 
for this hypothesis is not found in musical terminology and technical or theoretical 
differences; instead, it is in the very history and purpose of choral singing—its creation 
and its function. Marian Dolan, editor of Let the Peoples Sing, phrases this uniqueness 
quite clearly: “[Baltic] choral music exemplified the power of singing in community 
rather than at an audience.”1 Estonia is most clearly and simply understood as a nation of 
singers. This is not only the opinion of the Estonians themselves. It has also been the 
opinion of outsiders who were fortunate to become acquainted with Estonian people.2 
With each passing century, Estonian composers have passed the torch of this 
deeply rooted choral folk tradition and continuously expanded a catalog of music that has 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1. Marian Dolan, ed., Let the Peoples Sing, Volume Two: Sacred Choral Music of the Baltics: 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania (Minneapolis: Worldsong, 2003), 1 (introduction).  
 
2. Ibid.  
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served as the backbone of their nation and the greater Baltic culture; they have done so 
amidst repeated political turmoil, destructive invasions, world wars, and oppressive 
dictatorial leadership. One substantial contributor to this body of music and the choral 
singing tradition in the twentieth century was Cyrillus Kreek (1889-1962). 
An examination of Kreek, the reputed father of Estonian choral folk music, is 
critical for understanding the strong connection between the country and its choral 
tradition. Since Estonia’s independence in 1991, however, only a small portion of 
Kreek’s choral music has impacted Estonia and the international landscape of choral 
singing. Kreek devoted his life to preserving Estonia’s rich folk song heritage, and the 
majority of his compositional output consists of choral arrangements of Estonian folk 
melodies. This research intends to show that Kreek’s greatest musical contribution is 
Estonian choral folk song arrangements. Specifically, he is known for his choral settings 
based on sacred folk songs, also known as folk hymn variants. His compositional catalog 
also includes a variety of secular folk song arrangements set for male, female, or mixed 
chorus, as well as instrumental and vocal chamber works and symphonic pieces.  
Kreek was a promoter of national originality and was known with his 
contemporaries, Peter Süda (1883-1920), Heino Eller (1887-1970), and Märt Saar (1882-
1963), as a creator of an Estonian nationalistic musical style rooted in classical, fine art 
traditions—the first of its kind in Estonia. Kreek was also an active choral conductor and 
music teacher, encouraging his students to honor folklore and folk tunes. His influence is 
far-reaching in Estonian musical history: his impact is evident in the present day in the 
works of Veljo Tormis. The sum of Kreek’s compositional catalog aided the 
establishment of a national, Estonian musical style. This style enlivened and strengthened 
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Estonia’s long-standing tradition of expressing folk culture through song—a tradition that 
carried them through Soviet occupation during the twentieth century.  
Purpose 
	  
Because of his sizeable contributions to Estonian music (specifically in the sacred 
folk song genre) and his role in Estonia’s national awakening, Cyrillus Kreek is worthy 
of a more in-depth examination. Research has revealed limited and scattered information 
on Cyrillus Kreek, and this document has assembled available literature with the intent 
to: (1) Bring greater awareness to the international choral community about Kreek’s life, 
influences, and contributions; (2) Organize and synthesize the limited literature on his 
published choral folk song compositions; and (3) Make Kreek’s choral music more 
available and accessible. 
The primary objective of this study is to discuss Cyrillus Kreek’s influence in 
articulating, promoting, and preserving nationalistic Estonian choral tradition through his 
choral folk song compositions. Kreek’s love for folk music and his desire to preserve and 
share it left a great legacy: he spent most of his life giving back to the people of Estonia 
music that was already theirs. In doing so, Estonia and other nations have become 
benefactors of the music and musical heritage in which he invested his entire life. Within 
Estonia and the Nordic countries, Kreek is well known and respected because of his life, 
work, and musical influence. Unfortunately, Kreek and his work are not well known 
outside of Estonia, parts of Scandinavia, and the Baltic region. 
The second major objective is to assemble and study Kreek’s compositional 
work—specifically; his published choral folk song arrangements. Kreek’s treatment of 
Estonian folk songs demonstrates his ability to fuse a creative harmonic framework with 
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a pre-existing tune while simultaneously retaining the tune’s integrity. In addition, he was 
part of a very small school of composers that established the national character of 
Estonian music by crafting the country’s own folk songs (secular and sacred) into a 
choral, classical fine art form. Kreek’s catalog of collected folk songs includes between 
5,500 and 6,000 folk song transcriptions from Estonian parishes, with over 700 works 
arranged for a cappella choral ensembles. It is the most comprehensive catalog of its type 
in Estonian music. Initial study revealed that Kreek’s music has been performed in the 
United States; however, performances have been limited to his Psalm settings (Taaveti 
Laulud) or a select number of his folk song arrangements. The larger catalog of his folk 
song arrangements—specifically those based on sacred folk songs—appears to have been 
overlooked and neglected. This examination serves to bring awareness to a significant 
body of unexplored choral literature with the intent of inspiring conductors, particularly 
in America, to program Kreek’s music and bring to light his compositions and the 
Estonian choral tradition. 
The third objective of the research is to provide a way for Kreek’s choral 
compositions to be more available and accessible. Accessibility addresses issues such as 
language, choral tone, and performance practice. To gain this information, scores and 
recordings of both Estonian folk songs and Kreek’s choral folk songs arrangements were 
reviewed. Finally, interviews with Estonian composers, singers, and conductors took 
place in Estonia to discover the heart of what it means to be Estonian. In addition, issues 
were discussed related to performance practice in Estonian folk music, the Estonian 
language, the significance of Estonian choral music, and the enviroment and cultural 
context in which Estonian music has historically been written. This information should 
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enhance the understanding of Kreek’s place in Estonian musical history, codify the 
tradition of Estonian choral music that he sought to preserve, and promote meaningful 
performances of his choral folk song arrangements in the future. 
The Role and Importance of Estonian Folk Song 
 Amid shifts in Estonia’s tumultuous political and economical climate, its source 
of strength and endurance has been its national song. Marion Dolan reinforces this idea in 
the introduction of her edited collection of Baltic choral music, Let the Peoples Sing. To 
summarize, various countries and invaders dominated and ruled Estonia for over 700 
years. This activity reached its highest proportions during the mid-twentieth century 
when thousands of Estonians and other Baltic citizens were deported, executed, 
conscripted, or exiled during the sovietization of their countries.3 The church suffered as 
well: clergy were sent to Soviet prisons or labor camps; seminary libraries were burned; 
schools were closed; and church property was seized or demolished. Through such 
atrocities, the identity, persistence, and spiritual faith of Estonians and the greater Baltic 
population remained grounded in the power and history of their folk songs.4 
Estonia’s large body of collected folk music serves as evidence of its significance 
in Estonian culture. In 1966, one source recorded that over 30,000 folk tunes were 
collected in folk art museums—a number that was still growing.5 This is a substantial 
component of Estonian culture and folklore, which also includes over 270,000 poems; 
this “copious collection” is a result of systematic collection efforts in the nineteenth 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




5. Leo Normet and Artur Vahter, 10 Aspects of Estonian Life: Soviet Estonian Music (Tallinn: 
Eesti Raamat, 1967), 5.	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century through the mid-twentieth century.6 These activities were the very same ones that 
inspired Dr. Oskar Kallas (1868-1946), mentor to Cyrillus Kreek, to begin intentionally 
collecting folk music. 
 Kreek’s interest in Estonian folk music was part of a larger European movement 
that began in the late nineteenth century. Estonia experienced a national awakening in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, as did many European countries; and Estonians 
began to search for their national identity, origins, and heritage. As an outgrowth of this 
search, Estonians began to value and collect many kinds of folklore material, such as 
poetry and folk songs. This collection process became systematized in the beginning of 
the twentieth century (1904-1915), when the Estonian Students’ Society (led by Dr. 
Kallas), of which Kreek was a part, joined the process.7  
This movement was not without challenge. Around the turn of the century, intense 
policies of “russification” and growing “social antagonisms” acted as consistent sources 
of discouragement.8 Yet, the movement was well organized by impassioned leadership. 
The national folklore collection movement in Estonia was led by Jakob Hurt (1839-1907) 
from 1888 to 1906, in conjunction with Johann Eisen (1857-1934); they enlisted the 
assistance of over one thousand correspondents across the country. Over 50,000 folk 
poems were gathered during this period, and many more folk tales were published. The 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6. Harry Olt, Estonian Music (Tallinn: Perioodika, 1980), 20-1. 
 
7. Anu Kõlar, “Folk Hymns as a Source of Cyrillus Kreek’s Compositions,” Fontes Artis Musicae 
– Journal of the International Association of Music Libraries, Archives, and Documentation Centres 51, 
nos. 3-4 (July-December 2004): 315. 
 
8. Olt, Estonian Music, 19. 
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collections of folklore acted as source material for composers, including Kreek, for many 
years to come.9  
 
 
Figure 1. Cyrillus Kreek, 1920 (M11: 1/119). Used by permission from the Estonian 
Theatre and Music Museum. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9. Olt, Estonian Music, 19. 
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Cyrillus Kreek in Estonia 
 
Cyrillus Kreek was born on December 3, 1889 in Western Estonia in the village 
of Saanika in the Ridala parish in Võndala. He was born into the family of Gustav Kreek, 
a local schoolteacher; and he spent the early years of his life on the island of Vormsi. The 
family had recently relocated there for Gustav’s new job. 
 
 
Figure 2. Map of Estonia.10 
 
The Kreek family belonged to the Lutheran church but was forced to convert to 
Russian Orthodoxy because the local Orthodox church also administered the local school 
in Fällarna. This conversion required everyone in the family to change their first names. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10. World Atlas. “Estonia large color map,” 
http://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/europe/lgcolor/eecolor.htm (accessed February 26, 2013). 
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Gustav adopted the name Konstantin, and his son Karl Ustav took the name Kirill. This 
served as the basis for the Latinized artistic version, Cyrillus, which was later adopted.11 
Father Gustav remained and worked in Vormsi until his death. Cyrillus’s mother, Maria 
Kreek, however, moved her children to Haapsalu, Estonia around 1896 or 1897. Gustav 
would frequently travel to Haapsalu on the weekends, or sometimes the children would 
come to Vormsi to visit their father.12 Soon after the move to Haapsalu, Cyrillus began 
studying at the parish school of St. Nikolaus Church. Singing and music-making were a 
part of Estonian family life, and this was certainly true for the Kreek family.13  
In Haapsalu, young Cyrillus became a devoted member of various local music 
societies.14 He joined one organization known as the Kungla Temperance Society; and 
the choir director, August Tamberg (d. 1920), allowed Kreek to practice on the Society’s 
piano and harmonium. Kreek was also given permission to practice on the organ at the 
Jaani (St. John’s) and Lossikirik (Castle) Churches. Kreek played in his school’s brass 
band, and conductor Karl Tiikman invited Kreek to join the local firemen’s band. Kreek, 
however, was more interested in playing in the school brass band. Subsequently, Kreek 
began studying piano more intentionally; and his teacher, Jüri Tari (1877-unknown), gave 
Kreek a solid musical foundation by teaching him the sonatas of Haydn and Mozart.15 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11. “Cyrillus Kreek” according to the International Phonetic Alphabet: [kɪɾillus kre:k]. 
 
12. Anu Kõlar. Personal interview. 18 February 2013.  
 
13. Vance Wolverton, “Baltic Portraits: Cyrillus Kreek – an Estonian Original,” Choral Journal 
40, no. 2 (September 1999): 9-10. 
 
14. Tiia Järg, “Cyrillus Kreek,” in Cyrillus Kreek: Personaalmeestik (Tallinn: The National 
Cultural Committee of the Estonian SSR, 1989), 7; Tiia Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja (Tallinn: Eesti 
Muusikaühing, 1989), 13. 
 
15. Järg, “Cyrillus Kreek,” 11-3. 
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Kreek’s first attempt at composing, based on his own words, occurred on April 
13, 1906. The result of this attempt is unknown.16 Even so, Kreek’s broad musical 
interests drove him to pursue other avenues of expression. Cyrillus was given the 
opportunity to direct the orchestra at the Haapsalu Town School during the 1907-08 
school year. Gustav helped Cyrillus purchase a trombone, and Kreek spent the summer 
practicing piano and trombone.17 Cyrillus’s brother, Vladimir, played cornet in a military 
orchestra and encouraged him to enter the wind instruments class at St. Petersburg 
Conservatory.18  
Vladimir’s encouragement ultimately influenced Kreek, since he eventually 
continued his musical studies at the Conservatory; Kreek enrolled as a student in brass 
studies in the fall of 1908 at age twenty. He studied trombone with Franz Türner (1831-
1909) and Piotr Volkov (1877-1933) and composition with Jaseps Vitols (1863-1948), 
Mikhail Tchernov (1878-1938), and Nikolai Tcherepnin (1873-1945). At the 
conservatory, Kreek received standard training in harmony, theory, and solfeggio. He 
studied elementary theory and solfeggio with Alexey Puzyrevski (1855-1917) and 
harmony with Vasili Kalafati (1869-1942).19 One of his earliest works, “Väike lille lauk” 
[‘Little song about a flower;’ text by Karl Eduard Sööt], was written on March 29, 1909, 
during his first year of conservatory training.20 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16. Tiia Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja (Tallinn: Eesti Muusikaühing, 1989), 9. 
 
17. Järg, “Cyrillus Kreek,” 7.  
 
18. Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 9. 
 
19. Järg, “Cyrillus Kreek,” 7. 
 




Figure 3. “Vaike lille lauk,” original version (M11: 2/215). Used by permission from the 
Estonian Theatre and Music Museum. 
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 Kreek was apart of a second generation of Estonian musicians to receive 
composition training at the Conservatory. His contemporaries included Rudolf Tobias 
(1873-1918), Artur Kapp (1878-1952), Mihkel Lüdig (1880-1958), Mart Saar (1882-
1952), and Juhan Aavik (1884-1982). Many of them were influenced by Russian music, 
specifically works by Rimsky-Korsakov.21 Also among the Estonians studying 
composition at the Conservatory was Peeter Süda, who later became Kreek’s best friend 
and one of his greatest musical and compositional influences. Süda was seven years older 
than Kreek and enrolled in the Conservatory in 1902. His last four years of study 
overlapped with Kreek’s first four years of study.22 Süda’s influence was so great that 
Kreek changed his studies to composition when Süda graduated.23  
Cyrillus’s life situation drastically changed when his father Gustav died in Vormsi 
on November 18, 1916, on his 64th birthday. During the next month (before graduation 
exams), Kreek was drafted into the military orchestra of the 470th Regiment in Tallinn. In 
April of 1917, Kreek was discharged due to his weak health, which ultimately led to his 
conducting, composing, and teacher career; his music career would last for the next forty 
years of his life and place him in a variety of schools.24 Interestingly, Kreek’s long and 
productive career did not include completing his formal studies: the unstable political 
situation prevented him from finishing at the St. Petersburg Conservatory. 
Kreek’s Early Influences 
A historical examination reveals that Kreek was influenced indirectly by his 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21. Johannes Tall, “Estonia,” in The Garland Encyclopedia of World Music: Europe, ed. Timothy 
Rice, James Porter, and Christopher Goertzen (New York: Garland Publishing, 2000), 497. 
 
22. Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 13. 
 
23. Järg, “Cyrillus Kreek,” 8. 
 
24. Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 9; Wolverton, “Baltic Portraits,” 10.  
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father as well as the surrounding social and political climate of the day. In fact, Estonian 
musicologist Anu Kõlar makes this the thesis of her 2010 dissertation: “The principal aim 
of this dissertation is to examine Cyrillus Kreek’s life and associate it with the musical 
life processes in Estonia. I have attempted to show how the composer’s life, work, and 
activities as a practicing musician were in a mutual relationship with the social and 
cultural context of his time.”25 Specifically, there were events in the year prior to Kreek’s 
birth that would indirectly influence his passion for Estonia and its folk music and 
cultivate his abilities as a teacher and folk music collector.  
For example, in 1888, Estonia witnessed the completion and opening of the much-
anticipated Alexsander School in Põltsamaa on Vormsi Island. Over the course of the 
twenty-year project, many Estonians saved money with the intent of sending their 
children to this school. To the dismay of the Estonian people, the school was opened as a 
Russian-language town school.26 This inflamed the decades-long tension between 
Russian and Estonian cultures, deepening that community’s affection for all things 
Estonian. In the same year, Estonian linguist and pastor Jakob Hurt published an article, 
“Paar palvid Eesti ärksamaile poegadele ja tütardele” [A Couple of Requests to Good 
Estonian Sons and Daughters] which invited Estonians to collect Estonian folk poetry in 
a systematic fashion.27 The significance and influence of these events in Kreek’s life is 
debatable; but Kreek scholar, Tiia Järg, offers a compelling argument:  
There are no records of whether these events were directly reflected in the home 
of Gustav Kreek, but we may assume that this astute schoolmaster [father Gustav] 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25. Anu Kõlar, Cyrillus Kreek ja Eesti Muusikaelu: väitekiri muusikaajaloos (Tallinn: Eesti 
Muusikaamadeemia Väitekirjad 5, 2010), 245. 
 




certainly did not miss them. The entire life of his son Cyrillus is related to areas 
influenced by these events: Estonian school and folk poetry. And he knows how 
to match and combine these two.28  
 
Not only societal but also familial influences played a significant role in Kreek’s 
musical interests. Kreek recalls in biographical conversations:  
Since times at Saanika school father made us children sing in unison with his 
students. Father lifted me up next to him on the organ and told me when I had to 
sing louder, so that he could distinctly hear how I was singing. All music lessons 
took place with all our children singing along. Therefore, it repeated itself in all 
schools he worked in.29 We managed to sing [numerous] chorales and in the 
evenings, at dusk, when father happened to have some free time, they sang secular 
songs. The children sang soprano, father sang the bass and some of the elder 
children sang alto.30 
 
The Kreek family’s daily activities included singing and playing instruments. The 
children learned how to read music from their father. Young Kirill started playing organ 
in Hullo (Central Vormsi Island) when he was seven years old.31 
Kreek’s father Gustav was considered a “merry” man with a calm mind and the 
ability to see the positive aspects of life. People also said the same thing about Cyrillus 
once they became acquainted with him. Although outwardly calm and reserved in his 
approach, one could sense firm self-discipline and “exactness and fastidiousness” in all 
areas related to his work.32 He was also like his father in that he had “good 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28. Tiia Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 13. 
 
29. This is an exact quote whose English translation more accurately would say, “The same type 
of activity took place in all the schools where he [Gustav] worked.”  
 
30. Tiia Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 11. 
 
31. Ibid., 13. 
 
32. Ibid., 9-10. 
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comprehension of communicating with people around him, which is particularly needed 
for schoolwork.”33  
The nation’s interest in Estonian folk music spilled over into Kreek’s life when, at 
the beginning of the twentieth century, the Estonian Student’s Society (Eesti Üliõpilaste 
Seltsi, EÜS) began intensive fieldwork recording Estonian folk melodies. Systematic 
collection of folk music started in the second half of the nineteenth century and was a 
sign of the national awakening among Estonians. The earliest systematic collectors were 
Jakob Hurt and Oskar Kallas (1868-1946), and they were the first to study Estonian folk 
songs in a scholarly manner.34 Additional students who joined the collection efforts 
included Juhan Aavik, Peeter Penna, Mart Saar, Frieda Talvik, August Topman, Samuel 
Lindpere, and Miina Härma.35 
Dr. Kallas, who organized and coordinated the efforts of the EÜS, raised money 
to hire students to conduct fieldwork in Estonian villages. Standard practice for these 
trips required that two students travel together: one musically trained to transcribe 
melodies and one to write down the texts. The St. Petersburg Conservatory was 
represented in the EÜS’s collection efforts before World War I. Composer Cyrillus Kreek 
was one of the conservatory students hired to travel with the EÜS to collect Estonian folk 
songs.36 Kreek was active in folk music collection by using a phonograph, and twice he 
went out with Johannes Muda (tuba student at St. Petersburg Conservatory) to collect 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33. Tiia Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 9-10. 
 
34. Tall, “Estonia,” 498. 
 
35. Priit Kuusk, “Cyrillus Kreek Ja Eesti Rahvamuusika,” in Muusikalisi Lehekülgi: III, ed. Pritt 
Kuusk, (Tallinn: Eesti Ramat, 1979), 47. 
 
36. Urve Lippus, “The Estonian Tradition of Folk Hymn Singing,” in Spiritual Folk Singing: 
Nordic and Baltic Protestant Traditions, eds. Kirsten Sass Bak and Svend Nielsen (Denmark: Forlaget 
Kragen, 2006), 45-46. 
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Estonian-Swedish folk music; Kreek and Muda were the first Estonians ever to do this.37 
Following one of their first expeditions, Kreek wrote to Dr. Kallas, “This time I want to 
take the phonograph with me. It is very hard to write down Estonian zither and bagpipe 
songs.”38 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37. Wolverton, “Baltic Portraits,” 9-10. 
 
38. Kuusk, “Cyrillus Kreek,” 51. 
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Figure 4. Cyrillus Kreek and Johannes Muda, 1911 (M11: 1/121). Used by permission 
from the Estonian Theatre and Music Museum. 
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Kreek’s Early Activities and Compositions 
Kreek joined the efforts of the EÜS in the summer of 1911, possibly on the 
recommendation of his friend Peeter Süda who joined the team earlier in 1905.39 Kreek’s 
folk music interest was piqued earlier though, evidenced by some tunes he transcribed in 
1909. His work with the Estonian Students’ Society lasted from 1911 to 1914, collecting 
music every summer during that time. He also began working in Läänemaa, near his 
hometown in Western Estonia.40 Unfortunately, World War I forced the Estonian 
Students’ Society to cease collecting folk music. 
Kreek and Süda remained close and discussed their compositions with 
“exceptional open-mindedness” through periodic exchanges of letters.41 Prior to this 
period in Kreek’s life, Järg recognizes that Kreek’s attempts at composition were 
“tentative attempts towards a very new professional direction.”42 On December 22, 1912 
in St. Petersburg, after just a few days, Kreek completed a mixed choir piece, 
“Nõmmelill” [‘Heath bell;’ text by Anna Haava (1864-1957)]. In this work, one can hear 
Kreek’s use of new harmonies in a brighter, more emotional setting.43 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
39. Kuusk, “Cyrillus Kreek,” 48. 
 
40. Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 15. 
  







Figure 5. “Nõmmelill” excerpt.44  
This piece would later be matched in its technical ability by “Talvine õhtu” [‘Winter 
evening;’ text by Villem Grünthal-Ridala (1885-1942)], written on December 21, 1915 
and February 8, 1916 in St. Petersburg. Scholars say these two pieces are the main 
examples of Kreek’s modern sound.45 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44. Cyrillus Kreek, “Nõmmelill” from Segakoorilaule (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1990), 13. 
 
45. Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 15. 
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Figure 6. “Talvine õhtu” excerpt.46 
Kreek’s last year of composition class at St. Petersburg Conservatory was the 
academic year 1915-16, and he took a break from systematic collection work between 
1915 and 1919. Following his discharge from the army in 1917, Kreek began working as 
a teacher at the Haapsalu (Northwestern Estonia) Girl’s School and stayed there until 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46. Cyrillus Kreek, “Talvine õhtu” in Segakoorilaule (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1990), 31. 
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1918. He married Swedish born Maria Blees in 1918; and then in January of 1919, he 
worked at the Läänemaa High School as music teacher and bandmaster and stayed there 
until August of the same year.47  
Kreek was a music teacher at the Rakvere Teacher’s Seminar (a teacher training 
college) from 1919 to 1920; and in 1921, Kreek was invited by Juhan Aavik to teach at 
the Tartu Higher Music School. He simultaneously taught at the Tartu Teachers’ 
Seminar. Three compositions came from this period, the most notable being “Meil 
aiaäärne tänavas” [‘Our childhood village lane;’ text by Lydia Koidula (1843-1886)], 
written from February 22-23, 1921.48 Its chief characteristic is superior canonical 
treatment, and the overall mood of the piece has been described as “wistful.”49 
Additionally, Järg notes that the work was most likely an “obituary” for Kreek’s recently 
deceased friend, Peeter Süda.50 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
47. Kuusk, “Cyrillus Kreek,” 57-8. 
 
48. Sources conflict as to the date of this piece.  Tiia Järg in Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja provides the 
date given in the text. See footnote #49. The Estonian Information Centre publication, Estonian Music, 
edited by Evi Arujärv and Kaja Irjas dates this piece in 1919. See page 18 of that text. 
 







Figure 7. “Meil aiaäärne tänavas” excerpt, mm. 1-3.51 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
51. Cyrillus Kreek, “Meil aiaäärne tänavas” in Segakoorilaule (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1990), 68. 
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Figure 8. “Meil aiaäärne tänavas” excerpt, mm. 4-13.52 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
52. Cyrillus Kreek, “Meil aiaäärne tänavas” in Segakoorilaule (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1990), 69. 
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The same “wistful tone” is seen in Kreek’s creative folk song arrangement 
“Maga, maga Matsikene” [‘Sleep well, my little Matthias;’ folklore text] from September 
26-27, 1922, which is a haunting lullaby based on a limited number of pitches.53 Kreek 
found this folk song in Ridala parish during his first collection trip with the Estonian 
Students’ Society in 1911.54  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53. Evi Arujärv and Kaja Irjas, eds., Estonian Music: A brief historical overview with 2 cds 
(Tallinn: Estonian Music Information Center, 2008), 18.  
 
54. Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 19. 
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Figure 9. “Maga, maga Matsikene” excerpt.55 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
55. Cyrillus Kreek, “Maga, maga Matsikene” in Segakoorilaule (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1990), 85.  
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Around August of 1921, Kreek went to Haapsalu to work as a music teacher at the 
newly opened West-Estonian Pedagogical Seminar in Läänemaa, never to return to 
Tartu.56 Kreek taught music at the seminar and made sure to emphasize the importance of 
music as an essential subject. Future teachers were required to study solfeggio, the 
history of music, the piano, and various wind instruments. The seminar included a study 
group for harmony, and there was even a symphonic orchestra.  
 
Figure 10. Kreek with the Läänemaa Seminar, 1922-1924 (M11: 1/123). Used by 
permission from the Estonian Theatre and Music Museum. 
 
Despite his various spheres of influence within the seminar, Kreek remained quiet 
about his own music while teaching. Interestingly, Kreek assigned his students a project 
for the summer holidays: learn at least one song from family members; then return in the 
fall and sing it for the class. Kreek wrote down the notes to all the songs the students 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
56. This is also referenced in some sources as the West-Estonian Teachers’ Seminar, Läänemaa 
Teachers’ College (LTC), or Läänemaa Õpetajate Seminar (LÕS). 
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brought to class.57 The largest number of songs from one location comes from Kreek’s 
time in Läänemaa—about 1,300 folk songs collected from students. One of his students, 
Erik Seppel, remembers:  
Kreek came to class, made jokes to break the ice and then asked if anybody by 
chance had heard some new songs. He asked students to repeat the tune a couple 
of times and he wrote it down. For this reason he always had with him a pen and 
music paper. If the class had a new student he always asked for the new songs 
they knew. Often it took good portion of the class to sing for Kreek. But in return 
Kreek sometimes played fragments from opera, choral songs, or would teach 
harmony to students.58 
  
 Kreek’s passion for folk music truly impacted the lives of his students. He seemed 
to be most interested in folk songs from Läänemaa and asked students to listen around for 
new songs when they were on school holidays. He kept records for 196 students; 14 
students, ages 13 to 22, knew more than 300 songs. During his ten years of teaching at 
the Läänemaa seminar, Kreek listened to about 25,000 songs; but he was strict in 
choosing which songs to record. For example, student Ester Eina knew 409 songs; but 
Kreek only wrote down 10 of them. He was always careful to explain to his students why 
he collected folk songs: “It is a valuable treasure and we cannot let these [sic] vanish.”59 
Following his time at the Teacher’s Seminar, Kreek’s collection activity decreased. He 
was an active collector for nineteen seasons and undoubtedly is the only person to have 
performed such a “voluminous and complete work in Estonia.”60 To be fair, Kuusk 
acknowledges that the only person to compete with Kreek’s work is Herbert Tampere 
(1909-1975), who spent most of his life studying and cataloging the regilaulud 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57. Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 19.  
 
58. Kuusk, “Cyrillus Kreek,” 60-1. 
 
59. Ibid., 61. 
 
60. Kuusk, “Cyrillus Kreek,” 64.  
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melodies.61 Tampere’s work with folk melodies exists in several volumes under the title 
Eesti ravhalaulud viisidega [Estonian folk song methods].62  
Kreek also taught for short periods at the Tallinn Conservatory (1940-41 and 
1944-50), and he was appointed professor in 1947. During Soviet occupation, however, 
times were difficult for a variety of composers and cultural contributors of the day. Strict 
mandates were placed upon cultural and educational entities to create and teach content 
that was consistent with socialist ideology.63 The limitations in these mandates served to, 
in essence, destroy “free intellectual life,” as Mart Laar describes.  
The first step along this path was the elimination of people who had led 
independent Estonia’s cultural and scientific life. A large number of them had 
already fallen victim to the communist repression in 1940-1941, while many of 
the intellectuals who had avoided the first wave of repressions escaped in 1944 to 
the West. Some intellectuals who had remained in Estonia were arrested and died 
in Siberian prison camps, while the others at first declared loyalty to the Soviet 
rule, but then lost their jobs in the campaign launched in 1950-1951 against 
“bourgeois nationalists.”64 
 
The title “bourgeois nationalist” was the title given to Kreek when he was 
released from his teaching post at the Tallinn Conservatory in the fall of 1950, along with 
sixteen other faculty members. Kreek was forced to leave the Tallinn Conservatory “on 
his own wish and will, as his work was not satisfying enough for the work at a higher 
school professionally, ideologically, and politically.”65  
In summary, Kreek was consistently involved in composition and teaching 
throughout his life; and both of his roles as teacher and composer, seemingly regardless 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
61. Kuusk, “Cyrillus Kreek,” 63. 
 
62. This was published by Kirjastus: Eesti Riiklik, 1956-1965. 
 




65. Wolverton, “Baltic Portraits,” 10; Arujärv and Irjas, Estonian Music, 22.  
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of locale, were influenced by Estonian folk songs. His work as a teacher centered on 
Estonian folk songs: in class, Kreek had his students sing folk songs and write down folk 
melodies.66 Kreek’s collection practices at the seminar and the high school in Läänemaa 
were a continuation of work that had already begun with students at the Rakvere 
Seminar. Kreek engaged in further collection trips, some of which involved hiking trips 
in Vormsi Island and to Setumaa, Petseri, and Ridala. Kreek would organize and copy the 
collected tunes during breaks from expeditions.67  
Kreek filled his time mostly with teaching and folk song collection; but he also 
made time for other side activities: choir conducting, arranging and preparing concerts, 
leading local song festivals and their side-festivities, and participating in the judging 
panels for choral singing contests. In addition, he also conducted the mixed choir from 
Haapsalu, “Heli” (“Kungla”), and the choir of the Haapsalu Male Choir Society; but they 
performed Kreek’s music only on rare occasion. In time, though, conductors from Tallinn 
and Tartu began to show an interest in Kreek’s choral work.68  
Estonian folk song was the central component of Kreek’s compositions. Kreek’s 
folk interests are rooted in the extensive history and lineage of Estonian folk music. For 
that reason, it is important to include a general examination of the Estonian folk song. 
Cyrillus Kreek occupies a specific place in the growth and development of Estonian folk 
music while simultaneously using folk music to further nationalistic ideals and traditions. 
In order to understand Kreek’s compositional catalog, his influence, and his place in the 
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larger context of Estonian folk music, it is essential to understand Estonian folk music’s 
maturation process.  
 31	  
CHAPTER II 
OVERVIEW OF ESTONIAN FOLK MUSIC 
“Dance through life, sing your soul to heaven.” 
-Estonian proverb69 
 
Development of Estonian Folk Music 
 An old Estonian folk song says, “Beauty relieves dullness; singing cures 
sadness.”70 Over many centuries, these words have been proven and exemplified by the 
singing and celebration of Estonian folk songs. Estonian history is replete with significant 
events that have contributed to Estonian music, mainly its folk song. A proper 
understanding of this history can enlighten readers on the present state of Estonian music, 
Estonians’ view thereof, and Kreek’s role in preserving and expanding this history. Pritt 
Vesilind’s book, The Singing Revolution, provides a thorough account of the early 
historical record; and it will serve as the main reference for the following paragraphs. 
In the thirteenth century, Estonia was attacked from the North by the Danes and 
German knights of the Teutonic and Livonian military orders. The “Knights of the 
Sword” moved up the Baltic coast in a series of crusades to Christianize “the last 
backwater of paganism in Europe.”71 The Estonian tribes fought valiantly, but the 
invaders were too strong. Along with the knights came priests and wealth-hungry 
individuals seeking to consolidate the southeastern shore of the Baltic sea into middle-
European civilization. Vesilind notes, “By 1227 the territory of Estonia and Latvia had 
been carved up between the descendents of German military and aristocratic families who 
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treated the natives as simple children of nature and turned them into peasants”72 The 
demands of peasant life began to slow down in the evenings, and the peasants would sit 
in their thatched cottages and remember the culture that had been passed down to them 
for centuries. They would sing, and “the power of song kept the spirit of the Estonian 
nation burning.”73  
For the next several hundred years, Estonians endured clashes of invaders, plague, 
and famine until around 1720; this marked the end of the Great Northern War between 
Russia and the Swedish empire. Subsequently, Estonia was scorched and left with only 
about 100,000 Estonians.74 Yet, they survived; and the type of song that survived among 
the Estonian people until the middle of the nineteenth century was regivärss. Vesilind 
expounds: 
It was a kind of chant performed only by women, with a lead singer putting forth 
a melodic phrase that a chorus would repeat. Back and forth, these regilaulud 
(songs in regivärss) related the national mythology, family life, weddings, and 
births. Some were laments; others were rhythmic work songs, herder songs, swing 
songs. Ethnomusicologists discovered in the nineteenth century that Estonians had 
one of the most extensive collections of folk songs of all the people of Europe.75 
 
Types of Estonian Folk Song 
With this background, it is necessary to discuss the two primary types of Estonian 
folk song.76 The folk songs are divided into two historical categories: (1) Ancient folk or 
runic songs (regivärsid or regilaul) which are short and “melodically primitive,” epic in 
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character, repetitive, and using a text that is sometimes improvised;77 and (2) Rhythmic, 
strophic, end-rhyme folk songs developed in Estonia in the middle of the nineteenth 
century, known for their lyrical character, longer phrases, wider tessitura, varied rhythms, 
and influence of foreign music.78 Estonian folk songs are similar to Finnish, Karelian, 
Izhorian, and Votian runic songs. Together they form a body of poetry that is dominated 
by trochaic tetrameter, meaning each line of poetry contains four feet of trochees. 79 (A 
trochee consists of a long syllable followed by short syllable.) 
 In scholarly research, each division of Estonian folk song is valued differently. 
The old runic songs, also called runoverse or regilaul in Estonia, are held in higher 
esteem and evolved over two thousand years ago.80 Regilaul81 is the term used by 
Estonians for their ancient traditional song, and it relates both in poetry and music to the 
same style of other Balto-Finnic peoples. Estonian scholar Mimi Daitz further explains 
the varying use of terminology: “Finnish folklorists and linguists use their term, runo,82 
for this type of song; runolaul is also used in Estonian.”83 These songs are unique and 
known only among Baltic-Finnish people and culture. For that reason, runic songs were 
viewed as the most proper source material for developing a nationalistic style in music.  
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In contrast, the second type of Estonian folk song—strophic end-rhyme songs—
represents the larger European song tradition and originated in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. Their tonal melodies make them more akin to German Scandinavian 
models.84 The newer folk songs are characterized by their “use of end rhymes, their 
organization of the lines of text into strophes, and their harmonically based melodies.”85 
They spread to Estonia in the second half of the nineteenth century and, thus, are 
considered less valuable to Estonian folk song tradition.86  
It should also be mentioned that Estonia has a style of devotional song related to 
the Lutheran chorale. Examples of this song style can be seen in Kreek’s arrangements of 
folk hymn variants, which are based on chorales from the Punschel chorale book. They 
are known for their melodic structure, which is is commonly AABA: 
 
 
Figure 11. “Mu süda, ärka üles,” a religious folk song in AABA form. Aavik 1965.87 
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Regilaul Characteristics 
Origins and Function 
Some of the earliest written records of traditional Estonian songs show evidence 
of their use in seventeenth-century witch trials.88 The runoverse song form is common to 
most Baltic-Finnish cultures and most likely emerged during the first century B.C. when 
the Baltic-Finnish people had not yet branched into different cultures and were still 
speaking the same language. Erik Jones Reid offers this insight about the regilaul:  
The regilual is a strong component of national pride and heritage for the Estonian 
people. Estonians traditionally consider themselves to be rooted in the earth, and 
from the earth regilaul flows. Regilaul are songs of nature and work, life and toil, 
a means of communication and celebration. By tradition, these tunes are not 
written down, or even given titles. Instead, they are passed from one generation to 
the next orally, as is only appropriate for a genre that legend says comes from the 
birds, the wind, the rivers, and the trees.89 
 
Text 
Regilaulud are characterized by texts that are quite different from the European-
based folk song. The single line of text—not strophes—functions as the basic structural 
unit. As opposed to end rhymes, the regilaulud use alliteration and assonance 
extensively. Also, the verse meter for each line usually contains eight syllables organized 
into trochaic verse in quantitative meter (four poetic lines of alternating long and short 
syllables).90 Within the lines of text, one can find frequent use of syntactic parallelisms. 
Generally speaking, Estonian folk singers were typically women, whereas men 
dominated instrumental music. In addition, most folk songs deal with subjects that were 
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more appropriate to women such as love and intrigue, domestic life, and household 
activities such as spinning and weaving.91 Additionally, the text is elaborate in its poetic 
language, and it rarely includes direct expressions of thoughts and feelings; instead, those 
sentiments are presented by using poetic synonyms and metaphors.92  
The runo songs do not break apart into separate stanzas, and they also lack a final 
fixed form. Sometimes a separate verse may be added, omitted or shifted; and 
occasionally new songs emerge by adding or complementing verses in different ways.93 
Daitz notes that this is possible because “the high degree of rhythmic similarity, 
especially in the number of syllables per line, [allows] different texts [to be] sung to the 
same regilaul melody, with only slight rhythmic modifications.”94  
Melody 
One of the key characteristics of the regilaul is its melodic independence, which 
is unlike Western European melodies of the sixteenth through nineteenth centuries. The 
melodies are not controlled by harmonic direction; instead, tonality is dictated by the 
initial and final tones as well as the tone with the longest duration.95 These older melodies 
are more recitative-like with a narrow range. Each syllable is usually joined with one 
pitch, and melodic movement is step-wise and mostly diatonic (major or natural minor). 
Chromaticism is virtually absent.96  
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Figure 12. “Kadrilaul,” a runic folk song (regivärss). Tampere 1956-1965.97 
 
Additionally, changes in melodic variation are almost always accompanied by 
changed in rhythm. Stressed syllables tend to be performed on a higher pitch and 
unstressed syllables on a lower pitch, which corresponds to the tone modulation of 
Estonian speech. These characteristics add dynamic, rhythmic, and melodic variations to 
singing.98 The runo verse melodies contain few skips beyond a fourth, with skips of a 
third being the most frequent. The range is also typically narrow, with a fourth or fifth 
being the most common. Ranges of sixths and sevenths exist, however, and are common 
in songs of later origin. Repetitions of single notes and small melodic fragments are also 
common.99 
Structure 
The structure of the regilaulud is birthed out of unique performance practices. 
Regilaulud melodies are typically associated with work, rituals, children’s games, and 
charms and incantations.100 With the exception of lullaby and herding songs, runo verse 
songs almost always have a call and response. This occurs when a leader sings a line 
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followed by a chorus’s repetition of the same line. The chorus may include only one or a 
few voices. In some cases if there is not another singer, the leader may also sing the 
chorus line. The melody itself may also change. The same melody can be sung for both 
the call and the response, or it may be altered on the repetition with the chorus. 
Additionally, the chorus begins singing on the last word of the line sung by the leader. 
Similarly, the leader joins on the last word of the chorus before singing a new line of 
verse, thus creating an unending chain of music.101  
 Folk melodies have been used in Estonia according to the development of stylistic 
trends. For instance, the policies of 1950s Soviet culture “favored treatment of folk music 
with the framework of a national romantic sound and form.”102 In the 1960s, however, 
the pre-World War II modernist style began to influence music based on folk tunes. 
Proponents of this earlier style included Eduard Tubin, Heino Eller, Mart Saar, and 
Cyrillus Kreek. Stylistics qualities of this music included “neoclassicist rhythmic energy, 
expanded tonality and linear polyphony, and, as a result, colorful harmony.”103  
Rhymed, Strophic Folk Songs 
During the eighteenth century, songs began to evolve into a “transitional form,” 
bearing traits of both the old and newer song styles; it became known as the rhymed, 
strophic folk songs.104 Estonian folk music scholar Ingrid Rüütel provides a concise 
introduction to this genre in her section “Traditional Music” from the larger “Estonia” 
article in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Johannes Tall has also 
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written a clear description of this song form in his article “Estonia” in The Garland 
Encyclopedia of World Music. They both serve as the main source for the following 
paragraphs. 
The end-rhyme strophic song (known as vemmalvärss) became popular in the 
latter half of the nineteenth century and was characterized by a more developed melody, a 
symmetrical four-line form, wider tonal range, and major-minor tonality. It bore the 
marks of new folk song styles from neighboring countries as well as German folk and 
popular styles. Instrumental dances also played an influential role in this newer style of 
music. Various types of songs were written in this style: game and dance songs, songs 
about historical events, soldiers’ and sailors’ songs, village songs, sentimental songs, and 
ballads. Monophonic singing predominated; although one can find examples of singing 
with instrumental accompaniment and polyphonic singing. Functional harmony and 
greater rhythmic variety is more prevalent in the vemmalvärss. The texts of these songs 
were influenced by poetry common in the nineteenth century; they dictated a strophic 
structure and use of end rhymes.105  
 
 
Figure 13. “Kus on, kus on kurva kodu,” a rhymed, strophic folk song of the nineteenth 
century. Aavik 1965.106 
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It is important to note that, until the nineteenth century, peasant folk songs and 
legends were the essence of Estonian culture. The literature in Estonia and Latvia during 
this period consisted solely of religious tracts, prayers, hymns, and translations. Literacy 
was well advanced and, in Estonia, possibly at a higher level than in Britain.107 The visual 
arts were included in this folk tradition as well, though in a more limited scope. Baltic 
folk songs, however, were and “remain unparalleled in Europe for their richness and 
beauty. Their influence runs like a thread through all subsequent cultural developments 
and schools of Estonian and Latvian literature from the mid-nineteenth century.”108  
While this section has intended to describe the two main forms of Estonian folk 
song, it should be understood that Kreek composed using regilaul and rhymed, strophic 
folk songs as source material. This is evident in the collection of folk melody 
arrangements, Segakoorilaule (regilaul). Professor Humal notes that almost all of the 
arrangements published in this collection are based on regilaul melodies.109 Kreek also 
used rhymed, strophic folk songs in Koorilaulud. Humal also emphasized that regilaul 
was not in regular use in the twentieth century because it had died out. The folk songs 
from the 1920s (which is the when the sketches for Koorilaulud were written) were 
primarily rhymed, strophic folk songs.110 Kreek’s folk song arrangements also reflect the 
influence of the religious devotional song. As will be described in chapter three, the 
majority of Kreek’s work consists of arrangements of variations of sacred folk tunes 
called folk hymn variants.  
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In looking forward to a discussion of Kreek’s choral arrangements of folk songs, 
it is necessary to understand how Kreek’s choral work fits into the larger dialogue of 
Estonian choral music. Estonian choral singing is a tradition that is steeped in history, and 
it is unique throughout the world because of the depth at which it is imbedded in every 
level of society. 
Development of Estonian Choral Tradition 
Origins 
During Soviet rule in 1965, it was said, “there are few nations in whose life 
singing has played such an active part as it has in the life of the Estonians.”111 The first 
choirs appeared in Estonia during the first half of the nineteenth century, with choirs 
forming throughout the country. This development undoubtedly influenced the creation 
of the first Estonian National Song Festival in 1869.112 As shown in the previous section, 
singing has always been important to the Baltic way of life. Centuries ago, it even played 
a major role in ancient Estonian pagan religions and magical practices: Animist rituals 
served as a breeding ground for early Estonian music.  
Prior to German influence, every village possessed a sacred grove with idols, 
sacrificial trees, and stones. The people would sing to appease the spirits of nature, 
seeking to gain good fortune such as plentiful crops.113 In time, an Estonian singing 
tradition began to evolve, which for many years was an expression of peasant culture 
only. Estonians were gathered into “social and linguistic isolation – a mild description of 
the awful oppression inflicted by the feudal lords upon the Estonians – their music 
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acquired a simpler function than in the countries where both the ruling and the lower 
classes had a common language.”114  
Regional Influences 
Germans and Swedes: 13th-18th centuries. An important factor in shaping this 
evolving choral tradition was the influence of other nations. Estonia was invaded by 
various settlers for centuries, but it was also the base of various mission endeavors by 
groups from across Europe. The Germans and Swedes brought congregational singing to 
Estonia, along with other aspects of their culture. Historically, Estonian peasants and 
German communities have resided next to each other since the thirteenth century. 
Gregorian chant took its place next to Estonian folk music during this time; but in the 
seventeenth century, new music included polyphonic, German Lutheran chorales. The 
use of chorales was in response to the early music used for the Estonian spirits of nature. 
Christian leaders and clergy spent significant time and energy in eliminating “satanic 
songs” and replacing them with German, Christian hymns.115 One author notes that, “in 
efforts to overtake pagan beliefs and rituals, Lutheran pastors promoted choral singing in 
Germanic four-part harmony…”116  
Additionally, the Baltic German Lutheran church developed an Estonian school 
system and published Estonian-language books, calendars, and hymnals.117 For the first 
time in 1739, the Bible was published in Estonian.118 German Estonians, armed with their 
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Enlightenment ideas, evaluated the indigenous folk culture and promoted general 
education and European customs in Estonia. German secular music became popular with 
Estonians in towns and countrysides in the latter half of the eighteenth century. Estonian 
musicians would eventually perform at community events, balls, and social gatherings. 
Some estates even had their own peasant orchestras.119 
A wave of Romanticism and nationalism moved across Germanic Europe in the 
late eighteenth century, which undoubtedly contributed to the awakening within Estonian 
culture. German intellectuals in the Baltic region examined origins of local tribes and 
their own Germanic roots. In 1787, German poet, philosopher, and literary critic Johann 
Gottfried von Herder (1744-1803) put eight Estonian folk songs in a collection called 
Stimmen der völker in lieder [Voices of the people in song]. These were recognized as the 
first published Estonian songs.120  
Moravians: 18th and 19th centuries. One of the most influential and effective 
missionary efforts was conducted by the Moravian Brethren at the end of the eighteenth 
and beginning of the nineteenth centuries. The Moravians were Pietist missionaries from 
Herrnhut, Germany and were some of the earliest Protestants against the authority of 
Rome. They believed in literacy and temperance as well as choral music. The Moravians 
were effective in reaching out to and educating Estonian peasants during the eighteenth 
century, providing them with a European-based musical education. They taught the 
peasants how to read and write and also introduced them to music reading and organ 
playing.121 Many were employed as music teachers at the houses of wealthy landowners, 
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who were mostly Baltic Germans. In time, the Moravians’ teaching spread to the 
commoners; and by the 1820s, the Moravians established a private school in Röngu, in 
southern Tartumaa.122  
Moravian music instruction achieved an important goal: improving the quality of 
singing in church. Because of the Moravians’ leadership, Estonians’ first efforts at choral 
singing can be traced back to the 1830s and 1840s. The leaders of these choral groups 
were mostly schoolteachers with some musical training. Their choirs mainly sang 
German melodies set to Estonian texts, and they were involved with churches to provide 
music in worship services. Subsequently, clergy supported the development of these 
choirs and worked to provide music appropriate for them. Over time, the repertoire of 
these choirs became more varied and even included secular songs.123 The Moravians held 
that choral singing “was a way of religious ‘awakening,’ a concept that both Latvians and 
Estonians grew to use for the awakening of their own cultural identities and national 
aspirations.”124 
Lutherans: 19th century. In addition to Moravian church and German missionary 
efforts in the eighteenth century, the Lutheran church began to teach singing in their 
parish schools at the beginning of the nineteenth century.125 To assist in this process, the 
Moravians enlisted the leadership of a köster; this position originates in Swedish parish 
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churches. The köster taught children how to read and write, to sing hymns, and to pray.126 
In the nineteenth century, it was common for a Lutheran church organist—who taught 
reading, writing, and singing—to also be the local village teacher. Daitz summarizes: 
“just as literacy was widespread in Estonia, so was singing in school and in church.”127 
With time, the “alliterative keening of old women,” Vesilind adds, “quietly gave way to 
four-part harmony and the principle of rhyming lines as Estonians adopted Western 
musical styles. By the middle of the nineteenth century more ‘European’ harmonic music 
had largely replaced the regilaul in community singing.”128 Daitz cites Urve Lippus, 
Estonian musicologist at the Academy of Music, who reinforces this idea: “…that was 
the beginning of the national choral movement, which became extremely important in the 
history of Estonian culture in general.”129 
 Protestants. During the post-Reformation period in Northern Europe, a distinctive 
phenomenon also emerged: the singing of embellished Protestant hymns and popular 
pietist songs. This practice became central to Scandinavia and the Baltics, and it also 
came from Iceland and the Faroe Islands to the Swedish settlement of Gammalsvenskby 
in southern Ukraine. Both texts and tunes were used privately, publicly, and liturgically. 
This type of singing was common in churches that were far from homes, in congregations 
without an organ, and in places where formal musical instruction was not part of the 
education system. It was also marked by various characteristics: this singing was 
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“melodically inventive, modally infected, embellished with ornamental formulae, and 
tending at times towards a heterophony that trained church musicians and ecclesial 
officials found ‘chaotic.’”130 This tradition faded in the twentieth century as a result of 
more regular use of organs in churches, standardized music education, and the 
compilation of an official corpus of hymnody. Performers and scholars are now exploring 
this tradition with renewed vigor and interest as a result of the efforts of collectors and 
scholars including Ilmari Krohn, Cyrillus Kreek, Nils and Olaf Andersson, and Carl 
Allan Mohberg in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.131  
Influence of The National Song Festival on Estonian Choral Singing 
The influence and interest in choral singing reached new heights due to the 
initiative of Johann Voldemar Jannsen, mentioned earlier for organizing and leading the 
first Estonian Song Festival. At the first festival, Estonian language songs were few in 
number; yet the Estonian national anthem has its roots at this momentous event. It was 
produced by combining Jannsen’s text, Mu isamaa mu õnn ja rööm [My fatherland, my 
fortune and joy] with a melody by Finnish composer Fredrik Pacius (1809-1891). The 
inaugural festival inspired the creation of national art music, specifically choral 
compositions. Musicologist Johannes Tall remarks, “Many first-generation composers 
came from families of amateur choir directors and singers, or from families of 
schoolteachers and church organists.”132 
  It was not until the first Estonian National Song Festival in 1869 that one could 
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talk about national choral music as being superior to the lesser, anonymous folk music. 
Choral singing, in conjunction with organized song festivals at all levels, took on a 
special function during the national awakening of the late nineteenth century.133 The first 
song festival was a catalyst for the establishment of choirs all over Estonia. By 1873, 
choral singing had spread so far that Eesti Postimees (Estonian newspaper) reported: 
“there was hardly any church or congregation where four-part choral singing was not 
heard.”134  
With an outlet in song festivals, Estonian choral folk music created a powerful 
sense of unity and community that assisted in solidifying Estonia’s identity by the late 
nineteenth century. Estonian historian, Harry Olt, recognizes this significance:  
Choral singing, fulfilling a vital function in satisfying man’s need for self-
expression and as a manifestation of people’s national feelings, had grown into a 
powerful element of culture. On folk music and various foreign models, a national 
choral style had evolved, with folk accents and elements having a definite 
place.135 
   
Impact of Estonian Choral Tradition 
Estonian choral music has played a significant role in the historical and cultural 
development of Estonia and its formation of a national identity. Choral singing can be 
heard in a variety of places. It has been used at the beginning of a town meeting or even 
as a method of revolt during Soviet times.136 Every village has a choir, which sings at an 
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advanced level; children are also encouraged to participate in choral ensembles.137 Choral 
singing has been crucial in maintaining cultural identity during periods of restrictions on 
other elements of Estonian life. Choral folk songs have been used to pass on traditions 
and stories from one generation to the next. The Estonian choral tradition and its folk 
songs are the continuous threads that connect a disjointed history of occupation by 
invaders attempting to capitalize on Estonia’s ideal location for shipping, fishing, and 
military bases. Traditional folk songs and poetry have been essential throughout history 
by giving the Estonian people the strength to maintain their cultural identity while also 
conforming to the restrictions of the occupying government.138  
The importance of song in the life of Estonians cannot be overstated. Through 
centuries of political upheaval, unrest, invasions, independence, and occupation, singing 
has been the one consistent thread woven through Estonian history. This thread weaves 
its way into composers’ works as they seek to not only celebrate Estonian history through 
music but also impose elements of Estonian culture into musical forms. In addition, the 
political significance of singing is examined on a larger stage in the Baltic States. In 
Baltic tradition, singing serves as the most powerful symbol of all national-cultural 
symbols. National revolutions have occurred throughout the Baltic countries; and in 
Estonia, they were known as “singing revolutions.” The Estonians were said to have 
“sung their way to freedom,” which occurred in national movements prior to 1917. 
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Singing has even been considered as a type of weapon, one that has historic use and is 
recorded in Estonian and Finnish folklore traditions through “singing matches.”139 
Kreek’s Role in Estonian Choral Tradition 
Kreek and Mart Saar were the first to truly write in a professional choral style. 
Many wrote for choirs before their time but not in such a fine art tradition (Härma, 
Kapp). Kreek and Saar’s style of writing art music based on folk music had not been 
previously utilized, and they implemented this structure in their instrumental works.140 
Saar’s choral compositions were well-known during the twentieth century, more so than 
Kreek’s. Yet, Humal stresses Kreek’s significance through an article that Saar wrote 
about Kreek’s work in 1929, stressing Kreek’s artistry and significance as a composer.141  
Tõnu Kaljuste, founder and former conductor of the Estonian Philharmonic 
Chamber Choir, believes that many activities influence Kreek’s work with choral music. 
First, Kreek’s instrumental writing influences his choral writing. Kreek was a trombone 
player, and Kaljuste suggests listening to Kreek’s music for brass choirs before 
performing his choral music. As has been discussed, Kreek’s collection and artistic choral 
settings of folk tunes also promote a fine art choral tradition. In addition, his Requiem 
was the first of its kind in Estonia, utilizing folk and church chorales. His influence in 
choral music was also seen in his various teaching and conducting posts, especially 
during Stalinist times when it was more difficult for young musicians to be productive 
and artistically free.142 
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In the discussion of choral singing and the national awakening, however, it is also 
important to understand one of its greatest products in nineteenth century Estonia: the 
National Song Festival, which prompted similar festivals at local levels of society. Kreek 
was involved in various local and national song festivals throughout his life, and it seems 
appropriate that research include a brief explanation of these activities. Song festivals 
were significant not only to Kreek’s life and compositional work but also to the 
preservation of folk music in Estonian culture. Throughout Estonia’s history of song 
festivals, folk and choral music have found meaningful and communal expression among 
a nation seeking to clarify and solidify its identity. 
The Estonian National Song Festival 
“Our songs have been our weapons, Song Festivals our victories.” 
-former Estonian President Lennart Meri143 
 
Welcome to the singers who have gathered for the first time after the great and  
devastating war. Let us come together in order to conquer new peaks and hold high the 
level of our choral singing. Let us show the world for the twelfth time: we want  
to be a singing nation, a hard working nation, who with ancient strength and 
stubborn perseverance aspires to new heights and a better tomorrow. Let the twelfth 
branch of Vanemuine’s song tree be vigorous and let it give us comfortable shade from 
where we can get fresh power for new victories and battles. 
-Gustav Ernesaks, message to the choirs of the 12th National Song Festival144 
Nineteenth Century 
Folk song festivals are a normal occurrence in most Estonian villages and cities, 
and they act as significant social and culture events for the entire public.145 Regardless of 
size or scope, song festivals provide an outlet for Estonians to meet and celebrate their 
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national spirit. Historically, festivals served to symbolize and even establish Estonian 
unity; yet they also represented the basic existence of the Baltic nations. Before 
independence in 1917, each National Song Festival acted as a step closer to 
“consolidation and mobilization of the spirit of the Baltic nations.”146 
Local festivals find their origin in the National Song Festival, which began when 
Estonia was under Russian imperial rule during the nineteenth century. The first National 
Song Festival was held in Tartu, Estonia in June of 1869 under the leadership of Johann 
Voldemar Jannsen (1819-1890); and it was the result of a long process of national-
cultural development brought on by similar national song festivals in Germany and 
Switzerland. Jannsen was an editor, publisher, former village schoolmaster, and 
influential social leader. In 1857, he published the first Estonian national newspaper; but 
most significantly, he organized and led the inaugural All-Estonian National Song 
Festival.147 These festivals bolstered national pride and became a key component to 
Estonian musical life. In the first festival, 845 singers and instrumentalists participated, 
representing 51 male choirs and five brass bands.148 
During the first Estonian National Song Festival, a national awakening was 
sweeping the country. Nationalistic attitudes permeated this festival, and they were 
reinforced by a speech given by Jakob Hurt. He expounded upon three main points: (1) 
The Estonian people should be more active in intellectual pursuits by reading appropriate 
publications and by helping pay for these publications; (2) An educated Estonian person 
should not look down on another Estonian, but rather stay true to his heritage regardless 
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of the circumstances; and (3) Young Estonians should not be satisfied by minimal 
education, but schools for “higher learning” should be established.149  
Such ideas bolstered national pride and self-assurance in an Estonian way of 
living. In fact, the concept of “Estonian” or “Estonian people” traces its roots back to this 
first song festival. These terms were not in common usage until this time, but Jannsen 
used them consistently in his writings. The use of these terms promoted a feeling of unity 
and “national consciousness.”150 It has been said that the Estonian people gathered to sing 
in Tartu and “sang themselves into a nation.”151 From their inception, song festivals at all 
levels of society have given Estonians a corporate opportunity to gather in song and spirit 
for the celebration of their common bond; the festivals have been most significant 
through times of oppression.152 In fact, under Russian and later Soviet rule, the national 
festivals were the only legalized way for large crowds to gather and pledge their national 
allegiance, though in veiled ways.153  
The Estonian National Song Festivals have also played a crucial role in 
establishing folk song’s important role in Estonian musical life during the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries. National Song Festivals traditionally occur every five years, with 
some exceptions due to the World Wars or other national conflicts. The National Song 
Festival displays achievements in the field of national choral singing over the previous 
five years of preparation leading towards that festival. During that period, choirs from 
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cities and countrysides intensively prepare in the field of amateur music and learn new 
songs. The content, structure, and emphasis of the National Song Festivals have changed 
with time, reflecting the ever-changing political and social landscape in Estonia. 
Additionally, large-scale participation and high artistic standards at the National Song 
Festival also increased with each passing festival.154 Historically, the first song festival 
should be viewed as “an act of inspiration for the creation of a nationally inspired art 
music, particularly as choral composition is concerned.”155 This seed was planted during 
the first song festival, but the ground was not yet ripe to see the development of original 
choral compositions. The mature Estonian School of Composition would not develop for 
several decades, with Kreek heavily involved in its establishment. 
Twentieth Century 
Following World War II and Estonia’s forced incorporation into the Soviet Union, 
governmental restrictions were placed upon the festivals, dictating which songs could be 
performed. In addition, there were demands to change the words of many traditional 
songs so that they would conform to Soviet ideology. Despite such restrictions, the 
singing of unplanned, unlisted songs during the festival program occurred spontaneously; 
this singing served as a great act of unification for the Estonian people. In fact, these 
bursts of spontaneous song were tolerated, due to the large number of singers and the 
Soviet officials’ inability to understand the Estonian text.156  
Song festivals kept Estonian nationalistic feelings alive during these years of 
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Soviet occupation (1940-1991). From 1947-1990, Gustav Ernesaks (1908-1993) was a 
leading figure among the festival celebrities. He was the unofficial head of the Estonian 
choir movement through the festivals. His famous choral anthem Mu isamaa on minu 
arm [‘My gracious fatherland’ or ‘My fatherland, you are my love’] was sung to the 
lyrics of Estonian poet Lydia Koidula, and the work served as an unofficial national 
anthem during Soviet occupation.157  
In 1965, before the sixteenth Song Festival, over 1,000 choirs were registered to 
participate. This totaled more than 30,000 singers that would stand in the song festival 
ground’s gigantic choir shell to perform at one time. Over 200,000 people were in 
attendance to applaud their efforts.158 At that time, if one added to the mass choir the 
existing school choirs, it could be said that one out of every twenty Estonians sang in a 
choir, and one out of every ten had done some choral singing.159 This undoubtedly 
demonstrates the importance of this festival in providing a communal outlet for the 
expression of the Estonian population’s innate desire to sing.  
As a result of the song festivals, Estonia and the other Baltic nations were able to 
overthrow the Soviet government to gain independence in 1991.160 In a significant and 
bold demonstration, at the Baltika festival of 1988, while still under Soviet rule, 
participants raised the three national flags (Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia) on the festival 
grounds tower.161 This signaled the beginning of what was later known as the “Singing 
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Revolution,” beginning in 1988 with one third of the Estonian population gathering at the 
Tallinn song festival grounds in support of the “populist movement.”162  
 The Estonian name of the National Song Festival is Üldlaulupidu, which means 
“national/united song festival.” Choruses gather from all across Estonia for the 
üldlaulupidu, which is held in the capital city of Tallinn at the National Song Festival 
grounds. Daitz makes a significant observation about the term “song festival:” 
“Interestingly, ‘song’ is understood in this context to mean ‘choral song,’ not ‘solo song;’ 
in fact, there were also bands and, later, orchestras at the festivals. But the principal 
attraction was choral singing, not only for itself but also as an act of national 
affirmation.”163 
Ultimately, the song festivals, both locally and nationally, act as a symbol of unity 
and purpose for Estonians. Anatol Lieven remarked on their importance, following the 
restoration of independence in 1991: “With independence now achieved, the festivals will 
presumably once again play the role they possessed under the first Baltic republics, when 
they symbolized the survival of a higher, unbreakable unity and purpose in the face of all 
political conflicts and disputes.”164 The National Song Festival in 2009 was the twenty-
fifth of its kind. 
During the national awakening of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth 
century, choral singing and composition found newer, refined avenues of expression as 
nationalistic feelings and attitudes swelled across Estonia. The song festival, as has been 
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discussed, was one result of these national sentiments; however, Kreek was a part of a 
small group of men known for their influence in creating Estonian nationalistic choral 
music. A brief discussion of Estonian nationalism will be helpful for the larger 
conversation about Kreek’s compositions, which reinforced and celebrated this crucial 
element in twentieth century Estonian culture. 
Estonian Nationalism 
 Estonian folk music, the Estonian choral tradition, the awakening of the 
nineteenth century, and the national song festival combined to augment an expanding 
sense of nationalism in music composed from the late nineteenth century and early 
twentieth century. Nationalism in Estonian music refers to a sense of national pride in 
Estonia and its music; it was born out of the Estonian folk tradition and was meant to 
celebrate and bolster national unity, remember history, retain heritage, celebrate a 
common expression of humanity, and, in 1989, act as a catalyst for regaining 
independence.  
Nationalism in Estonian music commonly means that Estonian composers use 
folk music and choral singing to express national attitudes, feelings, and traditions: unity, 
brotherhood, singing, independence, and community. Professor Mart Humal provides this 
succinct explanation: “Generally, one speaks about Estonian nationalism in music, first of 
all, when folk melodies or their elements are used in compositions. Also programs 
connected with Estonian history can be used, but this kind of nationalism is not generally 
regarded as highly as that based on elements of folk music.”165  
 Conversations with Estonians were often flavored with these various themes and 
other significant events connected to national movements. During the first period of 
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independence (1920s), the use of national music (related to a country) assisted in the 
establishment of a new, young Estonian state. Folk melodies were used; but they were 
crafted in a fine art tradition rooted in German, Russian, and larger European 
influences.166 Perhaps the most specific influence in Estonian music was not from other 
Baltic States (Latvia and Lithuania) but rather from the nations to the north; mainly, 
Finland and Sweden. The staff at the Estonian Music Information Center (EMIC) 
emphasized that, in comparison to the other Baltic States, Estonian music is more 
melancholic. The music of Latvia and Lithuania is more colorful and diverse in 
temperament.167 They stressed the point that nationalism in Estonian music is not 
connected to Latvia or Lithuania but rather to Finland; this similarity is most clearly 
observed in the language. Kõlar explains that Soviet understanding connected the Baltic 
States together as a cohesive unit.168 
Interestingly, the EMIC staff also suggested that Estonians are not really 
interested in the music of Latvia and Lithuania; so articulating how their music is similar 
to or different from Estonian music is somewhat difficult. Generally, Estonian music is 
slower and more meditative, which seems to reflect the more introverted, withdrawn 
Estonian people. This style is most often connected to Estonian folk music and pagan 
traditions involving spell casting. In addition, the term “monotonic” was used to describe 
Estonian folk music that is based on small, repeating motives, which reflects shades of 
minimalism. Similarly, ostinati patterns are important in Estonian music structures, 
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especially in instrumental and folk music.169 Harmonically, the use of minor keys or 
modal tonality is frequent in Estonian traditional music, which is easily achieved through 
the use of minor seconds and thirds. The resulting sound tends to be associated with a 
slow, introverted nature often found in Estonian traditional music.170  
Anu Kõlar emphasizes that Kreek’s nationalistic flavor involved using national 
tunes and melodies as a type of rough material that he would take, elaborate upon, and 
then give back to the people.171 Humal states that this was a credo by other composers as 
well. Kreek was not very influential as a composer before the World War II, during this 
period of increasing nationalistic sentiments. Other composers were more popular, such 
as Mart Saar.172 Arujärv also emphasizes the importance of Kreek and Mart Saar in that 
they were the first to use folk song in its pure form. They formatted Estonian folk 
melodies classically but freed them from formal structures and classical tonality of the 
Romantic Era. They often used modal rather than diatonic harmonic relationships.173 
Unfortunately, Kreek’s influence on both the nationalistic and choral movement was 
limited during his life. Only a few of his songs were known, compared to the 
compositional work from other composers.174 Kõlar explains that his songs were very 
difficult for choirs, even professionals. Certainly his compositions with sacred texts and 
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tunes were not approved for use during Soviet times. It is only now that Estonians have 
been able to look back and see the high level of artistry in Kreek’s music.175 
Tõnu Kaljuste also relates Kreek’s national significance to his use of folklore and 
folk tunes in his compositions; his work is similar to that of Kodaly and Bartok. “It was 
important for many places in Europe at the end of the nineteenth century to grow the 
musical language of their own country – they develop their own face.”176 He adds that 
folk music often gives different colors to the face of a country’s music. His national 
efforts were also recognized among other cultures such as the Swedes. Kreek’s wife was 
Swedish, and Swedish was a common language in Estonia at that time. Kreek organized a 
song festival about 80 years ago that utilized a mixture of Estonian and Swedish amateur 
choirs, and they sang music in their own dialects. Kaljuste further explains that 
nationalism can mean awful things politically, citing the work of Nazi Germany: For the 
small nation of Estonia, national expressions are a “cultural mechanism that keep a small 
nation together.”177 The collection of old folk music was like a mission to preserve 
Estonian culture—not only to keep it but also to develop, arrange, and give it back to the 
practical world. This aspect of culture would have gone away in Estonia had collection 
not taken place.178 
 Kõlar reinforces this idea as well. “Dr. Kallas’s opinion to Estonian nationalism 
was romantic. It was the last time to save Estonian folk music – it was his credo. Kreek 
shared this opinion. It was important to take part in the expeditions, and it was his 
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mission to collect folk music.”179 Humal adds that almost all Estonian composers joined 
in this effort (Süda, Aavik, Saar, and others). They received money for their work; and 
practically for Kreek, it was a form of employment.180  
The national movement was also connected to the choral movement in relation to 
the national awakening of the late nineteenth century. As has been stated, its most 
common musical expression was in the form of using folklore and folk tunes in 
compositions. The connection between folklore and national identity has consistently 
developed throughout Baltic history. This connection is evident in the philosophy of one 
of the great European thinkers, Johann Gottfried Herder, mentioned earlier for being the 
first person to publish Estonian music. He was also one of the only philosophers to 
closely examine the Balts (Baltic people) and their traditions. Herder was a pastor and 
teacher in Riga, Latvia from 1764 to 1769 and developed an interest in Latvian and 
Estonian folklore. This folklore tradition greatly inspired him, especially the manner in 
which it sustained some form of Baltic identity when elements of a more developed 
culture were missing. Through this experience, Herder theorized that individual nations 
have their own “special and incommunicable national spirit and culture.”181 For the Balts, 
the highest expression of this spirit was their folk song and poetry. Herder called these 
elements the “imprints of a nation’s soul.” 182 Especially in the case of the Baltic States, 
political and cultural suppression by other nations impelled the Balts to recover their 
national culture. Lieven emphasizes the point: “Political identity was through the 
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rediscovery of folklore.”183 This rediscovery of folklore is at the very heart of Cyrillus 
Kreek’s missionary efforts in collecting Estonian folk songs. 
A growing nationalist awareness became more prevalent in the last half of the 
nineteenth century; education, society life, and the spread of written communication 
significantly contributed to the growth of this movement. A concerted effort was made by 
the “rural intelligentsia” to lead the national movement and raise the national 
consciousness of the Estonian people.184 Influential leaders included Jakob Hurt, Johann 
Jannsen, society figure and journalist Carl Robert Jakobson (1841-1882), and poetess 
Lydia Koidula (1843-1886).185 (Many of her texts are used in Kreek's folk song 
arrangements.) Additionally, in 1865 two music societies were established that 
functioned as theatre and concert organizations. They later became professional theatres: 
the Vanemuine Song and Play Society in Tartu (named after the Estonian mythological 
god of song) and the Estonian Song and Play Society in Tallinn. In combination, these 
societies and the growth in national self-awareness also played a significant part in the 
organization of the first Estonian National Song Festival, which was partly organized by 
the Vanemuine Society in 1869.186 
The years of Estonian independence in the 1920s and 1930s gave way to the final 
establishment of the national cultures of the Baltic States. This sense of nationalism had 
been growing and expanding for decades. (It is important to remember that Kreek was 
alive during this time and experienced this nation-wide cultural shift.) During the decades 
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of independence, the languages of the Baltic States were modernized; and creative unions 
formed for writers, artists, actors, and engineers. Moreover, cultural relations with other 
nations grew stronger; and Anglo-French and Nordic tastes became more prevalent. The 
state budget provided financial assistance for cultural efforts. The Funds for Furthering 
Culture in Latvia and Estonia provided grants, subsidies, and awards for outstanding 
achievements in the fine arts. National cultural traditions flourished alongside a distinct 
increase in urban and rural cultural societies.187 Independence achieved for the Baltic 
peoples something that no other event had: it cemented their national identity. 
In conjunction with societal developments in nationalistic attitudes, one can see 
the seeds of Estonian nationalism in music in the latter half of the nineteenth century 
coming to fruition in the first decades of the twentieth century. Substantial growth is 
evident in all genres, with the exception of stage music. Significant composers include 
Rudolf Tobias (1873-1918), Artur Kapp (1878-1952), Mart Saar (1882-1963), Peeter 
Süda (1883-1920), Heino Eller (1887-1970), and Cyrillus Kreek. All of these men were 
graduates of the St. Petersburg Conservatory, and they elevated Estonian music to a level 
that surpassed long-held national boundaries.188 Järg expounds upon this point: “Mart 
Saar, Heino Eller, and Cyrillus Kreek were the composers who wielded the most 
profound influence on the development of Estonian music. Ethnic originality was their 
greatest aspiration; professional fastidiousness to their own work was the indisputable 
norm in their lives.”189 She goes further to discuss their broader influence in founding and 
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solidifying national style: “They created a new high-spirited and uncompromising 
generation, who strive for their supreme aim – national originality in art, and they lead 
their own way without any hesitation.”190  
Even during Soviet times, Kreek and Saar were recognized as superior 
composers, partly because of the creation of a new musical idiom: the Estonian choral 
folk song. In 1967, Normet and Vahter stated, “although their kinship with folkart can be 
felt in their choral powers, nevertheless, their songs are all original compositions. Mart 
Saar’s songs are mainly odes to the natural scenery of our northland, and Cyrillus 
Kreek’s songs personify the people’s humour and vitality.”191 Kreek, along with Saar and 
Eller, became known as the fathers of the Estonian national style in choral music. This 
style is recognized by the technique of using a folk melody “repeatedly in a composition 
while varying the melodic, harmonic, rhythmic, and textual elements that accompany 
it.”192 Additional features include lively rhythms, extensive divisi, wide dynamic range, 
and chromaticism.193  
 The national reawakening in the mid nineteenth century, the development of a 
choral tradition, and the inaugural Estonian National Song Festival in 1869 were all key 
factors in securing Estonia’s independence, which was gained in 1918 and solidified in 
1920 in the War of Independence.194 This overwhelming sense of national pride, which 
pervaded most of society in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, was 
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at the very heart of Kreek’s folk song collection and preservation activities. His passion 
to study and collect folk songs developed early and grew systematically over time, most 
assuredly in conjunction with the growing sense of nationalism within Estonia.  
Anu Kõlar asks a penetrating question: “Why is Kreek’s output based almost 
solely on folk music?”195 Nearly all of his works are based on folk music, regardless of 
genre, but why? The answer lies within the developing sense of Estonian nationalism. 
Composers often find source material in folklore; but in Estonia at the beginning of the 
twentieth century, this folklore was considered a key contributor to the growing sense of 
nationalism within Estonian culture. For Kreek, using folk music was part of a growing 
nationalist mission.196 Kreek wrote a letter in 1911 explaining the importance of this 
mission: “What has been elaborated goes back to the people again!”197 Kreek’s task, as 
he saw it, was to gather folk music, assemble it into a form that he identified as the most 
appropriate for fellow composers of his day, and return it to the Estonian people in a 
fresh, new setting.  
Kõlar also highlights the similarities between Kreek’s mission and the national 
awakening of the mid-nineteenth century. Those first truly educated Estonians sought to 
“recast national tradition and heritage in contemporary forms.”198 The first decades of the 
twentieth century saw a rebirth of this mindset, and Kreek was on the forefront of its 
development. In 1934, Anton Hansen Tammsaare, considered by many to be one of the 
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greatest Estonian authors, writes: “The most national creative people become the most 
international in the course of time.” Cyrillus Kreek was truly national.199 
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Figure 14. Cyrillus Kreek (M11: 1/120). Used by permission from the Estonian Theatre 





KREEK AND THE ESTONIAN CHORAL FOLK SONG 
“Music is the first pulpit here in Estonia—the sermon is second.” 
-an Estonian choral conductor200 
Introduction 
Kreek was a prolific composer with a catalog of more than 2,000 works.201 The 
largest component of Cyrillus Kreek’s compositional catalog is his choral music—
specifically choral folk song arrangements based on regilaul and folk hymn variants 
(melodically-varied sacred folk songs based on chorale melodies). This collection 
consists of 20 original choral songs on secular and sacred texts, over 700 folk tune 
arrangements for various types of choirs, and more than 500 chorale arrangements.202 In 
fact, Kreek’s total card index of folk music has 5,500 melodies.203 Most of his work was 
done in the northwestern part of Estonia in parishes such as Noarootsi, Lääne-Nigula, 
Ridala, and Vormsi Island. 
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Figure 15. Map of Estonian counties, further divided into parishes.204 
 
Upon examination of the literature, however, it appears that this body of work has 
received the least amount of attention. Mart Humal, musicologist at the Estonian 
Academy of Music, describes Kreek’s work:  
The main sphere of Kreek’s music – his choral music – resembles an iceberg: its 
top is the monumental Requiem (1927), its visible part is made up of a few dozen 
well-known choral songs (including nine Psalms of David), but its largest and as 
yet nearly unknown, “submerged” part consists of more than a thousand various 
arrangements of folk hymn variants and original Lutheran hymns.205 
 
This chapter provides a chronological overview of the compositional output of 
Kreek’s choral folk songs while briefly mentioning key works in other genres. A large 
section will focus on Kreek’s sacred folk hymn variants, and the chapter will conclude 
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with a discussion of Kreek’s compositional style. For a complete listing of Kreek’s entire 
compositional output in all genres, see Cyrillus Kreek: Personaalnimestik, edited by 
Valve Jürisson and published by The National Cultural Committee of the Estonian SSR 
in 1989. It is important to note that not all of Kreek’s choral folk songs are recorded. 
Those folk songs that the author found to be the most frequently recorded are works from 
Vaimulikud rahvaviisid and Segakoorilaule. Few if any of the sacred folk hymn variants 
could be located in audio format. 
Kreek’s Published Choral Folksong Output 
Kreek’s chief source of inspiration for composing was vocal music, proven by his 
numerous settings for choir and other vocally-inspired instrumental works. The main 
source of his musical material was Estonian folk songs (both regilaulud and sacred folk 
hymn variants). Kreek’s use of folk songs began early in his studies; and they established 
the cornerstone of his compositional process, which became the trajectory for his life-
long career.206 His career consists of three periods of composition.207 
1909-1929 
Given Kreek’s preference for vocal music, he wrote several songs for mixed choir 
using poems by Estonian poets in his last years of composition class. Tiia Järg notes that 
these are “some of the best pieces of Estonian choir music.”208 They include the 
following works: “Nõmmelill” [‘Heath bell;’ written in 1912; text by Anna Haava]; 
“Kuula: valgusest imelist juutu” [‘Listen: wonderful story of light;’ written in 1913; text 
by Maria Heiberg]; “Häälilaul” [‘Lullaby;’ written in 1915; text by Maria Heiberg]; and 
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“Talvine õhtu” [‘Winter evening;’ written in 1916; text by Villem Ridala].209 One 
probable reason for their distinct sound is that, while many Estonian composers have all 
focused on vocal music (including Kreek, Veljo Tormis, and Gustav Ernesaks) these 
works have a modern sound that is original and based outside of folk music.210 These 
works can be found in the edited collection of Kreek’s secular folk song arrangements,  
Valimik koorilaule (1959) and Segakoorilaule (1990). 
  
Figure 16. “Nõmmelill” excerpt.211  
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Figure 17. “Kuula valgusest imelist juutu” excerpt.212 
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Figure 19. “Talvine õhtu” excerpt.214 
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




As mentioned in the first chapter, Kreek spent the majority of his life teaching; 
but he also collected, systematized, and arranged Estonian sacred folk songs whenever he 
was afforded the opportunity. While in Läänemaa (western Estonia) in 1914, Kreek 
began to record sacred folk songs for the first time; it was during this venture that he 
began a decades-long obsession with their “curls, lines, and loops” (according to Kreek 
himself).215  
Kreek’s collection of folk songs also includes material that was copied down or 
written by other people. One can often find folk songs within Kreek’s catalog that list his 
friend, Peeter Süda, as the collector. Kreek’s practice of using folk music included 
borrowing portions of other collectors’ music for his own use.216 The largest number of 
folk hymn variants, however, was recorded by Kreek himself—not by other collectors.217 
Early in this collection process, Kreek began composing his own works and spent most of 
his time on arrangements of folk hymn variants. Kreek’s collection of ten sacred folk 
songs from 1914 comes from Risti Parish. During this trip, Kreek traveled with Peeter 
Sarv; and they transcribed nine folk hymn variants in northwest Estonia. Six of them 
were sung by one singer: Juhan Holt.218 Kreek had encountered these types of folk 
versions of chorale music during previous collection trips; and Dr. Oskar Kallas brought 
them to Kreek’s attention in a letter dated April 12, 1912.219 The collections from 1914 
“show conscious interest in folk chorale versions as a very original phenomena of 
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The letter from Dr. Kallas states:  
I am putting together the report about the collection work during 1911/12, and I 
need to mention how much work you completed. A couple of years ago I worked 
this area and I could not collect as much as you can. Next time you are there 
please write down spiritual songs also because lots of people sing these and we 
can see how people mix folk and spiritual melodies.221 
 
One can see a “remarkable élan” in Kreek’s creative work with the folk hymn 
variants during the summer of 1917.222 One characteristic of his compositional style in 
these arrangements is polyphonic treatment, and this is most evident in Vaimulikud 
rahvaviisid segakoorile: I ja II vihik [Sacred folk songs for mixed choir: Books I and II]. 
This collection includes eighteen folk hymn variants arranged for mixed choir between 
April 1916 and January 1920. Book I was compiled from 1916 to 1918 and includes ten 
compositions. Book II was compiled from 1918 to 1920 and includes the remaining eight 
arrangements. The manuscripts exist in four main collections (M11: 2/118-121) and 
include Kreek’s complete working and final copies.223 In fact, Kreek wrote individual 
versions of these pieces periodically throughout his career; and they exist in various 
standalone manuscripts (M11: 2/122-136). Interestingly, he wrote one complete working 
copy (M11: 2/119) on the other side of one an unidentified instrumental score of one of 
his arrangements. 
Generally, these works are not at long or as difficult as Kreek’s secular works, 
though they are more difficult than his three-part arrangements and chorale canons. These 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
220. Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 15. 
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works are characterized by a longer, more elaborate structure; and they include more 
printed dynamics than the three-part sacred folk hymn variant settings. One will also 
periodically find the presence of tempo markings (e.g., allegretto, largo, etc.). It is also 
significant that the folk hymn variants used in these choral arrangements are found in 
Kreek’s three-part settings, Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile [Estonian sacred 
folk songs for female choir], published by Mart Humal. Some of these melodies were 
originally transcribed by Peeter Süda. Samples of these scores can be found in Appendix 
G, pages 227-231. 
The Vaimulikud rahvaviisid segakoorile collection generated interest in the 1920s 
but was forgotten during Soviet times; the works could not be performed at public 
concerts due to their sacred texts.224 Kreek entered into two contracts with Postimees 
(Estonian news agency/publication) publishers (one on December 14, 1920 and another 
on January 3, 1921) with the intent of publishing both booklets of the collection, but the 
contract was never fulfilled. The National Library was given a copy of Vaimulikud 
rahvaviisid segakoorile, I, which was published by Postimees in Tartu in 1921. The exact 
nature of this copy is unknown by the researcher; and an official printing was never 
completed, making this publication very rare.225 When Estonia’s political situation 
changed in 1988, the Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir performed the collection at 
the opening concert of the 1987-1988 season. The cycle was officially published in 
1989.226 
Amidst his work on sacred folk melodies, Kreek also wrote several arrangements 
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of secular melodies. From October 27 to 29 of 1918, Kreek wrote “Meie err” [‘Our 
father;’ folklore text]; in April of 1919, he wrote “Mitu halba ilma pääl” [‘So much bad 
in the world’]; and in August of the same year, he composed “Sirisege, sirisege, 
sirbikesed” [‘A harvest song;’ folklore text].227 These works are also available in the 
collection of Kreek’s secular folk song arrangements, Segakoorilaule. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  







Figure 20. “Meie err” excerpt.228 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  






Figure 21. “Sirisege, sirbikesed” excerpt, mm. 1-3.229 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  






Figure 22. “Sirisege, sirbikesed” excerpt, mm. 7-10.230 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  






Figure 23. “Mitu halba ilma pääl?” excerpt, mm. 1-8.231 
 
The three previous works display a new quality about Kreek’s choral 
arrangements. Kreek set these folk hymn arrangements with accompanying “orchestral 
backgrounds and vivid rhythmic figures in ostinato,” which serve to prove his great 
mastery of choral music.232 It is also interesting to note that, on the compilation CD 125 
Years of Estonian Song Festivals, the only song by Kreek is “Sirisege, sirbikesed.”233 
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Figure 24. “Mitu halba ilma pääl?” excerpt, mm. 28-36.234 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




In 1921, during a stint at the West-Estonian Pedagogical Seminary in Läänemaa, 
Kreek taught and collected folk songs from his students.235 He recorded twelve songs and 
folk hymns originating from different parishes. In the summer of the same year, Kreek 
spent some time in Haapsalu, focusing his attention on the villages of the Estonian-
Swedish parish of Noarootsi (on the island of Hiiumaa) and the Estonian parishes of 
Ridala and Lääne-Nigula. The total number of Estonian folk hymn melodies collected in 
the summer of 1921 included 17 from Ridala, 6 from Lääne-Nigula,236 and 50 from 
Noarootsi.237 This collection also included phonograph recordings. Noarootsi was the 
birthplace of his wife, Maria Blees (Swedish), who accompanied him as translator and 
helped him write down lyrics.238  
Collection efforts continued during the winter with Kreek’s pupils, and the overall 
collection trip of 1921 was one of the most successful. He wrote down at least 163 folk 
melodies as well as sacred folk songs. Kreek sent the sacred folk songs to Swedish 
folklorist Olof Andersson, and he responded by sending Kreek some sacred folk melodies 
he had collected from the Coastal Swedes in Estonia.239 The total collection from the 
Läänemaa Seminar is dated from 1921 to 1932 and contains roughly 1,300 folk songs.240 
Kreek transcribed these melodies based on strict selection criteria.241 Priit Kuusk makes a 
worthy observation that “one of the reasons we value his work [is because] not all the 
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240. Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 28.  
 




songs made it to his collection, only the best ones.”242 The researcher was unable to 
locate Kreek’s criteria for folk melody selection. 
The few years following the activity in 1921 form a period when, in Kreek’s own 
words, “his pen is totally rusting away.”243 Only a couple other larger secular folk song 
arrangements bear mentioning: “Meil aiaäärne tänavas” [‘On my beloved country lane;’ 
writte in 1921; text by Lydia Koidula] and “Maga, maga, Matsikene” [‘Sleep well, my 
little Matthew;’ written in 1922; folklore text]. 
 
 
Figure 25. “Meil aiaäärne tänavas” excerpt, mm. 1-3.244 
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Figure 26. “Meil aiaäärne tänavas” excerpt, mm. 4-13.245 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  





Figure 27. “Maga, maga, Matsikene” excerpt.246 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  





A significant number of secular folk song arrangements for mixed choir were 
written in the fall of 1925 while Kreek was teaching in Haapsalu—43 of them written in 
October.247 They include a set of 20-measure sketches (museum catalog number M11: 
2/156) of folk songs that use “sappy humor of seaside people.”248 (See Figure 28.) Many 
of these sketches became sources for later works because of the various compositional 
ideas within them. Kuus laulu Hiiumaalt [Six songs from Hiiumaa] is only a part of the 
collection from 1925, and the sketches of these songs provided the source material for 
Kreek’s completed arrangements for male voices in 1947 by the same name (M11: 2/224-
225).249 (See Figure 30.) Kreek also wrote mixed choir versions of Kuus laulu Hiiumaalt 
(M11: 2/198); and these were included in the publication for mixed choir, Koorilaulud I-
II. (See Figure 29.) 
For the sake of comparison, the original (1925), male choir (1947), and mixed 
choir versions of Kuus laulu Hiiumaalt will be provided together. Yet, some historical 
information about the 1947 collection is helpful before proceeding. Early in 1947, Kreek 
composed this cycle for the National Male Choir based on his folk tune arrangements 
from 1925. The version from 1947 was published in the collection Valimik koorilaule in 
1959 by Eesti Riiklik Kirjastus and includes an additional seventh song, “Jaan läheb 
jaanitulele;” this title does not originate from the 1925 collection. Unfortunately, Valimik 
koorilaule is out of print.  
The National Academic Male Choir premiered the cycle in the fall of 1960. The 
set includes funny songs of village boys, utilizing humorous lyrics that are intended to 
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create sound effects based on text. These settings also demonstrate Kreek’s love of 
canon. They include imagery related to the sea, and the counterpoint melodies weave 
together in such a way as to suggest rocking waves. This can be seen in “Vaikne meri, 
tasa liigud” [Silent sea, you move so smoothly] and “Muhumaa ja Virtsu väin” 
[Muhumaa and Virtsu strait].250 “Muhumaa” is also based on canon technique, which is 
common in Kreek’s secular music. This more elaborated style of canon and the inclusion 
of multiple verses are characteristics of the secular pieces in comparison to the canons 
based on traditional hymn melodies.251 “Hindu kotipoisid” [Hindu beggar boys] seems to 




Figure 28. “Vaikne meri, tasa liigud,” original sketch (M11: 2/156). Used by permission 
from the Estonian Theatre and Music Museum. 
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Figure 29. “Vaikne meri, tasa liigud” excerpt, SATB version.252 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  






Figure 30. “Vaikne meri, tasa liigud” excerpt, TTBB version.253 
 
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
253. Cyrillus Kreek, “Vaikne meri, tasa liigud” in Valimik koorilaule (Tallinn: Eesti Riiklik 






Figure 31. “Muhumaa ja Virtsu väin,” original sketch (M11: 2/156). Used by permission 






Figure 32. “Muhumaa ja Virtsu väin,” SATB version (M11: 2/198). Used by permission 
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Figure 34. “Hindu kotipoisid,” original sketch (M11: 2/156). Used by permission from 






Figure 35. “Hindu kotipoisid” excerpt, mm. 1-13 (SATB version).255 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  






Figure 36. “Hindu kotipoisid” excerpt, mm. 14-29 (SATB version).256 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  





Figure 37. “Hindu kotipoisid” excerpt, mm. 1-19 (TTBB version).257 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
257. Cyrillus Kreek, “Hindu kotipoisid” in Valimik koorilaule (Tallinn: Eesti Riiklik Kirjastus, 













	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
258. Cyrillus Kreek, “Hindu kotipoisid” in Valimik koorilaule (Tallinn: Eesti Riiklik Kirjastus, 




“Kaks meie küla poissi” is more dance-like in character, built on the repetition of 
a melodic contour and rhythmic motive in the soprano. The meter changes most likely 




Figure 39. “Kaks meie küla poissi,” original sketch (M11: 2/156). Used by permission 






Figure 40. “Kaks meie küla poissi” excerpt, SATB version.259 
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To conclude the discussion of Kuus laulu Hiiumaalt, the researcher stumbled 
across some unique information during the score research and study process. Manuscript 
224 (TTBB) reveals that Kreek later penciled in rehearsal marks as well as an optional 
text in “Ai siga saga, link-link-link.” He suggested replacing the repeated lyric “siga, 





Figure 42. “Ai siga, saga link-link-link” excerpt, TTBB version (M11: 2/224). Used by 




Kreek added a few more works to his set from 1925; and by 1927, he had 
completed a collection of 47 small arrangements of secular folk songs for mixed choir 
(M11: 2/156). Thirty-nine of these works were later published by Eesti Muusikafond in 
the collection Koorilaulud I-II (1979/1982), which was previously mentioned regarding 
Kuus laulu Hiiumaalt.261 The final piece in Koorilaulud II, “Vanapoiss keetis kaerajahu 
putru,” is unnumbered and was included by accident.262 Most of the pieces are new folk 
melodies and earlier versions of songs whose final arrangements were published in 
Segakoorilaule and/or Valimik koorilaule.263 Mart Humal gives this explanation: “Kreek 
notated these folk melodies from his pupils at the Haapsalu Teachers' Seminary in the 
1920’s when old folk melodies (regilaulud) were not used as much (except in some 
isolated regions).”264 Samples of these scores can be found in Appendix G, pages 232-
234. 
1930-1944 
From 1931-1937, Kreek worked substantially on 443 folk hymn variants of 
Estonian and Estonian-Swedish sacred folk songs. He composed some of them in 1916, 
but the majority of them were written from 1931 and later. Kreek arranged these for 
three-part choir (SSA); and Mart Humal assembled and published a portion of them in the 
collection, Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, I-IV vihik [Estonian sacred folk 
songs for female choir, 4 books]. This publication includes 168 arrangements of Estonian 
folk hymn variants. Volume 1 contains arrangements 1-60; volume 2, 61-102; volume 3,  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
261. Mart Humal. Email correspondence. 11 October 2012. The missing songs are numbers 10, 
15, 19, 40, 44, 45, 46, and 47.  
 
262. Mart Humal. Email correspondence. 23 January 2013. 
 
263. Ibid.  
 
264. Mart Humal. Email correspondence. 22 December 2012.  
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103-137; and volume 4, 138-171 (though the table of contents only list through 168). The  
remaining 272 arrangements are based on Estonian-Swedish folk hymn variants and are 
not published.265 The Estonian and Estonian-Swedish arrangements are mixed together  
throughout the manuscripts because Kreek initially organized them according to the 
Punschel chorale book hymn number on which the variant is based. He wanted to 
compare multiple variants of the same folk hymn from differing locations.266 Mart Humal 
and the Estonian Museum of Music and Theatre later reorganized this collection 
chronologically, but Humal decided later to publish the arrangements according to the 
Punschel chorale book hymn number.267 Most importantly, any of Kreek’s choral works 
based on sacred folk hymn melodies also exist as a three-part arrangement in the 
collection of 443 Estonian-Swedish folk hymn variants.268  
Not all folk hymns that are used in the 443 arrangements are from the Punschel 
book, but many are. When comparing Estonian and Swedish settlements in Estonia, some 
hymns were common to both people groups; however, some hymns were common to 
only one group. By examining Kreek’s manuscripts (M11: 2/236), one can identify the 
difference in an Estonian or Estonian-Swedish source by the location of the recorded 
singer (listed underneath the title). During Kreek’s day, the Swedish settlements in 
Estonia included Noarootsi, Vormsi Island, Suur-Pakri (island), Väike-Pakri (island), 
Kurkse, and Riguldi.269  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
265. Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 25; Mart Humal, Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, I 
(Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1992), forward. 
 
266. Mart Humal. Personal interview, 20 February 2013.  
 
267. Ibid.  
 
268. Ibid.  
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Kreek did not always include the Estonian text in the scores of the Estonian folk 
hymn variant arrangements. He also did not include the Swedish text for those 
arrangements based on Estonian-Swedish folk hymn variants; he only included the 
Swedish title, occasionally alongside its Estonian title. Additionally, he did not include 
the German title for the Estonian-Swedish versions. If the Estonian-Swedish tune and text 
were familiar enough to relate to an Estonian version, then he would include Estonian 
text. This was more the exception than the rule, however.  
These short pieces have some unique musical characteristics; primarily, they are 
musically quite simple. The most challenging voice part, however, is the elaborated folk 
hymn melody sung by the soprano. These arrangements are also characterized by dotted 
rhythms and diatonic harmonies, which make the supporting voice parts much easier to 
sing. Consequently, these works are more suited to amateur church choirs. In fact, they 
serve as standard repertoire for women’s ensembles in Estonian churches.270  
Upon examination of the original scores one can see a set of pencil markings at 
the bottom left corner of the score. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
269. Mart Humal. Email Correspondence. 20 February 2013.  
 
270. Wolverton, “Baltic Portraits,” 11; Kõlar, “Folk Hymns as a Source,” 319. 
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Figure 43. “Nüüd surnu keha matame,” original manuscript (M11: 2/236). Used by 
permission from the Estonian Theatre and Music Museum. 
 
These markings are Kreek’s method of dictating the number of syllables in the text and 
the natural stress of the phrases. He indicates a concise layout of the metrical structure 
and inflection of the text. He also provides other information as well, which will be 
discussed in the section on folk hymn variants. In the manuscripts, Kreek provided only 
one stanza of text because the remaining verses could be found in the hymnal.271  
In Humal’s published editions, he has included the Estonian stanzas (only one or 
two) as well as a German translation. The following examples include both single 
arrangements and multiple settings of the same text or tune, though based on variants of 
the same original sacred folk melody. This leads the researcher to presume that it would 
be acceptable to sing additional stanzas of this hymn, provided the conductor was able to 
acquire the complete text and align the notes and syllables appropriately. A creative 
option for performing multiple stanzas might require the choir to hum the harmony while 
one or more soloists sing the melody. Samples of these scores can be found in Appendix 
G, pages 235-244. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
271. Urve Lippus. Personal interview. 20 February 2013.  
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Kreek was a substantial contributor to the collection of Estonian-Swedish folk 
hymn variants. These came from the Swedish settlement in northwestern Estonia. Kreek 
is recognized as the only professional composer who showed an interest in the musical 
culture of the Swedes residing on the coasts of Estonia, and he not only influenced their 
musical heritage but also strengthened their national spirit. Kreek was the only music 
teacher at the Swedish gymnasium; and he played a key role in the first Swedish song 
festival of 1933 by selecting repertoire, conducting joint choir rehearsals, and conducting 
the song festival itself. 272 Kreek expressed a deep interest in their folk music, but he was 
mainly in their folk hymns.273 In 1937, Kreek visited the island of Vormsi off the 
northwest coast of the Swedish settlement and transcribed 51 hymn variants.274 (See 
Figure 15 on page 68.) 
Kreek’s interest in the Swedish settlement in northwest Estonia was rooted in a 
greater interest in the regional characteristics of folk tunes, which is why he organized his 
folk song collections by parishes. Kreek was the first Estonian composer to compose 
cycles of music based on the geographical location of the original tunes. Kreek wrote 
various suites based on locations: “Pärnumaa,” “Läänemaa,” “Võru,” and “Kuus laulu 
Hiiumaalt” [Six songs from Hiiumaa].275 
Between 1932 and 1949, Kreek assembled portions of the 443 three-part folk 
hymn variants and arranged them for SATB choir. The published collection, 25 geistliche 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
272. This word was used in an English translation of an originally Estonian work. It is, however, 
not to be considered an equivalent to the American definition of “gymnasium.” Rather, it is reference to 
what Americans might understand as high school. 
 
273. Kõlar, Cyrillus Kreek, 247-48.   
 
274. Lippus, “The Estonian Tradition,” 49. 
 
275. Järg, “Cyrillus Kreek,” 9. 
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volkslieder, comes from this larger set of works assembled by Kreek entitled 28 
vaimuliku rahvaviiside seaded segakoorile ja meeskoorile [‘28 sacred folk songs for 
mixed and male choirs;’ written between 1932 and 1949]. The published edition was put 
together by Edition49 and contains 25 mixed choir pieces and omits the three additional 
settings for men’s chorus. The entire collection contains four-part arrangements of 
Estonian and Estonian-Swedish folk hymn variants that were also published in the four 
volumes of women’s choir settings, Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile.276 Mart 










Figure 44. Chart comparing related folk hymn variants in two different collections: 25 
geistliche volkslieder and Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile. 277 
 
Numbers 22-25 in 25 geistliche volkslieder are also set as three-part arrangements for 
women's choir; but those versions are based on unpublished Estonian-Swedish variants.  
The arrangements in 25 geistliche volkslieder are folk hymn variant melodies 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
276. Mart Humal. Email correspondence. 23 January 2013.  
 



































based on the Punschel chorale book (with the exception of the last four pieces), and they 
are arranged with supportive diatonic harmonies most often in an imitative texture. The 
text includes two to three stanzas, and the arrangements are short—often one or two 
pages, occasionally three or four. The final four arrangements in the published collection 
are based on Estonian-Swedish folk hymn variants that Kreek received from Swedish 
folk collector Olaf Andersson. They are known for their more elaborate melodies in 
comparison to Estonian melodies. The editors added a German translation to all but the 
last four Estonian-Swedish arrangements, which include only Estonian and Swedish. 
German was not included in Kreek’s original manuscripts (M11: 2/181). Samples of 
these scores can be found in Appendix G, pages 245-249. 
1945-1960 
War events impacted Estonia yet again during the fall of 1944; and Kreek was 
invited to teach again at the Tallinn Conservatory, having previously taught there from 
1940 to 1941. During this second appointment, he was later given a professorship and the 
position of Chair of the Music Theory Department in 1947.278 In this same year, Kreek 
completed the cycle for the National Male Choir, Kuus laulu Hiiumaalt, which was 
mentioned earlier for comparison. For information on this collection please see pages 87-
103. 
Between 1949 and 1954, Kreek wrote 150 arrangements of folk hymn variants in 
the style of a canon: 75 of Estonian origin and 75 of Estonian-Swedish origin. These 
arrangements are based primarily on canonical technique, which he also used most 
extensively in his 500 canonical settings of Punschel chorales. Mart Humal has published 
one volume of only Estonian canons: 75 kaanonit segakoorile eesti vaimulikele 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
278. Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 26-7.   
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rahvaviisidele, I ja II vihik [75 canons for mixed choir on Estonian sacred folk tunes, 
books I and II].279 The first volume includes arrangements 1 through 40, and the second 
volume includes the remaining 41 through 75. These canons are based on folk hymn 
variants from Estonian parishes and singers. The unpublished 75 canons are based on folk 
hymn variants from Estonian-Swedish singers in locations such as Noarootsi, Vormsi 
Island, Suur-Pakri (island), Väike-Pakri (island), Kurkse, and Riguldi.280 The Estonian-
Swedish folk hymn variants demonstrate a much more ornamented and elaborated 
melody in comparison to the Estonian folk hymn variants. 
Both manuscript collections of the complete 150 canons can be found in the 
Theater and Music Museum in Tallinn (M 11:2/186-187). The first manuscript served as 
Kreek’s workbook on the 150 canons, and he arranged them chronologically. These 
scores include extensive notes and markings often in different ink colors. In this draft 
version, the arrangements based on Estonian-Swedish melodies occasionally have no 
Estonian title and are always without text. He would likely have added those elements if 
they were already familiar to him in Estonian.281 The second manuscript, however, is 
arranged according to the Punschel chorale book number of the folk hymn variant upon 
which the arrangement is based. The scores are also much clearer and lack the marks and 
corrections found in the first manuscript. Unfortunately, the second manuscript collection 
lacks 25 canons; and text is lacking in most of the scores. Kreek includes the Estonian-
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
279. Humal, Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, I, forward; Kõlar, “Folk Hymns as a 
Source,” 318. 
 
280. Mart Humal. Email Correspondence. 20 February 2013.  
 
281. Mart Humal. Personal Interview. 20 February 2013.  
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Swedish scores at the end of the collection, since many were not connected to a Punschel 
chorale. Those scores list only a Swedish title and information from the collector. 
Compositionally, the canon arrangements are similar to the settings for female 
choir. They are short and structured according to the folk hymn variant melody. Usually 
canon arrangements are for two voices with accompaniment, but Kreek’s canon settings 
are to be sung a cappella in four parts.282 In Humal’s publication of the 75 Estonian 
canons, he has placed Estonian and German text on top of each other; this is similar to the 
other folk hymn variant publications. The author thought it best to discover the reason for 
this tendency, and Humal emphasized the fact that Kreek used German titles in 
conjunction with Estonian titles. He added that it the texts for these Estonian tunes were 
most commonly available in German as well, since they were most often based on a tune 
from the Punschel chorale book.283 The original manuscripts, however, only use 
Estonian. Samples of these scores can be found in Appendix G, pages 250-254. 
In 1958, Kreek also wrote various stand-alone choral works: “Kannel” (an 
Estonian zither), “Undsel ilmal lätsi ma” [‘I went on a dusky day;’ the first version of this 
fugue contained in the Võru Suite for wind quartet], and “Mis sa sirised, sirtsukene?” 
[‘What’s your twitter, my little bird?’; a new setting of the version of 1928 for two-part 
female choir].284  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
282. Järg, Cyrillus Kreek: helilooja, 29; Järg, “Cyrillus Kreek,” 11. 
 
283. Mart Humal. Personal Interview. 20 February 2013. 
 




Figure 45. “Kannel” excerpt, mm. 1-3.285 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
 
285. Cyrillus Kreek, “Kannel” in Segakoorilaule (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1990), 136.  
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Figure 46. “Kannel” excerpt, mm. 4-19.286 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
286. Cyrillus Kreek, “Kannel” in Segakoorilaule (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1990), 137. 
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Figure 47. “Undsel ilmal lätsi ma” excerpt.287 Compare melody in alto voice to clarinet 
part in Figure 48. 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
287. Cyrillus Kreek, “Undsel ilmal lätsi ma” in Segakoorilaule (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1990), 147. 
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Figure 48. Võru Suite for instrumental ensemble excerpt (M11: 2/102). Used by 
permission from the Estonian Theatre and Music Museum. 
 
One can see the melody in the clarinet part as compared with the melody in the 
alto part of the choral version on the previous page. “Undsel” is similar to “Muhumaa ja 
Virtsu väin” in that it is based on canon technique, which is also common in Kreek’s 
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secular music. This more elaborated style of canon and the inclusion of multiple verses 
are characteristics of the secular pieces in comparison to the canons based on traditional 
hymn melodies.288  
 
  
Figure 49. “Mis sa sirised sirtsukene?” excerpt, SATB version (1958).289 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
288. Mart Humal. Email correspondence. 23 January 2013.  
 
289. Cyrillus Kreek, “Mis sa sirised sirtsukene?” in Segakoorilaule (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1990), 
128.  
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Figure 50. “Mis sa sirised sirtsukene?” Two-part version (1928) (M11: 2/243). Used by 
permission from the Estonian Theatre and Music Museum. 
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In closing this section on the choral folk song output, it is necessary to mention 
publications whose copyright dates were late in Kreek’s life but include works that 
spanned most of his lifetime. This first, Valimik koorilaule [Selection of choral songs], 
consists of individual secular arrangements for mixed, men’s, and women’s choir based 
almost entirely on regilaulud melodies. The mixed choir section is the largest; and it 
consists of songs that were also later published in Segakoorilaule, with the exception of 
“Ringtantsu laul.” The men’s section includes the Kuus laul Hiiumaalt and three 
additional works, one of which is also found in Segakoorilaule—“Lauliku omaksed.”  
The shortest section includes three pieces for women’s choir. All three 
arrangements are included in Segakoorilaule including Kreek’s first work, “Väike lille 
laul.” What makes this collection different from Segakoorilaule, other than it was 
published first, is that it utilizes four-part open score more frequently; and the eighth and 
sixteenth notes are beamed individually rather than together. Also, the inclusion of 
arrangements for three different voicings makes the collection more diverse. 
Unfortunately, this publication is out of print. 
The second collection worthy of additional information has also already been 
mentioned: Segakoorilaule [Mixed choir songs]. It was assembled and edited by Ahti 
Ratias and contains 32 SATB compositions, many of which are also in Valimik 
koorilaule. It was published by Eesti Raamat in 1990, but the original arrangements were 
composed at various times as individual works. This set includes both small and large 
arrangements, such as works that have already been mentioned (e.g. “Meie err,” “Sirisege 
sirbikesed,” “Meil aiaäärne tänavas,” “Ma kõndisin vainul,” etc.). A portion of this 
collection (pp. 116-121, 124) comes from material in Koorilaulud I/II and is not included 
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in Valimik koorilaule.  
This publication includes works that are considerably more difficult than the folk 
hymn variant arrangements and could be regarded as Kreek’s most challenging choral 
pieces. They are much longer and utilize a thicker texture, often in six to ten parts. Meter 
and tempo changes are frequent and unpredictable, and the overall concept behind these 
arrangements is more complex and creative. Unfortunately, the researcher was only able 
to locate recordings of the more popular works included in this collection; and they have 
been listed in this overview of Kreek’s choral folk song output. Many of the works in the 
Segakoorilaule are not available in an audio format. Regrettably, this collection is also 
out of print. 
Choral Arrangements of Sacred Folk Hymn Variants 
Introduction 
Kreek’s largest body of composition in any genre consists of his arrangements of 
sacred folk hymn variants. Consequently, it is necessary to devote a significant portion of 
this chapter to those works. Kreek is considered the first Estonian composer to study and 
use sacred folk hymn variants in his compositions so consistently and thoroughly, and 
this section will look more closely at the origin of the folk hymn variant and how Kreek 
uses it to form his arrangements. It will also highlight the value of Kreek’s substantial 
contribution to the Estonian religious folk song genre. Anneli Unt explains the 
significance of Kreek’s work in this genre, especially as its relates to the larger context of 
Western music: 
The religious folk song is a unique phenomenon in Estonian culture. This is one 
of the points of contact which related us organically to European cultural 
traditions. And so it is perhaps one of the most accessible aspects of our culture. 
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Thanks to Cyrillus Kreek these songs have survived up to this day, and this is a 
valuable treasure that must be brought to light.290 
 
To begin, a brief explanation of the terms, “folk hymn variant” or “religious folk 
song” will offer clarity to this discussion, as these terms will be used interchangeably. 
The folk hymn variant is a melodically embellished variant of a Protestant hymn or folk 
hymn.291 Kreek commonly labeled them as “spiritual” or “sacred” folk songs (vaimulikud 
ravhaviisid). Baltic scholar Vance Wolverton offers a clear definition of this genre of folk 
song: “…The religious folk song is a vernacular adaptation of a German Lutheran chorale 
in which text, tune, and harmony are to approximate a particular local national 
aesthetic.”292 This distinct type of folk music in Estonia comes from the adaptation of 
Lutheran hymns, which developed the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and migrated 
from the Nordic countries to the Estonian-Swedish region of West Estonia.293  
The religious folk song (or “vernacular devotional song,” as some have called it) 
has its genesis in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in the predominantly Lutheran 
Nordic countries. Anu Kõlar, musicologist at the Estonian Academy of Music, offers this 
explanation of a folk hymn: “In brief, it is a song that can be sung both in church and at 
home, either with family or alone. The lyrics of the hymns are taken from the official 
evangelical (Protestant) church hymnals, but the folk hymn melodies are greatly 
elaborated in comparison with corresponding church chorale melodies.”294  
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Kõlar remarked that the first hymnal to actually include a notated melody was 
released in the 1990s. Earlier hymnals only used text, and the chorale book was given to 
the organist. [This practice was also common in Europe and the U.S.] People could sing 
the same hymns at home or church, yet the only printed material in their hands was the 
hymn text. Hence, the absence of a written melody allowed individuals to sing with great 
amounts of variation and embellishment. Singers might not have remembered the exact 
melody, so they elaborated upon what they remembered. This is what produces the folk 
hymn variants: different localized, ornamented versions of the same chorale. 
Like the majority of Kreek’s work, the folk hymn variants are known because of 
national collection and transcription efforts. Concurrently, in Läänemaa county, where 
Kreek spent most of his life, a spiritual awakening was taking place as a result of 
Swedish missionaries. This awakening occurred simultaneously with the national 
awakening, yet Kõlar suggests that its importance is perhaps much greater for Kreek’s 
work than even the national awakening.295 She adds that the collection of folk music 
during the twentieth century was primarily a secular mission. Kreek was an exception 
because he was the first person to really take interest in folk hymns.296  
During a collection expedition in July of 1914, Kreek documents in a letter to Dr. 
Oskar Kallas (leader of the Estonian Students’ Society), “I happened to find some old 
fashioned hymns with lots of spins, hooks, and ornaments.”297 Kõlar adds that Kallas was 
not really interested in folk hymns, but Kreek took great interest in them as a result of the 
spiritual awakening in Läänemaa. Thanks to the efforts of Kreek and other collectors, 
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Estonian and Estonian-Swedish folk hymn variants are well documented. Kreek made 
copies of other collectors’ work and used them in his own compositions.298 
These folk hymns were collected as a side product to the older runic songs, which 
were considered more valuable in the period of the Estonian national awakening.299 Yet, 
some contend that the collection efforts had a dual purpose: they were intended not only 
to fortify a unique element of Estonian culture but also to establish the religious folk song 
and squelch traditional songs and pagan beliefs in the wake of religious movements of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.300  
Estonian scholars had varying attitudes toward religious folk music. Many regions 
had experienced revivalist movements that silenced traditional songs and beliefs during 
the eighteenth century. This instigated hostility towards religious practices from those 
interested in Estonian folk tradition. 301 The tradition of runic singing was waning, and 
emphasis shifted towards preserving its tradition. The tradition of folk hymn singing was 
unique to places like Scandinavia, and it spread to Estonia during the eighteenth century 
as part of a movement of religious awakening.302 Despite ideological and philosophical 
barriers, collectors continued their efforts; and several remarked about the “peculiar old 
way of singing hymns with melodic embellishments and have transcribed the 
melodies.”303  
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To create folk hymn arrangements, Kreek used collected folk variant melodies 
and set them to texts from the Lutheran hymnal. In the case of the Estonian-Swedish 
variants the texts come from Swedish hymnals or other Swedish sources. In the notational 
process, the texts were sung to the variants of melodies either originally joined to the text 
in question or another melody in the hymnal. In many folk hymn variants, however, the 
text and melody come from different hymns.304 In the case of Estonian-Swedish variants, 
some were common to both Estonian and Swedish settlements (in western Estonia). 
Some came from Estonian hymnals, while others came from Swedish hymnals. 
Unfortunately, some variants were so complex that Kreek could not attribute a hymn 
number to them.305  
In his arrangements, Kreek would use Estonian text. He would do so even when 
using Swedish variants, provided the variant was familiar enough that he could associate 
it with the Estonian counterpart. In many cases, Kreek set the same tune or text multiple 
times within and across his various choral collections. For instance, the same tune and 
text of “Mu süda ärka üles” is set in Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, 75 
kaanonit segakoorile eesti vaimulikele rahvaviisidele, and Vaimulikud rahvaviisid. 
 Estonian folk hymn singing has its roots in Estonian church music based on 
Lutheran chorales. The source material for most Baltic congregational singing in the 
latter half of the nineteenth century, including a substantial portion of Kreek’s folk hymn 
variants, was the Universal-Choralbuch by Livonian pastor Johann Leberecht Ehregott 
Punschel (1778-1849). This chorale book was used by the Baltic provinces and was 
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preferred above its competitor composed by Johann August Hagen (1786-1877), which 
was compiled around the same time in Tallinn.306 Kreek used the Punschel chorale book 
and set the Lutheran chorales polyphonically. “With a wondrous craftsmanship Kreek has 
added crisp Northern colouring while harmonizing those old melodies known in all 
Lutheran countries.”307  
In various arrangements, one can hear the contours of the original hymn tune. It is 
an especially rare possibility to recognize the hymn in its original form because, most 
commonly, the tune does not match the original text. Kreek took the tune and paired it 
with another text.308 Additionally, Kreek also had a practice of altering the folk hymns 
sent to him by other collectors. He would use a red pencil and alter the structure of the 
hymn to be in duple or triple meter. This most likely made the setting more appropriate 
for a choral ensemble.309  
Published Collections 
The published collections listed below were sporadically mentioned in the 
chronological overview but, for the sake of clarity, are listed here together. It should be 
understood that these collections include almost 700 choral arrangements of sacred folk 
hymn variants organized into the following collections: Vaimulikud rahvaviisid 
segakoorile: I ja II vihik [‘Sacred folk songs for mixed choir: books I and II;’ written 
from 1916 to 1920); Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, I-IV vihik [‘Estonian 
sacred folk songs for female choir, books I-IV;’ written from 1931-1937]; and 25 
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geistliche volkslieder [‘25 sacred folk songs for mixed choir;’ written from 1930 to 1944; 
the original collection including 28, but only 25 published by Mart Humal in his edited 
collection from 1999]. Kreek’s folk hymn variant arrangement catalog also includes the 
set of 150 canons on Estonian and Swedish folk hymns. The only published collection is 
the Estonian set: 75 kaanonit segakoorile eesti vaimulikele rahvaviisidele, I ja II vihik [75 
canons on Estonian sacred folk songs for mixed choir, books I and II;’ written from 1949 
to 1955/6].310  
Musical Characteristics 
 
Melody. Musically speaking, the folk hymn variants are compositionally and 
structurally quite different in comparison to variants of popular hymns. Estonian theorist 
Urve Lippus has written the most comprehensive and detailed work on this topic, and it 
will be the main source of reference for the following section. There is a certain art to the 
folk hymn variant, and Kreek demonstrates this in his arrangements. He combines 
elements of learned music with folk music making. This is seen in the formal structure of 
a folk hymn: bar form. In this form, it is common for hymn melodies to include a tonal 
contrast between the first and second parts, a modulation at the end of the first section, 
and a development section at the start of the second part. These procedures are quite 
simple in terms of art music, especially when applied on the small scale of a hymn 
melody. In light of folk music, however, these principles are quite complex. Upon 
perceiving these folk hymn complexities, singers typically simplify the differing melodic 
phrases into variants of the original folk hymn. In the folk hymn variants, only different 
phrases or the first two phrases are repeated; and any modulating material is replaced by 
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melodic variation.311 If a verse of text is shorter than the adopted melody, then the 
melody is shortened. In terms of melody, most of Kreek’s folk hymn variants are 
embellished like their related Scandinavian folk hymn variants; yet some are also quite 
simple. 
Kadri Hunt prepared her master’s thesis on Kreek’s sacred folk hymns. She joined 
with Anu Kõlar to present a lecture discussing folk hymn variants and folk hymn singing. 
In the lecture, Hunt presented part of her thesis study, which compared twelve Protestant 
chorales (from the Punschel chorale book) with their folk versions (118 variations in all). 
She made various notable observations: first, singers would often unknowingly 
reorganize the musical material based on their memory of the chorale tune. Additionally, 
some might have remembered the first line of a chorale tune better than other lines and 
continued using it in the place of the forgotten lines.312 In some instances, singers had 
better memory of (or liked more) the second melody line of a chorale tune. Sometimes 
this repeated melodic material might have been shorter than one chorale line. Overall, 
however, Hunt admitted that about two-thirds of the 118 folk hymn variants maintained 
the structural integrity of the original tune with only basic simplifications.313 
Hunt and Lippus both made some notable observations about the process of 
melodic variation in the folk hymns. Over time, the process of varying melodies was 
indigenous to folk music genres; and the hymn variants reflected this process by 
containing some unique characteristics of both hymns and folk songs. For instance, the 
original chorale book hymn tunes from the Lutheran tradition were simple and came from 
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folk songs. In keeping with art music, however, these folk hymns also included sections 
with modulation and tonal development.314 Yet, it would have been quite difficult for folk 
singers to reproduce those complex structures without harmonic accompaniment. The 
varying lengths of phrases and their cadences would have been too difficult to memorize. 
These folk singers would not have had much experience with modulations and cadences 
since folk hymns were passed down in a purely oral tradition.315 Folk singers did not 
utilize organ accompaniment, though organs were spreading in the beginning of the 
nineteenth century. In addition, folk singers had hymnals with only words; and the ability 
to memorize a tune varied from person to person.316 
Common melodic embellishments include divisions of a syllable between two pitches, 
sometimes with punctuated rhythm. It is difficult to differentiate between ornamental 
grace notes and punctuated rhythms, especially in this style of singing. The transcriber is 
left with the choice of writing a rhythmic figure of a sixteenth note and a dotted eighth 
note or a quarter note preceded by an appoggiatura.317 In relation to performance practice, 
it is worth mentioning that the author noticed in recordings that choirs placed the 
appoggiatura slightly before the pulse, as opposed to directly on the pulse. 
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Figure 51. “Oh Jeesus, sinu valu” excerpt (SSA), using sixteenth-eighth note figures.318 
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Figure 53. “Nüüd jumalale austust” excerpt (SSA), using appoggiaturas.320 
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Figure 54. “Nüüd surnu keha matame” (SSA), using appoggiaturas.321 
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The type and amount of minutiae in a transcription differs with each transcriber. 
Hunt notes that transcribers conducted fieldwork with people who sang in a popular way. 
They did not sing with classical training: 
Folk singers were free from the disturbing knowledge of notes, rhythms, and bars. 
They just sang what they heard or imagined. The basis of their thinking seems to 
have been a text verse, not a bar. In some cases the differences from academic 
pitch scales were deliberate, but some singers perhaps could simply not sing in 
tune. So it depended greatly on the transcriber and on the musical models he was 
used to hearing…322 
 
Other embellishments include dividing a syllable between three pitches over varying 
rhythmic figures—such as triplets, punctuated rhythms, or grace notes.323 One can easily 
observe the free alternation between duplets and triplets. In her study, Hunt noticed “the 
variety of rhythmic combinations was extremely wide. But again, we must not forget that 
we see the rhythm through the ears of the transcribers.”324  
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Figure 55. “Nüüd on see päev ju lõppenud” excerpt (SATB canon), dividing syllables 
across melodic embellishments.325 
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 In many cases, melodic variation began using techniques similar to those 
associated with the type of melismatic singing found in medieval music: melodic 
ornaments are repeated in the melody like a fixed figure.327 Lippus indicates that this 
melismatic style associated with repeated ornaments was more common in music among 
the Estonian Swedes. She adds that “most Estonian singers, however, have only sung two 
or three notes per syllable, and such embellishments are too simple to emerge as ready-
made ornamental blocks.”328 
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Figure 57. “Kõik tulge minu juure nüüd” excerpt (SATB canon), using melodic ornament 
as a fixed figure.329 
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Figure 58. “Kui suur on meie vaesus” excerpt (SATB canon), using a melodic ornament 
as a fixed figure.330 
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Melodic embellishments and ornamentations heighten the complexity of folk 
hymn variants, making them more sophisticated in comparison to their original chorale 
book versions. Hunt even noticed in her study that, when a chorale tune was rather 
monotonous, the folk version tended to be more embellished. In addition, when the 
chorale melody was “diverse” and void of memorable patterns, folk singers would stray 
from the original melody. In some cases, melodies were so far removed from their 
original version that she suspected the singer was modifying the melody of an entirely 
different chorale tune.331  
Some singers have recognized the similarities between the scores of Kreek and 
Gregorian chant notation, which includes a variety of ornaments and melismatic 
passages. The method for singing these ornaments is quite different between the two 
traditions, but the process is similar.332 Whereas Gregorian chant requires a clear and 
sustained vocal production, singers in the folk hymn variant tradition do not sing every 
group of notes or grace notes. Rather, they “weep and slide from one longer tone to 
another.”333  
The process of precisely notating these extended ornaments is pain-staking and 
careful. Typically, folk hymn variants are much less complex than their chorale book 
versions. They are usually limited to a few repeating phrases and basic ornamental 
figures. Lippus acknowledges that collectors often report a somewhat confused first 
impression, and she attributes this to the continual transformation of melodies and their 
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more liberal melodic structures—a stark contrast to the well-balanced melodies and 
closed formal structures found in chorale books.334 
Harmony. Kreek’s arrangements of folk hymn variants reflect changes in tonal or 
modal structure that are related to changes in the musical form of the melody. Harmonic 
structures are dependent upon modulatory and cadential passages, and these structures 
can be difficult to recognize aurally and reproduce without the underpinning of harmonic 
accompaniment. The number of musical phrases and locations of cadences are often too 
difficult to memorize. Additionally, it is common in hymn melodies for the shape of the 
melodic line of multiple phrases to be similar, with variations found in the harmonic 
layout and at cadence points. These details are rather difficult for folk singers to navigate 
when remembering a folk melody; therefore, harmonic and cadential development is 
absent in folk hymn variants. Instead, it is replaced by simple repetition that is often 
melodically-varied and elaborated.335 In more simplified variants, the hymn text is sung 
with a short, repeated, and formulaic melody like an old Estonian runic song.336 
Harmonic changes also occur that remove modulations, allowing all phrases to 
stay within the same key. One might also find in the folk hymn variants certain scales and 
intervals that are akin to ancient church modes: Dorian seems to be the most used church 
mode. 337 In some of the Estonian-Swedish melodies, however, one might find the 
lowered second related to the Phrygian mode.338 Lippus believes that the Estonians 
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preferred a more “archaic” system of musical thinking—one based on modality. She 
argues that the various changes within a folk hymn variant reveal this tendency of the 
Estonian people, and it was contrary to what was commonly found in nineteenth century 
church music. Chorale book editors have modified melodies and supplied harmonies that 
are restricted to a well-developed tonal system, but it is a system with which the singers 
are uncomfortable.339 
Regional Characteristics 
After 1914, Kreek notated about 60 Estonian folk hymn variants but then later 
turned his attention to melodies of the Estonian Swedes.340 Kreek notated Swedish folk 
hymn variants on two different occasions: in 1921, in the Noarootsi Parish; and in 1937, 
on Vormsi Island. Together those visits yielded about 100 Swedish melodies. He also had 
in his possession 161 melodies notated in Estonia in 1931 by the Swedish 
ethnomusicologist Olof Andersson (1884-1964) and 7 melodies collected by Anders 
Stenholm. Kreek used almost all of the Estonian-Swedish (and Estonian) folk hymn 
variants known to him in his folk hymn arrangements.341  
Hunt’s thesis also includes a study identifying the regional similarities when 
comparing folk versions of the same chorale. She reports that, by comparing folk variants 
of the same chorale from different regions, one notices that the basic notes often 
coincided with slight variations in ornamentation. Sometimes ornamentations differed 
greatly through changes in modality. Practically, people would have gathered on a 
Sunday morning for worship and sung a specific chorale; and each person would sing the 
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tune in their own ornamented way. Generally, these similarities can be helpful in 
identifying the origin of the folk hymn variants. For example, if a regional folk hymn 
version differed significantly from another, it most likely meant that the singer was from 
another region and singing another chorale melody altogether.342  
In the tradition of folk hymn variant singing, there are primarily two traditions 
that have been mentioned: Estonian and Estonian-Swedish. Hunt offers insights from her 
study that included music of both traditions. She observed that Swedish folk melodies 
were generally more elaborate and replete with ornaments, reminiscent of Swedish fiddle 
playing. In comparison, Estonian melodies appeared to be more flat and simple. In live 
performance, if a tune became difficult to remember, Swedish singers added ornaments 
and alterations. In contrast, Estonians “gave up” and repeated short melodic segments or 
focused on one specific interval.343  
While a comparison of the Estonia-Swedish and Estonian folk hymn variants 
yields some important differences, Lippus recognizes a greater difference between the 
Estonian-Swedish and Swedish folk hymn variants. Her research reveals that the structure 
of Swedish folk hymn variants “reflects more characteristics of tonal thinking, while the 
Estonian-Swedish folk variants are more modal.” In addition, she cites the work of Carl-
Allan Moberg, saying: “[his] conclusions on the study of folk hymn variants from Ruhnu 
support the impression that Estonian-Swedish singers, in general, had a more archaic 
system of musical thinking.”344 
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Cataloging System 
To organize such an in-depth collection of folk hymn variants from different 
locations, Kreek included various cataloging information on the score transcription. By 
each variant or canon is written the letter “P” and a number referring to the original 
chorale from the Punschel chorale book. The title is followed by the name of the recorded 
singer, the place of the recording, and sometimes the respective church. The score also 
includes the catalog number of the original printing, which is in the Literature Museum in 
Tartu (abbreviated KM) or the Theater and Music Museum (abbreviated TMM). At the 
bottom of the score, Kreek recorded the date of composition, the source of the Estonian 
text, and the name of the text’s author (when available). The text is not written by some 
of the tunes; and in such cases, it would have been added by the compiler. The compiler 
might also have cited the original German texts of most of the melodies. Typically, 
however, the composer had only written in the first line of the respective chorale. Other 
verses could be added in performance, if so desired.345 (See Figure 59.) 
Upon examination of the three-part arrangements, one finds similar score detail: 
the reference to the original chorale in the Punschel book (P.), the name of the singer, the 
singer’s birth date and place of habitation, and the recording technician. Below the score, 
Kreek gave the date of the arrangement, the author and source of the text, as the well as 
the origin of the melody.346  
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Figure 59. “Mu süda, ärka üles,” original manuscript (M11: 2/236). Used by permission 
from the Estonian Theatre and Music Museum. 
 
Anu Kõlar, musicologist at the Estonian Academy of Music, also discusses the meaning  
of additional numbers at the beginning of certain scores: “7+7+7+7 and 28.” She offers 
this insight: 
What do these numbers mean? The fact of the matter is that Kreek did not just 
arrange music, but also researched his folk hymn collection thoroughly. The 
number of syllables in a phrase (in this case, seven), and the number of verses are 
particularly significant. Kreek classified his 443 arrangement for three-parts 
according to the number of syllables and verse, in increasing order.347 
 
It is interesting to note that the same system was used in the Punschel chorale book. 
 
Kreek was very detailed in transcribing and cataloging folk tunes. He recorded 
where the tune originated and where he transcribed it. Priit Kuusk provides an example of 
Kreek’s description: “Setu tune, written down in Haapsalu town, sang in Karksi 
parish.”348 In identifying tempo, he used classical terminology such as andante, 
moderato, etc.349  
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Figure 60. Kreek’s method of indicating tempo.350 
 
Conclusion 
Kreek left a substantial body of work in his arrangements of folk hymn variant. 
While appreciation for his music was minimal during his lifetime, especially the sacred 
folk hymn arrangements, it is possible for the Estonian and international choral 
community to benefit from his preservation and contribution efforts in this unique genre. 
Many works from this genre are still unpublished and knowledge about them is limited. 
These works are short and accessible, with the exception of the ornamented melody. The 
ranges are comfortable and not expansive, and the texts consist of 1-4 stanzas. 
Conductors can choose to sing only a few of the stanzas if necessary, especially in the 
shorter arrangements. The works are a cappella with compelling harmonies. As one 
examines the musical qualities of the sacred folk hymn variant arrangements, a greater 
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understanding of Kreek’s compositional style will bring more issues to light. To close 
this chapter on Kreek’s choral folk songs, it is only appropriate to conclude by discussing 
the notable compositional qualities inherent generally in his works and specifically in his 
choral folk songs. 
Works In Other Genres 
While Kreek wrote mainly folk songs and arrangements of folk songs, he also 
contributed to other genres. He has several chamber works for voice, but the feature 
work—other than the folk songs—are his Taaveti Laulud [Psalms of David] and 
Requiem. Kreek began writing sacred works based on Psalm texts in 1914. They include 
“Taaveti laul” 22 and 84 (1914), 104, 121, 141, and “Õnnis on inimene” [‘Blessed is the 
man;’ written in 1923], and 137 (1938). They display various attractive qualities such as 
melodic development, crisp harmonies, compelling setting of text, and dramatic 
writing.351 Kreek’s Requiem was the first Requiem ever written by an Estonian composer 
and was most likely written to commemorate the death of Kreek’s close friend, Peeter 
Süda.  
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Figure 61. Kreek and others at Peeter Süda’s funeral (M11: 1/122). Used by permission 
from the Estonian Theatre and Music Museum. 
  
Kreek was aware of Süda’s desire to write a Requiem, but he was only able to 
sketch out a few bars of two sections. Kreek, desiring to see Süda’s wish fulfilled, began 
work on the Requiem in 1925 and completed it on September 27, 1927, only a few 
months before Kreek’s 38th birthday; this was Süda’s age when he died.352 Requiem was 
written for chorus and orchestra and, like most of Kreek’s work, incorporated folk music 
tunes and motives. The chorus is written most often in four-part texture, but six to eight 
part writing is equally common. Kõlar highlights that this was the most important and 
popular composition during Kreek’s lifetime. It was performed about eight times during 
his life.353 
During World War II, Kreek experienced a creative spark in his writing. The 
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conductor of the Estonian Radio Symphony orchestra asked Kreek to rearrange some 
previous folk tune arrangements for symphony orchestra. Kreek agreed; and in 1942, he 
arranged several pieces and organized them into suites: Viis rahvaviisi [Five folk tunes], 
Kuus vaimulikku laulu [Six sacred songs], also known as Musica Sacra. Other suites 
include Neli rahvaviisi [Four folk tunes], Kuus rahvaviisi [Six folk tunes], and Vanad 
jõulud [Old Christmas]. Olav Roots conducted the Estonian Radio Symphony Orchestra 
in the premiere performance of these works, and Neli rahvaviisi [Four folk tunes] was 
recorded in the summer of 1944 by Hilversum Radio. The radio quality was rather poor 
during war times, but Kreek could still listen to his compositions over radio broadcasts 
until the summer of 1944.354 
Kreek also composed in various genres during the post-war period. He arranged a 
set of organ pieces by Süda in the fall of 1947 entitled Kromaatilise süidi [Chromatic 
suite] for symphony orchestra. Between 1948 and 1955, Kreek composed his largest 
single collection of choral, a cappella, polyphonic works: 500 canons based on Johann 
Punschel’s chorale book. Mart Humal offers these insights about this large unpublished 
collection: “The 500 chorale-based canons are technically and in terms of formal 
structure similar to the 75 canons for the mixed choir (75 kaanonit segakoorile)…but, of 
course, they are based on the traditional hymn melodies (chorales), rather than folk hymn 
variants.”355  
The scores of the canons are located in the Museum of Music and Theatre in 
Tallinn (M11: 2/188-191). These canons are based on chorales from the Punschel chorale 
book, which includes mainly German text with references to texts in Latvian and 
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Estonian (which is given in two dialects: Northern and Southern). In the first set of 
manuscripts (M11: 2/188-189), Kreek included the work’s title but not always the text. 
He only includes Estonian text if it was available to him. For instance, some tunes are 
connected to texts that could only be found in Moravian hymnals from Herrnhut.356  
The working manuscripts were ordered chronologically, but Kreek ordered the 
final manuscripts (M11: 2/190-191) according to the Punschel number. Unfortunately the 
latter version does not have any text, and the entire collection remains unpublished. 
Professor Humal has done significant work to prepare these works for publication, but 
attempts to have them published have been unsuccessful. He stresses their significance as 
being an “international work.”357 There is “nothing Estonian in them (other than 
language). They are based on Lutheran chorales used in pure form put into canons. This 
is perhaps the only part of his output that is not restricted in anyway to Estonia. They are 
universal and this is a unique phenomenon in the history of music.”358 
In 1953, Kreek wrote the cantata, Kalevipoeg nõiakoopas [Kalevipoeg in the 
witch’s cave], but the work did not premiere until March 4, 1994. He also wrote various 
suites for brass orchestra, folk instrument orchestras, and symphony orchestra: 
Pärnumaa, Läänemaa, and Setu sümfoonia [Setu Symphony]. Between 1955 and 1957, 
Kreek was commissioned by the Estonian Philharmony wind quintet to write ten suites 
based on folk themes.359  
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Kreek’s Final Years 
Kreek died in Haapsalu on March 26, 1962 and never saw his sacred music 
performed in churches or concert halls, including his folk hymn arrangements. Ironically, 
his catalog of sacred music is one of the more popular and favored ones among Estonian 
choir music. Its popularity grew even more following the country’s independence in 
1991.360 As a result of Kreek’s folk hymn arrangements entering the overall inventory of 
Estonian choral repertoire, Estonians (and other cultures) have discovered, and in some 
cases rediscovered, the various musical aspects of the original variants of Estonian folk 
hymns.361  
Kreek’s work in sacred folk hymn arrangements, had it been known during his 
day, had exceptional potential for influencing the realm of Estonian church music. Kõlar 
recognizes that there are still many questions as to why Kreek’s work did not develop 
into a more significant church music reform, especially before Soviet occupation. During 
his lifetime, Kreek’s arrangements were not widely known; and Kõlar suggests that this 
was because Estonian Protestant church music leaders were very conservative during the 
1920s and 1930s. They considered folk hymns and folk hymn arrangements to be 
musically and ideologically unacceptable. Church music leaders during that time believed 
that a church chorale should be “simple, dignified, and have a consistent rhythm. Folk 
hymns, with their lively and generously ornamented melodies, were thus totally 
inappropriate.”362 
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 The lack of knowledge about Kreek’s sacred music during his life was also a 
result of cultural and musical restrictions implemented during Soviet occupation. 
Beginning in 1940, church music was held in “strong contempt.” Kreek composed his 
sacred hymn folk hymn arrangements, but he did so in secret.363 Kreek’s choral treatment 
of Estonian folk song is significant due to its potential to influence the trajectory of 
Estonian musical history in the twentieth century. One author suggests that, considering 
the historical context of these arrangements, Kreek may have been preparing for a 
greater, even more practical purpose than is immediately apparent. Sven Danell, Swedish 
pastor and friend of Kreek, wrote that Kreek might have collected and arranged folk 
hymns in preparation for a new chorale book. Kreek intended to expound upon folk 
music then return it to the people from which it originated. Kõlar reports, “Supposedly, 
Kreek wanted to include only the chorales for which folk hymn variants could be found. 
/…/ If Kreek’s hymnal had become a reality in the 1930s, it would have been nothing less 
than a national reform of evangelical church music.”364 
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CHAPTER IV 
CYRILLUS KREEK’S SIGNIFICANCE THEN AND NOW 
Kreek’s Compositional Style 
Upon examination of the breadth of Kreek’s choral folk song output, one 
recognizes that composing was at the heart of Kreek’s multi-faceted life and work. 
Composing was not an “add-on” to his teaching or conducting career; but instead, it 
pervaded ever aspect of his life. Kõlar spends part of her dissertation describing how 
composing was his highest priority and a source of stability throughout fluctuating 
decades of life. Kreek was unwavering in his focus and did not allow various situations or 
obstacles to shift him off course.365 His character traits also made him a uniquely 
different composer, which assuredly influenced his compositional work. Järg describes 
him as “poised and modest.”366 He was “epically objective” in his compositional 
efforts.367 Kreek was interested in a variety of subjects. She reiterates, “He was interested 
not only in music but foremost in music.”368  
 Kreek composed in the era in Estonia known as the National-Romantic period, 
which began at the turn of the twentieth century. Composers experimented with a more 
varied approach, having previously been influenced by the German Post-Romantic 
School. This new perspective brought both a greater sense of individuality and an 
intensive focus on national themes. These ideas synthesized to form a new spirit in 
Estonian traditional music. Folk music was no longer supported by a background of 
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“stereotyped harmonies” but by a polyphonic texture and “harmonic-rhythmical laws of 
the folk song itself.”369 Kreek was born into this period as well as its compositional style 
and surrounding environment; he received his education at St. Petersburg during a most 
crucial, influential, and flourishing time in Estonia’s musical life. 
Kreek’s work and compositional style was known and respected among 
contemporary composers of his day. Mart Saar affirmed, “He has a clarity of thinking, an 
elegant, concise form of expression. /…/ He has an infallible, pure, wholesome thought 
and peace in the firework of inspiration. /…/ He has intellectual restraint, balance…”370 
Mart Humal describes aspects of Kreek’s personality that infiltrate his writing: “interest 
in folk music which…included not only his own nations’ music, inclination towards 
religious themes as an expression of a timeless spirituality, discreet emotionality and 
brilliant intellect, expressed both in witty humour and contrapuntal virtuosity. The latter 
feature somewhat relates Kreek’s style with Neoclassicism.”371 Yet, what does Kreek 
himself say about his compositional style and influences? Unfortunately, research has not 
revealed data specific to this question. Tiia Järg, however, offers a well-reasoned 
explanation for this void: 
There are no articles, speeches or proclamations Kreek has left behind. His 
emotional inner world remains well hidden from the world, there is no 
confessional creative work initiated by personal feelings. We can only guess by 
the selection of the texts for his songs about the events of life that have hurt his 
soul. He seems to have despised pathos entirely. There is nothing tragic in his 
work.372 
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What is clear about Kreek’s compositional style is that it is grounded in folk 
tunes; and few composers have gone to the extent that Kreek did in studying them, 
especially just for personal enjoyment.373 His creative principles were set early in his life. 
One does not perceive any significant change in his style, and he is rather consistent in 
the techniques that he uses.374 Overall, Kreek used the melody in an unaltered form, even 
in polyphonic compositions.375 From an early age, Kreek became obsessed with the 
“essence” of folk tunes and sought to approach these tunes with respect when he set them 
in his own arrangements. Kreek keeps the folk tune in tact (like a cantus firmus) while 
the musical material around it may change repeatedly.376  
Kreek’s attitude towards folk tunes seems to have been the guiding factor for his 
strict adherence to a folk melody’s original form. He viewed a folk tune as an artistic 
whole and believed that a composer should always preserve its original form, even when 
that required placing the folk tune higher than the composer’s personality.377 Kreek also 
recognized that folk tunes carry traits unique to the location of origin and genre. Those 
traits create a type of atmosphere for the theme and the composition. “He is the first 
among Estonian composers to arrange folk theme cycles considering the territorial 
belonging of tunes (suite Läänemaa, Pärnumaa, Võru, Six songs from Hiiumaa, Setu 
symphony).”378 
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Some have suggested that, due to the numerous arrangements of previously 
existing material, Kreek appears to require some “objective or neutral initial material” to 
begin the creative process.379 In his early years, this material included melodies by 
Estonian composers Miina Härma and Johannes Kappel.380 Beginning in 1916 and 
following, Kreek used secular and sacred folk tunes, chorale melodies, or an example of 
something like “Love Song from the 13th Century” by Adam de la Halle.381 It is as if the 
initial material serves as a stimulus, a form of inspiration, or a springboard for 
compositional ideas. When one considers that Kreek is limited by the boundaries of pre-
existing material, it is remarkable to observe his “rich fantasy” and skills in 
composition.382  
These skills can be observed in that Kreek aims to join folk melodies with what 
some have deemed their “counterpoints.” Järg describes this type of polyphony as 
“organic.”383 While she does not exactly define “organic,” she later explains that Kreek’s 
use of polyphony becomes “naturally emerged into the texture of the sound, as it stems 
from the musical material itself.”384 She explains further that Kreek’s style is more 
complex and “laconic” than his contemporaries, Mart Saar and Heino Eller.385 This 
polyphonic style is seen for the first time in his collection Vaimulikud rahvaviisid 
segakoorile [‘Sacred folk songs for mixed choir’; written in 1916-1920] and also in the 
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choral songs “Meie err” [‘Our master’; written in 1918] and “Sirisege, sirbiseked” [‘A 
harvest song’ or ‘Swing, swing sickles’; written in 1919].386 (See Figures 20-25 on pages 
78-84.) 
Kreek utilized polyphonic technique to its full extent throughout his 
compositions. His ability to employ counterpoint is especially apparent in his setting of 
the 500 chorales based on Punschel’s chorale book (1949-1955). Kreek’s application of 
polyphonic technique, however, appears to be limited to a certain type of folk song. 
There is an absence of imitation in the faster, more rhythmically moving dances. 
Imitational qualities are seen in songs of medium or slower tempi that often develop into 
complex canons or fuguettas. Järg notes that medium speed is more prevalent in Estonian 
folk music.387 
Kreek’s polyphonic treatment is implemented in his choral settings along with 
orchestral coloring in harmony and texture.388 Harry Olt referred to Kreek as “a master of 
a cappella songs, often of an ingenious contrapuntal structure.”389 Also, Kreek preferred 
to take his melodies from popular sources, whereas Saar preferred more archaic Estonian 
music. Kreek and Saar, however, transitioned choral music from the National Romantic 
style; though it continued in the works of other Estonian composers. Similar to the work 
of Stravinsky and later Tormis, folk music was central to their compositional output. 
Together, Kreek and Saar display a great sensitivity to choral sound and to the Estonian 
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language. Their harmonies are less dissonant; and their rhythm is regular, especially 
when compared to individuals like Stravinsky or Tormis.390  
Kreek’s music has also been described as Neoclassical. Those characteristics 
include impersonal subject matter, objective spiritual nature, strict form, and ostinato of 
rhythmic figures.391 Järg poses a question regarding Kreek’s tendency towards 
generalizations, objectivity, and avoidance of personality as being reflective of 
Neoclassicists: “Is [this] an attempt to disguise insufficient self-confidence with 
preference of the alien material when composing?”392 One might suggest that this 
psychological hurdle drove Kreek to the principle of composing by starting with a 
previously composed song. This was, in fact, the sentiment of one of Kreek’s teachers 
early in his studies. Alexander Glazunov wrote about Kreek after one examination: “No 
talent, but diligent.”393 While Kreek’s compositional technique seems to be limited in 
scope, it is also effective while avoiding redundancy.  
Kreek’s style is attractive in that it is a union between strict adherence to form 
(found in the original melody), an austere way of expression, and bold polyphonic 
treatment.394 In its recent publication, Estonian Music, The Estonian Music Information 
Centre identifies Kreek’s compositional style in a few phrases:  
…Kreek’s choral work is more balanced and more rigorously contrapuntal. The 
contrapuntal texture achieves a symphonic level of tension in Kreek’s finest 
choral songs, “Meie err”, “Sirisege, sirisege, sirbikesed,” “Meil aia-äärna 
tänavas,” “Maga, maga matsikene” – all written for mixed choir. Kreek uses the 
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variational development characteristics of folk song and harmonies based on 
corresponding intervallic relations.395 
 
Järg also describes his musical characteristics as reflecting a “Nordic fresh sense of 
nature and harmonic richness in colouring.”396 Kreek’s settings also reflect shades of 
orchestral coloring, and most of his choral works communicate a certain seriousness and 
intellectuality.  
In conversations with Estonian music experts, they emphasize themes that have 
been stated in this section from other research. The staff at the Estonian Music 
Information Centre stresses that Kreek’s work with sacred melodies is unlike any other in 
Estonian music due to their ornamentation, words, and harmonies. Whereas Tormis’s 
compositions are pure Estonian in their musical language, Kreek’s compositions are not 
as pure due to the use of more exotic sounds.397 Kõlar and Humal highlight Kreek’s 
technique of taking some folk tune motives and elaborating them throughout larger choral 
works.398 Kaljuste finds Kreek’s style easier to discuss in connection with that of Mart 
Saar due to their similarities. For both of them, their work reflects the influence of certain 
techniques: Estonian folklore and French harmonies, most often set polyphonically.399 
Kreek’s secular choral works are some of the most polyphonic in Estonian choral 
repertoire. Saar’s are polyphonic as well; but Kreek uses strict canonical forms, which is  
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very different from other Estonian composers.400 
To reiterate, Kreek’s principles are quite clear and simple in the overall scope of 
possible techniques that could be used. In creating arrangements of choral folk music, 
which is mostly a cappella and rooted in nationalistic sentiment, certain techniques are 
futile and unnecessary. These might include unusual harmonic palettes, quartal or quintal 
harmony, atonality, varying instrumental accompaniments, extended tertian techniques as 
well as strange techniques with the voice, e.g., Sprechstimme, glides, glissandi, etc. In 
contrast, simple motivic development is favored, along with modality, uniquely-colored 
harmonies, and sensitive phrase shaping by using text stress. Järg offers some insightful 
thoughts to conclude the discussion of Kreek’s compositional style and process that are 
worth considering: “Kreek was not an improviser, at least his family members cannot 
recall that. He used to compose on his long walks. He said: ‘It is good to work when 
walking, feet bring you ahead, the head works and my pipe helps as well. I will write all 
down at home.’”401 
Kreek’s Contributions During His Life 
Introduction 
Kreek left an indelible mark upon Estonian folk music. His contribution is 
sizeable, significant, and thorough. He maintains a unique place in Estonian music 
history: he was part of the first group of Estonian classical (fine art) composers. Estonian 
Music: A Brief Historical Overview, a recent publication from the Estonian Music 
Information Centre, offers this insight: 
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[In the 1920s and 30s] Estonian musicians performed abroad and world-famous 
interpreters played on Estonian stages. The contacts with European cultural life 
caused friction between the more conservative nationalist school of composers 
and the proponents of the more radical trend, but also provided momentum for the 
development of Estonian music.402 
 
Additionally, “The first composers who succeeded in uniting national musical 
legacy and modernist trends were Heino Eller, Mart Saar, and Cyrillus Kreek. At the 
same time, Estonian music retained a more conservative school that cleaved to classical 
traditions.”403 These pioneers in Estonian music began their careers as students at the St. 
Petersburg Conservatory between 1870 and 1890, and they lived and worked during a 
period of many Estonian “firsts” in major genres: symphony, oratorio, piano concerto, 
opera, etc.404 Together, these men established a firm foundation of European-level 
musical culture during Estonia’s years of independence (1918-1940). This foundation 
remained strong and secure, even through years of Soviet occupation.405  
Kreek’s Influence on Estonian Music and Musicians 
Kreek’s contribution involved collecting, cataloging, and arranging Estonian folk 
music. From his time as a student with the Estonian Student’s Society, to his work with 
the Estonian National Museum, and, ultimately, to his own personal endeavors, Kreek 
formed a personal music archive of between 5,500 and 6,000 songs.406 He was a 
“national-romanticist” and wrote in 1911 that when a folk song “has been elaborated, it 
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goes back to the people again.”407 Kõlar suggests that the most important reason for 
Kreek to collect folk tunes was “to draw inspiration from them and musical ideas for his 
own compositions.”408  
Kreek’s contributions in preserving Estonian choral folk music cannot be ignored. 
In some sources Kreek has been given the name, “Grand old man of Estonian choir 
music.”409 This influence can be seen in Kreek’s role in the Estonian song festivals. He 
was a popular choir conductor, especially at the West-Estonian song festivals. In 1938, 
one author commented during Kreek’s lifetime: 
Cyrillus Kreek has considerable talent in choir composition. He disposes of an 
estimable talent in thematic development and skill in obtaining an imposing unity. 
The expression of his musical thoughts is laconic to the extreme. A favorite 
means of his is counterpoint, handled by him with great enthusiasm. In his choral 
songs clarity of thought, intellectual moderation, and above all, refinement of 
musical taste predominate. Beside Mart Saar, Kreek is one of the most notable 
representatives of the national trend in our music. In the majority of his choral 
song he uses folk-tunes for his themes. Owing to the masterly polyphonic  
construction of his choral song, he has produced works, which are unique in their 
polyphonic perfection of form and unity of content.410 
 
Kreek also made a significant impact upon his colleagues. Saar wrote in 1929, on Kreek’s 
40th birthday, “Kreek has solemnly, religiously sunk into his art with an ecstatic 
renunciation of worldly fuss and noise /…/ He is a musical hermit in wilderness, an 
ascetic who, in his aesthetical loneliness, abandons himself to the ultimate joy…”411  
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Kreek leaves a legacy not only as a composer, but also as a teacher. He shaped the 
musical understanding and perception of numerous students, especially during his time in 
Läänemaa. With his guidance, some of those students joined the music profession, while 
others discovered an element of culture in which they could experience great joy, 
satisfaction, and artistic fulfillment. Järg offers this defense:  
We have no other Estonian composer who managed to work full time at ordinary 
schools and be an active composer at the same time. His work has offered a new 
method of composition to the coming generations. He developed a new respectful 
approach to folk music – being its collector as well as a skillful user. He used to 
say that a folk tune used him for showing itself.412 
 
Frequency of Performance 
Despite Cyrillus Kreek’s prolific amount of compositions, they received very 
little performance during his lifetime (especially during Soviet times). Some of his choral 
songs were a part of the repertoire of the Estonian Song Festival; however, the majority 
of his music remained unknown to the public. His influence in Estonian music became  
apparent only in the last years of his life.413 This was discussed periodically in the family 
circle, and Kreek would calmly respond: “My time has not come yet. It will come in 
thirty to forty years.”414 Humal also stresses this idea stating that only about ten to fifteen 
choral works by Kreek were known during his life; and his work was not very influential 
before World War II. He does not have many secular songs either (thirty-forty), which is 
low in comparison to other composers. Some songs were performed by choirs, but they 
were mainly the simpler songs. During Kreek’s lifetime, Saar was more popular as a 
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choral composer; Kreek remained relatively unknown.415 
Various factors most likely contributed to Kreek’s anonymity. For instance, most 
of his compositions are quite demanding technically and require skilled, professional 
choruses to sing them. In addition, Kreek was known as a humble person and did not 
promote his music to other choruses or conductors, nor did he program his works on his 
own choral concerts.416 He also spoke modestly of his own work. He did not discuss his 
academic and creative impulses about folk hymns; although, his internal focus and 
passion led him to supply choirs and singers with that very material.417 During Stalinist 
times, the only important opinion was the “official” opinion. The Estonian Composers’ 
Union (under Soviet supervision) did not value Kreek’s music highly, especially his work  
with sacred melodies and texts.418 Many of his works, due to religious implications, were 
“ill-suited to the ideological context of the time.”419  
Kreek’s Music at Song Festivals 
 In connection to Kreek, the song festivals evolved over time and exerted influence 
on Estonian composers, so much so that the repertory of most of the festivals consisted of 
works by Estonians. This too, contributed to the rise of cultural development within the 
Estonian people. The program for the seventh Festival (1910) was comprised of entirely 
compositions by Estonian composers. Tall explains the significance: “These festivals, 
thus, became in effect a unifying political action. They were much more than musical 
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events. Out of them radiated national life itself.”420 Contributors to The Estonian Music 
Information Centre, Evi Arujärv and Kaja Irjas, also offer this insight into the song 
festivals: “Besides maintaining national unity and developing the singing tradition, song 
festivals have also inspired choral composers from Mart Saar, Cyrillus Kreek, and Veljo 
Tormis to young composers.”421 In fact, since 1913, Kreek was active as the conductor at 
the song festivals of Läänemaa County in western Estonia.422 
Information is limited regarding Kreek’s involvement in the National Song 
Festival. Dr. David Puderbaugh’s dissertation on the 1947 National Song Festival 
chronicles the musical program of the festivals in 1938, 1947, and 1950. Kreek’s “Meil 
lell” [‘Our uncle’; also named “Meie Err” (‘Our master’)] was performed by the Tallinn 
Select Mixed Choir at the third concert of the eleventh National Song Festival of 1938 
(June 23-25).423 Two of Kreek’s pieces for brass band, Polka and Pidu lõpeb, were 
performed during the twelfth National Song Festival of 1947 (June 28-29).424  
While this is certainly not a significant amount of literature on a song festival 
program, the festivals also featured numerous composers; a program typically included 
thirty to forty individual pieces. Even frequently performed composers would typically be 
listed only five or six times. The question for this study is that, if Kreek’s choral music is 
of such high quality, why is it not performed more frequently in Estonia’s premier venue 
for choral singing? During Kreek’s lifetime (1889-1962), there were only twelve National 
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Song Festivals (1891, 1894, 1896, 1910, 1923, 1928, 1933, 1938, 1947, 1950, 1955, 
1960). Kreek did not start composing until 1906, and serious composition came after 
1910. Kreek realistically had only nine National Song Festivals during his lifetime in 
which his music could be performed.  
A few other factors contributed to this absence of Kreek’s music at the National 
Song Festival. Primarily, the Song Festival underwent some political and philosophical 
changes throughout years of independence, and, then, Soviet occupation. Much of 
Kreek’s music, not fully developed until later in his life, was banned because of its 
conflict with Soviet idealogy. In addition, Kreek was not vocal about his compositions, so 
he did not necessarily force his work into concert venues. Also, Kreek was a part of a 
large second generation of composers who studied at the St. Petersburg Conservatory; his 
friends were equally talented and experienced an increase in popularity. The literature 
selection at the Song Festivals appears to take a fair and balanced approach when 
performing the works of Estonian composers, including Kreek, Saar, Tubin, Tobias, 
Eller, Ernesaks. 
Kreek’s Contributions After His Death 
In spite of its infrequent performance, Kreek’s music still had a lasting impact on 
key individuals and future folk music composition. Some might say that there is the 
school of Cyrillus Kreek in Estonian music, though he did not have any composition 
students. This is evidenced by his influence on Veljo Tormis and his student, Tarmo 
Lepik, who both followed Kreek’s principles in their compositions.425 Tormis has said, 
“Since childhood I have been living in choral music: my father was a choir conductor and 
organist in a little village…it was mostly church music [in my childhood], not folk music. 
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I had my first connections with folk music through Estonian composers, not directly: 
Mart Saar, Cyrillus Kreek, etc.”426 In discussions with the staff at The Estonian Music 
Information Centre, they emphasized the importance of Tormis and his connection to 
Kreek. Both were interested in art music with national influences, such as music based on 
folk melodies (regilaul). Kreek was important in the 1920s and the post-war period, and 
Tormis flourished during Soviet Times (especially in the 1960s).427 
Female Estonian composer Ester Mägi (b. 1922) also acknowledges the influence 
of Kreek upon her work. She recognizes a debt to Saar but admits that her true creative 
path in composition began in 1950 when she heard the music of Artur Kapp, Cyrillus 
Kreek, and Heino Eller performed in concerts and song festivals.428 The young, 
blossoming generation of composers during Soviet occupation found inspiration in the 
works of Kreek and his friend, Mart Saar. Saar and Kreek are often mentioned together 
because of similarities in their compositional style. Writing during Soviet times, Vahter 
and Normet note: “All the composers who write choral songs have been inspired by the 
work of Saar and Kreek, the most outstanding composers of our national choral music. 
Saar and Kreek gave a really national character to this genre, though they were not the 
first to compose choral music in Estonia.”429 
Estonian musicologist Anu Kõlar, in her dissertation on Kreek’s life, believes that 
Kreek has earned recognition on both international and national levels as an outstanding 
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composer.430 His music is significant in the entire scope of choral literature, both secular 
and sacred; but information is limited about his entire catalog. She writes, “It is true that, 
thanks to some collections of choral works and a few records, a number of Kreek’s 
secular songs have found their way to the wide public, but the composer’s extensive 
sacred music heritage is still largely unknown. However, this aspect of Kreek’s life and 
work seems to be vitally important…”431 Currently, Kreek has become increasingly 
popular due to the work of the Estonia Philharmonic Chamber Choir and conductors like 
Daniel Reuss, Tõnu Kaljuste, and Aarne Saluveer. In fact, a common encore for the 
Estonia Philharmonic Chamber Choir is Kreek’s “Mu süda, ärka üles.” 
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CHAPTER V 
THE FUTURE OF KREEK’S CHORAL FOLK SONGS 
Use in the Modern Era 
Since the 1980s and the subsequent independence of Estonia, information 
regarding Cyrillus Kreek’s music has progressively entered the international choral music 
field. This document has attempted to bring together information about Kreek’s folk 
songs in an organized, comprehensive, and pragmatic fashion. Practically, this 
information is meant to provide greater insight into accessing, understanding, and 
performing Kreek’s choral folk songs. This is a key purpose of the research. 
Consequently, it is helpful to offer some additional practical information regarding the 
performance of Kreek’s folk songs. This section will focus on matters regarding score 
acquisition, performance practice, language, cultural context, editions, and future 
research.  
Acquisition of Scores 
 Cyrillus Kreek’s folk songs arrangements can be purchased from a limited 
number of international distributors. Currently, the companies that publish his music are 
Edition49 (www.edition49.com) and SPMuusika (www.estonianmusic.com). While 
many (though not all) of Kreek’s works are organized into published collections, 
Edition49 allows the purchase of individual pieces. In some cases, both publishers require 
buyers to purchase a minimum number of printed copies. Edition49 makes it possible to 
purchase, download, and print music from their website. This option is currently not 
available at SPMuusika. The cost for these scores is rather substantial compared to music 
published through other vendors here in the United States. Music distributors like 
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JWPepper and Beethoven and Company do not have scores of Cyrillus Kreek. 
Addtionally, the shipping time is much longer, especially when music is ordered through 
a third party music distributor like Beethoven and Company or Sheet Music Plus. These 
limitiations make the option of downloading PDF scores from Edition49 very helpful. 
Performance Practice 
 Once scores are in hand, various performance practice issues will require 
thoughtful attention. The suggestions in this section are to serve as an introduction to 
issues in Kreek’s music specifically and Estonian music in general. Various professional 
recordings produced in the United States, Estonia, and other European countries and have 
been sampled to arrive at these suggestions. There are two key categories of performance 
practice issues: external factors (specific to the location of the composition or composer, 
e.g., tone, language, cultural/societal issues, etc.) and internal factors (specific to the 
music itself, e.g., tempo, rhythm, dynamics, expression, affect, etc.)  
Primarily, the choral tone of Estonian music is rich, dark, and resonant; but it is 
also capable of many tonal colors. This is apparent in the two professional ensembles, the 
Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir and the Estonian Male Chorus. Obvious 
exceptions to this understanding of choral tone exist in younger, amateur choirs. There 
are no rough edges in a mature, developed Estonian choral sound, which is also brightly 
in tune and perfectly balanced. Overall, a sustained, supported, resonant, and vibrant tone 
prevails. To further enhance the tone, advanced singers typically restrict their vibrato; this 
helps perfect the intonation of complex harmonies in Estonian music as well.  
Another contributing factor to Estonian vocal tone quality is the nature of the 
Estonian language. Several vowels have a forward, brighter resonance pattern, especially 
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the vowels produced with an umlaut (ä, ë, ää, ëë, ü, üü). These vowels are more piercing 
in their sound quality and naturally aid in the production of a resonant sound. To achieve 
a Baltic choral sound, the presence of male voices—specifically older, more mature 
voices—is also essential. Kreek and other Baltic and Russian composers commonly write 
music in four-part male texture. To achieve such a texture, a large number of males is 
necessary to maintain an overall balanced sound. In SATB choirs, male voices are to be 
full and supportive to the overall choral texture. In fact, during personal observations of 
the Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir and conversations with conductor Daniel 
Reuss, it is preferable to have older, vocally-mature males in the men’s sections. This is 
apparent in the age difference between the older men and younger women; there is an 
average age difference of about ten to fifteen years.  
In regards to internal matters of the music such as text, some editions include 
German and Estonian texts. The folk songs typically have multiple stanzas of text written 
in the format of a hymn (lines of text on top of each other). When editors include both 
languages for each line of text, the score becomes cluttered and difficult to read. 
Interestingly, all stanzas are not given in both languages, which is also confusing at first 
glance. To achieve a performance that more accurately reflects Kreek’s intentions, it is 
suggested that the folk songs be performed in Estonian. To be fair, the folk hymn variants 
are based on texts that come from the German chorale book by Punschel. The use of 
German text, even if not for all stanzas, can be understood as a connection to the source 
material for Kreek’s text in the folk hymn variants.  
Other text-related issues exist in current editions: slurs/phrasing, text underlay, 
and breath marks. Having consistent editorial marks would produce a cleaner, user-
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friendly score. Finally, marks of expression, such as dynamics, crescendo/decrescendo, 
ritardando, etc., are also limited and inconsistent. Certain folk song arrangements will 
include these types of markings while other arrangements have none. It is recommended 
that instinctive decisions (e.g., breath points, phrasing, and dynamic changes) be written 
in the score to produce a musically-dynamic and compelling performance. Regarding 
tempo, editions of Kreek’s music typically lack tempo or metronome markings. 
Occasionally, one will find descriptions such as moderato, andante, etc. In the absence of 
such markings, moderate to slow tempo is dominant in Estonian music. The choral folk 
songs should be metric and precise, but cadence points can fluctuate slightly.  
Conductor Tõnu Kaljuste had several insights into performing Estonian choral 
music. For instance, it is important to be aware of repeated motives or ostinati in Estonian 
music. He finds the harmonies specifically in Kreek’s music to be French influenced with 
a touch of jazz. Intonation is even more crucial in producing such complex harmonies. In 
performing Kreek’s music (or any music), Kaljuste stressed the importance of the 
individuality of the choir. He does not listen to choirs singing Estonian music and make 
judgments. He realizes that every choir and conductor is unique and makes individual 
choices regarding musicality. He reiterates that it is the conductor’s role to “make his or 
her own way. It’s [sic] interesting for different musicians to have different interpretations. 
There are not really any rules for conductors to follow regarding Estonian music – that if 
a conductor does not do exactly, then he is wrong [sic].”432 Regarding choirs, he also 
encouraged the individuality of different choirs. “There are many different choirs in  
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Estonia and many different choir sounds—just like anywhere.”433  
Language 
 The Estonian language is unique and difficult to learn, speak, and sing. Adrus 
Saareste’s article, “The Estonian Language,” in Aspects of Estonian Culture (1961) 
serves as the key source for the following explanation. Saareste makes several important 
points regarding the Estonian language; but for the purposes of this dissertation, only a 
few are mentioned. First, the primary stress of Estonian words occurs on the first syllable 
with the secondary stress falling on the third syllable. This certainly has implications for 
singing with appropriate text inflection. Second, Estonian speech sounds have three 
degrees of length (quantity): short, medium, and extra long, e.g., sada (hundred), saada 
(imper., send), and saada (inf., to receive, to get). Double vowels signal a longer duration 
of the given vowel sound. In singing, it is not possible to create this differentiation in 
length; singers and conductors need not be confused by the presence of single and double 
vowels. In either situation, the primary vowel sound is sung in the same way with its 
duration determined by the note’s rhythmic value.  
Third, standard Estonian consists of twenty phonemes, of which nine are vowels: 
a,e,i,o,u, õ, ä, ö, ü. There are eleven consonant phonemes; however, if the short variants 
of k, p, t, which are represented by the letters, g, b, d, are considered to constitute 
different speech sounds, the number of consonants is fourteen: k, p, t, g, b, d, l, m, n, r, s, 
h, j, v. Occasionally, consonants appear double, e.g., “kk,” “pp,” “tt,” etc.; and they are 
pronounced by inserting a glottal stop or extending the duration of the consonant. Again, 
this is difficult to negotiate in singing, so the primary consonant sound is to be 
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articulated. Fourth, vowels occur comparatively frequently; and the most frequent sounds 
are a,e,s, and t (d); an the least frequent are õ, ü, and ö. There are many diphthongs: 25 in 
all. The Estonian õ vowel is unique in its pronunciation, and it is unlike any vowel in 
English. It is described as an unrounded, half-closed back vowel. Additional rules require 
that, in speech, the initial h be dropped: habe (abe)—“beard.” Finally, the articulation of 
Estonian in general is soft and liquid; and there are few consonant clusters, especially of 
three of four consonants.434 Scores for Kreek’s music lack any type of Estonian 
pronunciation guide, and a text translation is not provided. As a resource for conductors 
and singers, an Estonian pronunciation guide is provided in Appendix B.  
Regarding text translation, resources are rather limited (and were for this project). 
Translators are available for hire from the United States Embassy in Estonia, but CD 
recordings typically include text translations. Unfortunately, only a very small fraction of 
Kreek’s choral folk songs have been recorded to CD; and many are available only in 
Estonia. For the folk hymn arrangements (which include Estonian and German texts), one 
could more easily research a German translation or seek an English version of the 
Punschel chorale book; it would provide the English translation for the same texts that 
Kreek used from the chorale book for his folk hymn arrangements. As a reminder, not all 
of the stanzas are provided in German in Kreek’s arrangements. 
Researchers have noticed that, upon examination of the collection materials by 
Peeter Süda, Johannes Muda, or W. Landt, they all used the same system to write down 
words and tunes: the system developed by Jakob Hurt based on phonetic transcription. In 
an effort to avoid confusion, Kreek altered some of the long vowel markings according to 
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the Läänemaa dialect. Kreek often included explanatory remarks about a certain region’s 
dialect and pronunciation, transferring his notes from the initial draft to the final report.435 
This information is helpful in understanding the academic nature of Kreek’s process; 
however, its influence on present-day performances is inconsequential. Pronunciation of 
the text, as printed in the edition, should be followed according to standard Estonian 
language. 
Many letters are pronounced like English; pronunciation, despite a few unique 
vowels, is fairly straightforward. It is the researcher’s experience that, when teaching 
choirs to sing any foreign language, it is best to teach it by rote and demonstrate words or 
phrases by singing them rather than speaking. The choir simply echos what the conductor 
demonstrates, all sung on the same pitch. This prepares the choir immediately to sing the 
phonemes of that language, since speaking a language can be quite different from singing 
it. 
Cultural Context 
Estonian music (and most Baltic music) must be examined and sung through the 
lens of the culture context in which it is both created and performed. Marian Dolan states 
this importance ever so clearly: 
Music, especially choral music, contains a power defined by context. To miss the 
context is to miss the understanding. Baltic choral music is very contextual. The 
lives of the composers and authors, the sound of the music itself, the languages, 
the origins of commissions, and the faith communities who sing these pieces are 
all living stories – living contexts whose narratives deepen our own faith journey 
for the twenty-first century.436  
 
One of the key goals for this project is to bring awareness to the cultural environment that 
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preceded Kreek’s life as well as the context in which his compositional activity 
flourished. In performing his music, it is important to take on the mindset of Kreek and 
those who would sing his music during and after his life. Understanding their political, 
historical, societal, and overall life dynamics allows singers to perform with greater 
understanding and communicate more than just notes and rhythms; they will be 
empowered to create meaningful music replete with Estonian emotion, passion, and 
sensibilities. 
Editions 
 This research included analysis of the published editions of Kreek’s choral folk 
songs. Given the challenges outlined above as well as other limitations in the current 
editions, it seems that a logical response is to create new editions of Kreek’s choral folk 
songs. These editions would address specific issues mentioned in this chapter. To review, 
most current editions contain Estonian and German text; but they also lack a 
pronunciation guide. Also, the text of the editions includes multiple stanzas: many 
stanzas are written in both languages, yet some are only in Estonian. More over, editorial 
marks are somewhat suspect regarding issues like slurring, text underlay, and expression 
markings. The overall result is a very cluttered score.  
A new edition would notate specific score information: articulations, dynamics, 
breath marks, and clear text underlay. The entire format would benefit from these 
revisions in order to produce a clear, legible score. Suggested tempo markings would also 
be provided. Most importantly, this new edition would include a clear, concise 
pronunciation guide. Finally, a brief paragraph would be included to provide insight into 
the text and cultural context.  
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It is the desire of this researcher to compile a series of editions in the future to 
address these challenges and publish them here in the United States. Hopefully, this 
would make the accessibility and performance of Kreek’s folk songs more feasible. There 
are only two distributors in Europe that carry Kreek’s music, and there is no distributor in 
the U.S.—only second-hand dealers that must work through European distributors. The 
choral folk songs are published in large collections of 30 to 40 songs per volume, which 
significantly increases the printing costs as well as the shipping cost from across the 
Atlantic Ocean. By publishing these editions here in the States, the cost would be much 
lower compared to the European distributors. Unfortunately, due to barriers in reaching 
Jüri Kreek, Kreek’s son who owns the rights to his father’s music, permission has not 
been granted to publish such editions. Regardless, a sample page of a new edition is 
included in Appendix C. 
Future Research 
While this dissertation seeks to fill an apparent lacuna in research, it certainly 
reveals opportunities for further investigation. For instance, more high quality recordings 
of Kreek’s works should be made readily available, especially here in the United States. 
It is the intention of this researcher to eventually record portions of the published 
collections, e.g., Volume I of the Sacred Folk Songs for Female Choir. Choirs and 
conductors alike would benefit from an aural “base line” of how Kreek’s music should 
sound, and recordings will help promote his music and encourage conductors to program 
it. 
Certainly, there is more work to be done on the sacred folk hymn variants. In 
Cyrillus Kreek: Personaalnimestik, Tiia Järg has published a genre-specific and 
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alphabetized list of Kreek’s entire manuscript collection. Within the genres, it is 
organized according to which works are published or unpublished. There are many folk 
hymn variant arrangements that have not been published and should be made available to 
the public. For instance, the 500 canons are unpublished, though Professor Humal is 
pursuing this possibility with Edition49. The catalog of Kreek’s works in the Estonian 
Theatre and Music Museum lists secular choral works that are not published as well. 
Many of them are based on melodies or texts from other individuals, not folk sources. It 
is also interesting that Kreek’s first work is from 1909 for men’s choir (“Väike lille-
laul”), yet he did not write any other works for male choir until 1934. That work is a 
collection of 64 chorales in the style of J.S. Bach, perhaps as a practice tool for writing 
for male choir (M11: 2/216). These works are unpublished. Additionally, Kreek wrote 
269 canons based on Punschel chorales (M11: 2/245).  
Even more, an anthology of all of Kreek’s transcribed folk tunes would be most 
helpful. Most importantly, an anthology of Kreek’s arrangements organized by voicing 
(SATB, TTBB, or SSA) would significantly help the choral conductor find appropriate 
literature. Kreek often wrote multiple voicings of the same piece in the same collection; 
so trying to find the entirety of Kreek’s male, female, or mixed choir works is 
challenging. Prior to this, perhaps an even better source of information would be a 
catalog of Kreek’s works in Estonian and English that lists each piece by title, voicing, 
date of composition, location or origin of source material, sacred/secular designation, and 
the manuscript number from the Estonian Theatre and Music Museum. Several smaller 
studies might be helpful as well. For example, one might study only the secular or sacred 
choral works or those works for male, female, or mixed choir. A revealing study might 
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probe the choral works based on folk material from a specific parish, e.g., Läänemaa, 
Nooarosti, etc. 
While this study examined Kreek’s choral folk songs, his other genres are worthy 
of study and bear similar compositional traits. These genres include orchestral suites, 
vocal chamber, and instrumental chamber works. They, too, are also based on folk music; 
and one might examine which folk tunes are included in the chamber works or other 
genres. Considering Kreek’s relationship with Mart Saar and his earlier mentor, Peeter 
Süda, one might compare a set of pieces by Kreek and Süda or Saar in an effort to find 
similarities and differences in compositional style. There is still much to know about 
Kreek as well as his contemporaries and the musical culture of Estonia. They have much 
to share with the larger choral music world, which has much to gain from their 
contributions.  
Conclusion 
Has Kreek’s impact been fully experienced outside of Estonia? It seems that it has 
not. An objective of this project was to glean more insight into Kreek’s work by 
examining his contributions to Estonian music and to the larger choral world, all in an 
effort to gain understanding of and exposure to his published choral folk songs. Kreek’s 
secular choral folk songs from the early twentieth century were highly valued in Estonia, 
but his sacred folk hymn arrangements remained largely unknown for a while. 
Conversely, Kreek’s sacred choral songs began to be utilized at the beginning of the 
1980s, but his name became more popular at the end of the Singing Revolution in 1990 
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and the restoration of independence in 1991.437 The lack of available recordings of 
Kreek’s music here in the States seems to illustrate a limited impact. 
Perhaps other cultures could learn something from the pride Estonians take in not 
only composing music based on folk traditions but also in singing this music. By singing 
from Kreek’s core of Estonian, folk-based choral arrangements, Estonians renew their 
commitment to sing, celebrate, compose, and publish music from their native country. 
Kreek’s folk song arrangements provide a canon of music that enables Estonians to not 
only rekindle the flame of national pride but also celebrate their heritage and faith as a 
nation. This is significant considering Kreek’s sizeable collection of sacred folk hymn 
variants. Marian Dolan, editor for Earthsongs music publishing company, expounds upon 
this point: “Why publish, no less purchase and sing, sacred choral music from the Baltics 
here in the United States? Perhaps we do because this music speaks so directly to the 
deep-seated human need to sing – with others, in one’s native language, and as an 
expression of both personal and communal faith.”438 Kreek’s choral folk songs 
accomplish all three purposes. Priit Kuusk further encapsulates the importance of Kreek’s 
work:  
Kreek frequently said that he believed in the Estonian people. He appreciated 
humor, optimism, and other positive qualities that were often found in the music 
of the Estonian people. He understood why people sang and knew the details of 
how they sang. He sensed all the emotions what one or other tune expressed. 
Kreek never failed to acknowledge the importance and timeless value of the 
creations of the Estonian people. It gave him as the artist the purpose to live. 
What a happy coincidence – to be the artist, outstanding composer, and able to so 
deeply understand the works of his own nation.439 
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The primary intent of this research has been to establish a core of information on 
Kreek’s influence in establishing a national Estonian choral tradition through his choral 
folk songs. This information is essential in the greater scope of international choral music 
because it provides a better understanding of Kreek’s influence in Estonia and evaluates 
his music for its potential to enlighten other cultures. From Kreek’s music, the musical 
contributions of Estonia, specifically its folk music, can be appreciated. Most 
importantly, what it means to be human can be explored by using music to share joys and 
struggle, to endure suffering and tyranny, to pass down culture from generation to 
generation, and to embrace God-given freedoms. Out of this humanity, adversity, and 
persistence to establish and preserve a nation’s identity, Kreek’s music rises from within 
a reviving Estonian culture to secure its place in establishing a national school of choral 
music. 
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APPENDIX A 
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APPENDIX B 
PRONUNCIATION GUIDE 
This guide is by Mimi S. Daitz and published by Fennica Gehrman. Permission to use 
granted by Henna Salmela, Manager of External Relations and Promotions. 
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APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE SCORE EDITION 
Original version of “Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti” from 25 Geistliche Volkslieder 
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Revised version of “Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti” from 25 Geistliche Volkslieder 
The * indicates when to change to the second vowel in a diphthong. 
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APPENDIX D 
PERMISSIONS FROM PUBLISHERS 
 Permission to use scores was granted by various publishing agencies. Eesti 
Raamat’s permission covers the following scores: Segakoorilaule, Vaimulikud 
rahvaviisid I/II, and Valimik koorilaule. Any scores originally published by Eesti Riiklik 
Kirjastus are now managed by Eesti Raamat. Eesti Muusikafond’s permission covers 
Koorilaulud I/II. Kirjastus Muusika’s permission covers the following scores: Eesti 
vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile and 75 kaanonit segakoorile eesti vaimulikele 
rahvaviisidele. Finally, the Estonian Theatre and Music Museum authorized the use of 
any original manuscripts or photos. 
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Greetings,
 
I am writing again to seek permission to use portions of scores of music by Cyrillus Kreek that have been published by
Edition49.  I want to use them in my dissertation of Kreek's published folk songs.  I only have 5 pieces that need to be
inserted, specifically the following:
 
“Õnn Sull’ kui kardad Jumalat” in 25 geistliche volkslieder 
“Nüüd hingvad inimesed” #8  in 25 geistliche volkslieder 
“Nüüd hingvad inimesed” #9 in 25 geistliche volkslieder 
“Minu hing, oh ole rõõmus” in 25 geistliche volkslieder 
“Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti” in 25 geistliche volkslieder
 
 
A letter or email granting permission would be most appreciated. Thank you for your assistance!
 
Jonathan Rodgers
The University of Southern Mississippi
Hattiesburg, MS
601-798-4886
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APPENDIX E 
LIST OF KREEK’S PUBLISHED CHORAL FOLK SONGS,  
ORGANIZED BY COLLECTION 
 
This catalog is assembled from the Edition49.de, Estonianmusic.com, The 
Estonian Music Information Centre website, and published collections of Kreek’s music. 
Most editions from Edition 49 are available as single pieces and do not require the 
purchase of an entire collection. Also, many of Kreek’s works on Estonianmusic.com are 
in fact editions published by Edition 49. In cases where two publishers are listed, the first 
publisher listed was indeed the original publisher. In some instances, certain collections 
are no longer available in print from the original publisher. The number in the first 
column refers to the number of the work in the order of the collection. 
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# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.
1 Sind, Issand Jumal, kiidame Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
2 Õnn Sull' kui kardad Jumalat Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
3 Nüüd surnu keha matame Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
4 Nüüd surnu keha matame Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
5 Kui Jeesust risti naelti Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
6 Kõigis paigus, kus ma seisan Estonian FHV Ridala 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
7 Oh leinakem ja kaebagem Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
8 Nüüd hingvad inimesed Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
9 Nüüd hingvad inimesed Estonian FHV Ridala 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
10 Mu risti löödud verise tallele Estonian FHV Ridala 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
11 Oh Kristus, Lunastaja Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
12 See aeg on tõest' ukse ees Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
13 Oh Jeesus, ülem abimees Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
14 Oh laulgem südamest Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
15 Miks mu süda ennast vaevab Estonian FHV Ridala 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
16 Miks mu süda ennast vaevab Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
17 Minu hing, oh ole rõõmus Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
18 Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
19 Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
20 Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
21 See jõulupäev on rõõmust suur Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
22 Rahva Õnnistegija Swedish FHV Noarootsi 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
23 Rahva Õnnistegija Swedish FHV Vormsi 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
24 Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti Swedish FHV Noarootsi 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
25 Den signade dag Swedish FHV Noarootsi 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
1 Et kiitke Jumalat Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
2 Et kiitke Jumalat Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
3 Et kiitke Jumalat Estonian FHV Põlva 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
4 Päev ajab ära judn ja ööd Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
5 Päev ajab ära judn ja ööd Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
6 Mu süda ärka üles Estonian FHV Pühalepa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
7 Mu süda ärka üles Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
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# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.
8 Ma laulan suust ja südamest Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
9 Nüüd Jumalale austust Estonian FHV Kihnu 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
10 Nüüd on see päev ju lõppenud Estonian FHV Risti 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
11 Nüüd on see päev ju lõppenud Estonian FHV Rapla 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
12 Nüüd on see päev ju lõppenud Estonian FHV Käina 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
13 Ma tänan sind, et oled mind Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
14 Ma tänan sind, et oled mind Estonian FHV Häädemeeste 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
15 Ma tänan sind, et oled mind Estonian FHV Pärnu-Jaagupi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
16 Oh Kristus, päike oled sa Estonian FHV Virumaa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
17 Et mööda läinud pime öö Estonian FHV Otepää 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
18 Nüüd surnu keha matame Estonian FHV Kihnu 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
19 Nüüd surnu keha matame Estonian FHV Saaremaa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
20 Nüüd surnu keha matame Estonian FHV Halliste 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
21 Ma tulen taevast ülevelt Estonian FHV Kihnu 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
22 Ma tulen taevast ülevelt Estonian FHV Risti 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
23 Kui meil on püsti häda käes Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
24 Oh võta, armas Jeesus, vastu mult Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
25 Jeesus, hüüa mind Estonian FHV Kihnu 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
26 Maa ja taevas kiidvad Estonian FHV Kärla 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
27 Jeesus, kõige ülem hää Estonian FHV Risti 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
28 Rõõmuga mu süda hüppab Estonian FHV Räpina 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
29 Jeesus Kristus, Lunastaja Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
30 Jeesus Kristus, Lunastaja Estonian FHV Pärnu-Jaagupi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
31 Nüüd Kristus surnust tõusnud on Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
32 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
33 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Nissi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
34 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Tõstamaa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
35 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
36 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Nõo 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
37 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Nõo 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
38 Mu süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
39 Mu süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Vändra 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
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40 Mu süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Vändra 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
41 Kui Jeesust risti naelati Estonian FHV Pühalepa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
42 Su hooleks ennast annan ma Estonian FHV Mustjala 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
43 Su hooleks ennast annan ma Estonian FHV Mustjala 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
44 Kristus surmast tõusnud on Estonian FHV Kihnu 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
45 Süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Ridala 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
46 Süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Häädemeeste 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
47 Süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Häädemeeste 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
48 Süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Pärnu-Jaagupi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
49 Süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
50 Päev lõpeb tääl, mu vaim ja meel Estonian FHV Tõstamaa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
51 Päev lõpeb tääl, mu vaim ja meel Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
52 Oh leinakem ja kaebagem Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
53 Oh leinakem ja kaebagem Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
54 Oh leinakem ja kaebagem Estonian FHV Pärnu-Jaagupi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
55 Oh leinakem ja kaebagem Estonian FHV Pärnu-Jaagupi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
56 Nüüd ole, Jeesus kiidetud Estonian FHV Kihnu 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
57 Oh Jumal, sinu pääl Estonian FHV Nõo 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
58 Öö on jo läev een Estonian FHV Otepää 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
59 Nüüd hingvad inimesed Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
60 Kõik tulge minu juure nüüd Estonian FHV Pärnu-Jaagupi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
61 Kõik tulge minu juure nüüd Estonian FHV Kaarma 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
62 Kõik tulge minu juure nüüd Estonian FHV Halliste 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
63 Jumal, maa ning taeva looja Estonian FHV Ridala 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
64 Vaata, jumal, siin ma rumal Estonian FHV Räpina 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
65 Mu risti löödud verise tallele Estonian FHV Mustjala 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
66 Aamen, au isal' olgu Estonian FHV Kärla 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
67 Oh Kristus, Lunastaja Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
68 Oh Jeesus, ülem abimees Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
69 Oh Jeesus, ülem abimees Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
70 Oh laulgem südamest Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
71 Issand, oma viha sees Estonian FHV Tõstamaa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
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# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.
72 Miks mu süda ennast vaevab Estonian FHV Virumaa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
73 Kui suur on meie vaesus Estonian FHV Nissi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
74 Kui suur on meie vaesus Estonian FHV Nissi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
75 Oh maga küll su voodi külm Estonian FHV Laiuse 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
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1 Kord istus jõe kalda pääl NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
2 Pulmalaul NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
3 Mul oli rikas ristiema NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
4 Möldri laul NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
5 Vaikne meri, tasa liigud NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
6 Kus käisid sa, mu pojuke NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
7 Küll käisin kirikus NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
8 Me tõmbame läbi NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
9 Koovit, kus sa läed? NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond





11 Viire tagant tulevad NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
12 Tee pilli, löö pilli NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
13 Eesus ütleb… NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
14 Üks neitsit kõrge kalda peal NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
15 Päev lõpeb teäl  - (missing) NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
16 Lehmalüpsi laul NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
17 Sii saue ja seal saue NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
18 Hällilaul NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
19 Hans ja Minkel  - (missing) NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
20 Me oleme kolm habemega juuti NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
21 Neli juuti olid surnud NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
22 Peigmees, miks mind maha jätsid? NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
23 Üks tüdruk pühkis tuba NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
24 Miinake, minu õeke NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
25 Kus käisid sa? NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
26 Tere, il-lil-lippu NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
27 Sääl mäe pääl oli NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
28 Karjapoiss NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
29 Pill ütleb: pidu lõpeb NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
30 Küla metsas NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
31 Oh, mina vaene NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
32 Hällilaul Rahvaluule NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
33 Rannaküla tee NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
34 Neiu ja peiu NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
35 Hindu kotipoisid NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
36 Torupillilugu NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
37 Vanamees kündis metsa ääres NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
38 Kus on kurva modu? NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
39 Pähki kasu NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
40 Ai siga-saga, link-link-link  - (missing) NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
41 Küll vigalas on sündinud NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
42 Üks lugu NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
43 Kaks meie küla poissi NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
44 Ma tänan sind, et oled mind - (missing) NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
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45 Laula, laula suukene - (missing) NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
46 Jümal ütles: “suagu valgus!” - (missing) NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
47 Muhumaa ja Virtsu väin  - (missing) NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
NA Oh Jumala Ema Neitsi! NA NA NA TTBB Edition 49 Edition 49
1 Jaaniussike Redlich NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
2 Tal on tarkust küllalt Haava NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
3 Nõmmelill Haava NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49




5 Aiut-taiut, tahtsin laulda Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
6 Hällilaul Heiberg NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
7 Laulja Peterson NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
8 Talvine õhtu Grünthal-Ridala NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat




10 Mitu halba ilma pääl? Ravhaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
11 Linnukest sääl kinni püüti Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat




12 Meil aiaäärne tänavas Koidula NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
13 Laulu eestvõtja Vana kannel NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
14 Vihaga Weitzenberg NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
15 Maga, maga Matsikene Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
16 Oles mo heli ennitses Vana kannel NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
17 Kus käisid sa? Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
18 Väike lille laul Sööt NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
19 Ma kõndisin vainul Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
20 Vanamees kündis metsa ääres Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
21 Viire tagant tulevad Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
22 Karajapoiss Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
23 Hällilaul Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
24 Unes nägin Haava NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
25 Kus on kurva kodu? Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
26 Miks sa nutad, lillekene? Koidula NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat




28 Lauliku omaksed Wöhrmann NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
29 Ma tulen hilja Enno NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
30 Kannel Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
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31 Undsel ilmal lätsi ma Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
1 Kas on linnukesel muret Estonian FHV Nissi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
2 Mu süda, ärka üles Estonian FHV Pühalepa Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
3 Kui Jeesus risti naelati Estonian FHV Pühalepa Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
4 Armas Jeesus, sind ma palun Estonian FHV Nissi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
5 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Reigi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
6 Ma tulen taevast ülevelt Estonian FHV Reigi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
7 Nüüd on see päev ju lõppenud Estonian FHV Risti Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
8 Ma laulan suust ja südamest Estonian FHV Risti Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
9 Ärgake! Nii vahid hüüdvad Estonian FHV Nissi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
10 Kui suur on meie vaesus Estonian FHV Nissi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
11 Kuis pean vastu võtma Estonian FHV Risti Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat
12 Ma tahan jätta mäha Estonian FHV Risti Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat
13 Oh taganege minu himud Estonian FHV Nissi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat
14 Jeesus kõige ülem hää Estonian FHV Risti Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat
15 Oh kui onsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Nissi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat
16 Kes jumalat nii laseb teha Estonian FHV Kihnu Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat
17 Ma kiitlen ükspäinis neist verisist haavust Estonian FHV Risti Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat
18 Ma tulen taevast ülevelt Estonian FHV Kihnu Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat
1 Meil aiaäärne tänavas Koidula NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
2 Jaaniussike Redlich NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
3 Unes nägin Haava NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
4 Kannel Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
5 Undsel ilmal lätsi ma Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
6 Tal on tarkust küllalt Haava NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
7 Aiut-taiut, tahtsin laulda Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49




9 Hällilaul Heiberg NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
10 Nõmmelill Haava NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
11 Laulja Peterson NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49




13 Laulu eestvõtja Vana kannel NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
14 Linnukest sääl kinni püüti Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
15 Vihaga Weitzenberg NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
16 Maga, maga Matsikene Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
17 Kus käisid sa? Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
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APPENDIX F 
LIST OF KREEK’S PUBLISHED CHORAL FOLK SONGS, 
ORGANIZED BY TITLE 
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66 Aamen, au isal' olgu Estonian FHV Kärla 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












40 Ai siga-saga, link-link-link  - (missing) NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
7 Ai siga-siga, link-link-link Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule TTBB
Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
5 Aiut-taiut, tahtsin laulda Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB
Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
7 Aiut-taiut, tahtsin laulda Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB
Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
9 Ärgake! Nii vahid hüüdvad Estonian FHV Nissi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat


















4 Armas Jeesus, sind ma palun Estonian FHV Nissi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat










































25 Den signade dag Swedish FHV Noarootsi 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
13 Eesus ütleb… NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
1 Et kiitke Jumalat Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
2 Et kiitke Jumalat Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika




# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.
3 Et kiitke Jumalat Estonian FHV Põlva 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
























17 Et mööda läinud pime öö Estonian FHV Otepää 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
6 Hällilaul Heiberg NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
23 Hällilaul Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
9 Hällilaul Heiberg NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
18 Hällilaul NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
32 Hällilaul Rahvaluule NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
3 Hans ja Minkel Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule TTBB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
19 Hans ja Minkel  - (missing) NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
4 Hindu kotipoisid Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule TTBB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
35 Hindu kotipoisid NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
71 Issand, oma viha sees Estonian FHV Tõstamaa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika






1 Jaaniussike Redlich NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
2 Jaaniussike Redlich NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
8 Jann läheb jaanitulele Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule TTBB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49


















14 Jeesus kõige ülem hää Estonian FHV Risti Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat
29 Jeesus Kristus, Lunastaja Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
30 Jeesus Kristus, Lunastaja Estonian FHV Pärnu-Jaagupi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika










# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.






25 Jeesus, hüüa mind Estonian FHV Kihnu 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika






27 Jeesus, kõige ülem hää Estonian FHV Risti 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












46 Jümal ütles: “suagu valgus!” - (missing) NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
63 Jumal, maa ning taeva looja Estonian FHV Ridala 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












43 Kaks meie küla poissi NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
30 Kannel Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
4 Kannel Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
22 Karajapoiss Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
28 Karjapoiss NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
1 Kas on linnukesel muret Estonian FHV Nissi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat












16 Kes jumalat nii laseb teha Estonian FHV Kihnu Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat
6 Kõigis paigus, kus ma seisan Estonian FHV Ridala 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika








































# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.












60 Kõik tulge minu juure nüüd Estonian FHV Pärnu-Jaagupi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
61 Kõik tulge minu juure nüüd Estonian FHV Kaarma 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
62 Kõik tulge minu juure nüüd Estonian FHV Halliste 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
9 Koovit, kus sa läed? NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
1 Kord istus jõe kalda pääl NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
44 Kristus surmast tõusnud on Estonian FHV Kihnu 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika


















3 Kui Jeesus risti naelati Estonian FHV Pühalepa Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat












41 Kui Jeesust risti naelati Estonian FHV Pühalepa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












5 Kui Jeesust risti naelti Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
23 Kui meil on püsti häda käes Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika






73 Kui suur on meie vaesus Estonian FHV Nissi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
74 Kui suur on meie vaesus Estonian FHV Nissi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












10 Kui suur on meie vaesus Estonian FHV Nissi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
















# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.












11 Kuis pean vastu võtma Estonian FHV Risti Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat
30 Küla metsas NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
5 Külapoiste laul Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule TTBB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
7 Küll käisin kirikus NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond






41 Küll vigalas on sündinud NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
6 Kus käisid sa, mu pojuke NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
17 Kus käisid sa? Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
17 Kus käisid sa? Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
25 Kus käisid sa? NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
25 Kus on kurva kodu? Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
38 Kus on kurva modu? NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond








45 Laula, laula suukene - (missing) NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
28 Lauliku omaksed Wöhrmann NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
1 Lauliku omaksed Võhrman NA Valimik Koorilaule TTBB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
7 Laulja Peterson NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
11 Laulja Peterson NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
13 Laulu eestvõtja Vana kannel NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
13 Laulu eestvõtja Vana kannel NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
16 Lehmalüpsi laul NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond






11 Linnukest sääl kinni püüti Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
14 Linnukest sääl kinni püüti Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat


































# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.
17 Ma kiitlen ükspäinis neist verisist haavust Estonian FHV Risti Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat
19 Ma kõndisin vainul Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
3 Ma kõndisin vainul Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SSAA Eesti Raamat





8 Ma laulan suust ja südamest Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












8 Ma laulan suust ja südamest Estonian FHV Risti Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
12 Ma tahan jätta mäha Estonian FHV Risti Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat












13 Ma tänan sind, et oled mind Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
14 Ma tänan sind, et oled mind Estonian FHV Häädemeeste 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
15 Ma tänan sind, et oled mind Estonian FHV Pärnu-Jaagupi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika


















44 Ma tänan sind, et oled mind - (missing) NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
29 Ma tulen hilja Enno NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
2 Ma tulen hilja Enno NA Valimik Koorilaule SSAA Eesti Raamat
21 Ma tulen taevast ülevelt Estonian FHV Kihnu 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
22 Ma tulen taevast ülevelt Estonian FHV Risti 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika


















6 Ma tulen taevast ülevelt Estonian FHV Reigi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
18 Ma tulen taevast ülevelt Estonian FHV Kihnu Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat












26 Maa ja taevas kiidvad Estonian FHV Kärla 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika




# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.
15 Maga, maga Matsikene Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
16 Maga, maga Matsikene Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
20 Me oleme kolm habemega juuti NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
8 Me tõmbame läbi NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
9 Meie Err Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB




21 Meie Err Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
12 Meil aiaäärne tänavas Koidula NA Segakoorilaule SATB
Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
1 Meil aiaäärne tänavas Koidula NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB
Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
24 Miinake, minu õeke NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
72 Miks mu süda ennast vaevab Estonian FHV Virumaa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika










































15 Miks mu süda ennast vaevab Estonian FHV Ridala 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
16 Miks mu süda ennast vaevab Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
26 Miks sa nutad, lillekene? Koidula NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
19 Miks sa nutad, lillekene? Koidula NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat






17 Minu hing, oh ole rõõmus Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
27 Mis sa sirised, sirtsukene? Rahvaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB




18 Mis sa sirised, sirtsukene? Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB




10 Mitu halba ilma pääl? Ravhaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
23 Mitu halba ilma pääl? Ravhaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
4 Möldri laul NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond










# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.
























65 Mu risti löödud verise tallele Estonian FHV Mustjala 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












10 Mu risti löödud verise tallele Estonian FHV Ridala 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
6 Mu süda ärka üles Estonian FHV Pühalepa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
7 Mu süda ärka üles Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












2 Mu süda, ärka üles Estonian FHV Pühalepa Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
38 Mu süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
39 Mu süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Vändra 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
40 Mu süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Vändra 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












6 Muhumaa ja Virtsu väin Rahvaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule TTBB
Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
47 Muhumaa ja Virtsu väin  - (missing) NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
3 Mul oli rikas ristiema NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond






34 Neiu ja peiu NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
21 Neli juuti olid surnud NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
3 Nõmmelill Haava NA Segakoorilaule SATB
Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
10 Nõmmelill Haava NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB
Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49










# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.
9 Nüüd hingvad inimesed Estonian FHV Ridala 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
59 Nüüd hingvad inimesed Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika






























8 Nüüd hingvad inimesed Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
9 Nüüd Jumalale austust Estonian FHV Kihnu 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika


















31 Nüüd Kristus surnust tõusnud on Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika






56 Nüüd ole, Jeesus kiidetud Estonian FHV Kihnu 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika






10 Nüüd on see päev ju lõppenud Estonian FHV Risti 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
11 Nüüd on see päev ju lõppenud Estonian FHV Rapla 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
12 Nüüd on see päev ju lõppenud Estonian FHV Käina 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika


















7 Nüüd on see päev ju lõppenud Estonian FHV Risti Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
















# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.






18 Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
19 Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
20 Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
24 Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti Swedish FHV Noarootsi 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












18 Nüüd surnu keha matame Estonian FHV Kihnu 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
19 Nüüd surnu keha matame Estonian FHV Saaremaa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
20 Nüüd surnu keha matame Estonian FHV Halliste 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika










































3 Nüüd surnu keha matame Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
4 Nüüd surnu keha matame Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika


































# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.












68 Oh Jeesus, ülem abimees Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
69 Oh Jeesus, ülem abimees Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika


















13 Oh Jeesus, ülem abimees Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika






57 Oh Jumal, sinu pääl Estonian FHV Nõo 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












NA Oh Jumala Ema Neitsi! NA NA NA TTBB Edition 49 Edition 49






67 Oh Kristus, Lunastaja Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika






11 Oh Kristus, Lunastaja Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
16 Oh Kristus, päike oled sa Estonian FHV Virumaa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
32 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
33 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Nissi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
34 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Tõstamaa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
35 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
36 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Nõo 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
37 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Nõo 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
















# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.






























5 Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Reigi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book I SATB Eesti Raamat
15 Oh kui onsad on need pühad taevas Estonian FHV Nissi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat












70 Oh laulgem südamest Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
14 Oh laulgem südamest Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
52 Oh leinakem ja kaebagem Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
53 Oh leinakem ja kaebagem Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
54 Oh leinakem ja kaebagem Estonian FHV Pärnu-Jaagupi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
55 Oh leinakem ja kaebagem Estonian FHV Pärnu-Jaagupi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
























7 Oh leinakem ja kaebagem Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
75 Oh maga küll su voodi külm Estonian FHV Laiuse 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
13 Oh taganege minu himud Estonian FHV Nissi Vaimulikud Rahvaviisid, Book II SATB Eesti Raamat






24 Oh võta, armas Jeesus, vastu mult Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika






31 Oh, mina vaene NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
16 Oles mo heli ennitses Vana kannel NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
20 Oles mo heli ennitses Vana kannel NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat




# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.






2 Õnn Sull' kui kardad Jumalat Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika


















58 Öö on jo läev een Estonian FHV Otepää 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika






4 Päev ajab ära judn ja ööd Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
5 Päev ajab ära judn ja ööd Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












50 Päev lõpeb tääl, mu vaim ja meel Estonian FHV Tõstamaa 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
51 Päev lõpeb tääl, mu vaim ja meel Estonian FHV Reigi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












15 Päev lõpeb teäl  - (missing) NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
39 Pähki kasu NA Koorilaulud II SATB Eesti Muusikafond
22 Peigmees, miks mind maha jätsid? NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
29 Pill ütleb: pidu lõpeb NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
2 Pulmalaul NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
22 Rahva Õnnistegija Swedish FHV Noarootsi 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
23 Rahva Õnnistegija Swedish FHV Vormsi 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
33 Rannaküla tee NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
24 Ringtantsu laul Annist NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
28 Rõõmuga mu süda hüppab Estonian FHV Räpina 75 Kaanonit segakoorile I SATB Kirjastus Muusika Edition 49 /
SPMuusika












27 Sääl mäe pääl oli NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
12 See aeg on tõest' ukse ees Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49 Edition 49 /
SPMuusika










# TITLE TEXT PARISH COLLECTION VOICE PUBLISH. DISTRIB.












21 See jõulupäev on rõõmust suur Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
17 Sii saue ja seal saue NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
1 Sind, Issand Jumal, kiidame Estonian FHV Lääne-Nigula 25 Geistliche Volkslieder SATB Edition 49
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika






11 Sirisege, sirbikesed Ravhaluule NA Segakoorilaule SATB




12 Sirisege, sirbikesed Ravhaluule NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB




42 Su hooleks ennast annan ma Estonian FHV Mustjala 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
43 Su hooleks ennast annan ma Estonian FHV Mustjala 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika




































45 Süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Ridala 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
46 Süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Häädemeeste 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
47 Süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Häädemeeste 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
48 Süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Pärnu-Jaagupi 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
49 Süda, miks sa muretsed Estonian FHV Kolga-Jaani 75 Kaanonit segakoorile II SATB Kirjastus Muusika
Edition 49 /
SPMuusika
9 Sügis Liiv NA Valimik Koorilaule TTBB
Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
2 Tal on tarkust küllalt Haava NA Segakoorilaule SATB
Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
6 Tal on tarkust küllalt Haava NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB
Eesti Raamat / 
Edition 49
Edition 49
8 Talvine õhtu Grünthal-Ridala NA Segakoorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
22 Talvine õhtu Grünthal-Ridala NA Valimik Koorilaule SATB Eesti Raamat
12 Tee pilli, löö pilli NA Koorilaulud I SATB Eesti Muusikafond
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“Armas Jeesus, sind ma palun” excerpt.1 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1. Cyrillus Kreek, “Armas Jeesus, sind ma palun” in Vaimulikud rahvaviisid I (Tallinn: Eesti 
Raamat, 1989), 18.  
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“Kas on linnukesel muret” excerpt.2 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2. Cyrillus Kreek, “Kas on linnukesel muret” in Vaimulikud rahvaviisid I (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 
1989), 10. 
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“Mu süda, ärka ules” excerpt.3 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3. Cyrillus Kreek, “Mu süda, ärka ules” in Vaimulikud rahvaviisid I (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1989), 
13.   




“Ma kittlen ükspäinis neist verisist haavust” excerpt.4 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4. Cyrillus Kreek, “Ma kittlen ükspüainis neist verisist haavust” in Vaimulikud rahvaviisid II 
(Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1989), 61.   
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“Oh taganege minu himud” excerpt.5 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5. Cyrillus Kreek, “Oh taganege minu himud” in Vaimulikud rahvaviisid II (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 
1989), 47.   
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“Miinake, minu õeke” excerpt.6 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6. Cyrillus Kreek, “Miinake, minu õeke” in Koorilaulud I (Tallinn: Eesti Muusikafond, 1979), 23. 
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“Küll käisin kirikus” excerpt.7 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7. Cyrillus Kreek, “Küll käisin kirikus” in Koorilaulud I (Tallinn: Eesti Muusikafond, 1979), 8. 
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“Tee pilli, löö pilli” excerpt.8 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8. Cyrillus Kreek, “Tee pilli, löö pilli” in Koorilaulud I (Tallinn: Eesti Muusikafond, 1979), 13.  
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“Mu süda ärka üles,” SSA.9 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9. Cyrillus Kreek, “Mu süda ärka üles” in Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, I (Tallinn: 
Kirjastus Muusika, 1992), 11. 
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“Nüüd surnu keha matame,” SSA.10 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10. Cyrillus Kreek, “Nüüd surnu keha matame” in Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, I 
(Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1992), 38. 
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“Päev lõpeb tääl, mu vaim ja meel,” SSA.11 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11. Cyrillus Kreek, “Päev lõpeb tääl, mu vaim ja meel” in Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid 
naiskoorile, II (Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 10.  
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“Päev lõpeb tääl, mu vaim ja meel,” SSA.12 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12. Cyrillus Kreek, “Päev lõpeb tääl, mu vaim ja meel” in Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid 
naiskoorile, II (Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 11.  
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“Oh Jeesus, ülem abimees” #111 excerpt, SSA.13 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13. Cyrillus Kreek, “Oh Jeesus, ülem abimees” in Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, III 
(Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 17. 
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“Oh Jeesus, ülem abimees” #112 excerpt, SSA.14 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14. Cyrillus Kreek, “Oh Jeesus, ülem abimees” in Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, III 
(Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 19. 
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“Minu hing, oh ole rõõmus” excerpt, SSA.15
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15. Cyrillus Kreek, “Minu hing, oh ole rõõmus” in Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, IV 
(Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 17.  
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“Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti” #15 excerpt, SSA.16 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16. Cyrillus Kreek, “Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti” in Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, IV 
(Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 38. 
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“Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti” #159 excerpt, SSA.17 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17. Cyrillus Kreek, “Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti” in Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, IV 
(Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 40. 
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“Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti” #160 excerpt, SSA.18 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18. Cyrillus Kreek, “Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti” in Eesti vaimulikud rahvaviisid naiskoorile, IV 
(Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 42. 
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“Õnn Sull’ kui kardad Jumalat” excerpt, 25 geistliche volkslieder.19 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19. Cyrillus Kreek, “Õnn Sull’ kui kardad Jumalat” in 25 geistliche volkslieder (Karlsruhe,  
Germany: Edition 49, 1999), ?. 
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“Nüüd hingvad inimesed” #8, 25 geistliche volkslieder.20 Compare to page 242. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20. Cyrillus Kreek, “Nüüd hingvad inimesed” in 25 geistliche volkslieder (Karlsruhe,  
Germany: Edition 49, 1999), ?. 
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“Nüüd hingvad inimesed” #9, 25 geistliche volkslieder.21 Compare to page 241. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21. Cyrillus Kreek, “Nüüd hingvad inimesed” in 25 geistliche volkslieder (Karlsruhe,  
Germany: Edition 49, 1999), ?. 
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“Minu hing, oh ole rõõmus” excerpt, 25 geistliche volkslieder.22 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22. Cyrillus Kreek, “Minu hing, oh ole rõõmus” in 25 geistliche volkslieder (Karlsruhe,  
Germany: Edition 49, 1999), ?. 
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“Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti” excerpt, based on a Swedish folk hymn variant; 25 
geistliche volkslieder. 23 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23. Cyrillus Kreek, “Nüüd paistab meile kaunisti” in 25 geistliche volkslieder (Karlsruhe,  
Germany: Edition 49, 1999), ?. 
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“Päev ajab ära und ja ööd,” SATB canon.24 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24. Cyrillus Kreek, “Päev ajab ära und ja ööd” in 75 kaanonit segakoorile eesti vaimulikele 
rahvaviisidele, I (Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 11.  
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“Mu süda ärka üles” excerpt, SATB canon.25 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25. Cyrillus Kreek, “Mu süda ärka üles” in 75 kaanonit segakoorile eesti vaimulikele 
rahvaviisidele, I (Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 12. 
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“Et mööda läinud pime öö,” SATB canon.26 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26. Cyrillus Kreek, “Et mööda läinud pime öö” in 75 kaanonit segakoorile eesti vaimulikele 
rahvaviisidele, I (Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 30. 
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“Jeesus, hüüa mind” excerpt, SATB canon.27 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
  
27. Cyrillus Kreek, “Jeesus, hüüa mind” in 75 kaanonit segakoorile eesti vaimulikele 
rahvaviisidele, I (Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 43. 
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Excerpt of “Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas,” SATB canon.28 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28. Cyrillus Kreek, “Oh kui õndsad on need pühad taevas” in 75 kaanonit segakoorile eesti 
vaimulikele rahvaviisidele, I (Tallinn: Kirjastus Muusika, 1996), 61. 
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